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PDFACE 
In a way of life totally cona.ctated to the s.rvic. of God and 
n.ighbor. one would expect to find r.ligion ex.rcisinc an influ.nc. not 
ordinarily found in th. population at larga. For this reaaon. teaching 
r.ligious provide an apt univ.rs. for a atudy in th. effectivenesa of 
religion aa a form of social control. Paradoxically, mankind today .eems 
to be witnessing both the demise and r.birth of religion .s a soci.tal 
force. In the social issues of the day one increasingly finds the Church 
no long.r .peaking softly in the churches but witnessing publicly to 
socio-r.ligious beliefs. In the Unit.d Statea, the current struggle of 
the Nelro for his human and civil rights has b.en the area where this 
commitment has b.en most appar.nt. For this reason the area of race bas 
b.en chos.n .s the central socio-religious iSSUB. 
At the conception of this study two years ago. it was pr~rily 
a concern for the teaching Sister's role aa .ducator for social justice 
which provided the inspiration. As t~ proar •••• d. the .cope broadened 
to embrace the theoretical ori.ntations of ref.renc. group and social 
control theories. The analytical framework with which these theories 
provided the writer have prov.d atUDulatina and. she hopes, fruitful 
both in und.rstandin, the findinas and pavtDa the way for furth.r re.earch. 
The writer i. indebt.d to Mr. Jamea Iretch. lusinesa Mana,er of 
St. Jo •• ph's Hospital. Joliet. Illinoi., for his gracious a •• lstance 
i1 ; 
in the preparation of the data for the I.I.M. computers. Mr. Paul Wolfe, 
Office Ma~ger of the Computer Center at State University of Iowa 
has liven invaluable computer prolrammina and statistical assistance for 
which the writer is deeply Irateful. Very special thanks are due to 
Dr, Paul Hundy for his luidance on this thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
I. Statement of the Problem 
That the causes of prejudice are many and complex, having their 
roots in historical, cultural, aconomic. psychological, and social phases 
of life, is today an accepted fact. Though anyone of these facets may 
be isolated for in-depth study and analysis, this would be recognized by 
social scientists and psychologists as an artificial separation undertaken 
only for the purpose of scientific investigation. Many studies on 
prejudice dealing with the aforesaid causes are appearing constantly. Few 
of these, aside from religious publications, treat religion and its role 
in the solution of problems arising from prejudice at any length or with 
scientific depth. 
The Catholic Church. though primarily transcendental in ultimate 
goals, exists in the world and must. therefore, as her Founder, Christ, 
UDmerse herself in its temporalities in order to redeem them. To this 
purpose, then, in this era of civil rights and human liberties, the Church 
has made its position clearer on these points than perhaps ever before. 
A greater and more widespread willingness on the part of Church personnel 
to become directly involved in the cause of interracial justice is in 
evidence. All of which points clearly to two questions. First, what is 
the role of religion in reducing the impact of the forces of prejudice? 
2 
The second question has a more specific focus. Since the Catholic School 
system has long had for its goal the socialization of its products in 
1 Catholic Socio-religious ideals, it would be expected that the religious 
teacher would be a main means of achieving this end. The second question 
is then--how effectively prepared is the teacher to accomplish this goa11 
Or put another way. to what extent bas she been influenced by the many 
causes of prejudice? For the purpose of exploring these questions, three 
main areas of investigation of the religious teaching Sister have been 
delineated: her attitudes about social (mainly racial) issues; her aware-
ness of social facts; and her dearee of involvement in specific apostolic 
works conSidered critical to the propagation of social justice. 
Facility in enunciating relilious principles and practices is not 
to be equated with achievement. The social ideal for religious Sisters 
was made quite clear in Pope Pius XII's tUne. He desired that they be 
contemporary women, competent in their respective fields, and "well-
informed on modern problems and their solutions, so that they may always 
be able to understand and help those who are entrusted to their care."2 
Among the social problems facing North Americans today, race 
relations occupies the forefront. being acknowledged by governmental, 
social, and religious leaders as America's number one domestic problem. 
1 Sister Mary Joan, O.P., and Sister Mary Nona, O.P., Guiding 
Growth in Christian Social Livins. Vol. III (Washington, 1946). pp. 207-08. 
A kind of /tlible" in Catholic Educational circles. 
2 J. leyer, S.J., ttWoman's Role in the Church at the Present TUne, 
According to the Teaching of H.K. Pius XII,II Doctrinal Instruction of 
Religioya Slsters: Religious Life Series (Westminister, 1956) pp. 70-71. 
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Recent pronouncements of the ecclesiastical hierarchy can leave no doubt 
as to the Church'. position on racism and segregation. 1 Within the past 
two years in the Chicago area, the late Albert Cardinal Meyer frequently 
wrote pastorals directly and indirectly touching on the topic. A series 
of Sunday sermon outline. on the topic was prepared for Archdiocesan parish 
priests. Catholic newspaper. and periodicals of the 1960'. abound in 
information and editorial eommentarie. dealing with the interracial i.sue. 
Women religious are a sign of the Church that has spoken. "The 
Church pre.ents Christ to believers and non-believers alike in a striking 
manner daily through thea. ,,2 Their very being is to emanate the social 
ideal of the gospel. In every contact they teach by what they believe 
and express in word or action. The religious who are also profe.sional 
teachers have the added opportunity of giving formal inatruction. Their 
clarity of vision and convictiona will come through to their students. 
So, too, will the absence of the... The woman rel1&ious teaches not only 
by what she chooses to say, but also by wbat she choo.es not to say. The 
question is: are the religious teachers equal to their task? It will be 
the purpose of this study to explore to what extent the inatitution of 
religious life and education are supportive to the Catholic Church's 
sacul doctrine. 
ISee "Annual Statements of U.S. Bishops" for 1958 and 1963; alao 
Pacem in Teub--Part III; MYstici Corporis; S,.i Pont1ficatua j Ahmann, 
Matthew, lace: Challe.e to B.el1aionj LaFar,e, John, B.J., The Catholic 
Viewpoint on lace Relationa. 
2"Constitution on the Church," Chapter 6, as released by the N.C.W.C. 
News Service. The National Catholic B.eeorter, December 2, 1964, p. 7. 
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11. Theoretical Considerationa 
1ocio1ogY of 1811&ion .nd .American C:!thoU.cs 
The American sociology of religion has faced several crise. in its 
pr~cess of maturation. In spite of the fact that in 1947 the American 
catholic Soc1010&1ca1 Society formed a committee for the sociology of 
religion, lather Joseph lichter at the 1950 convention of the Society 
indicted it for doina nothina in the field. In that .... year Jammes and 
Mendra. were able to find only two persons interested in the sociololY of 
re11lion out of a liat of nearly two hundred namas published by the Society.l 
Why this lack of interesU Profe .. or wach opines, "If sociology bas 
been suspect to believers," it is becauae it bas been samet _a uaed nas a 
weapon of allression aaainat reUaion ... 2 richter also cOlllllenU on the 
Itcoolness" wita which his studies have been accepted by the eccle.1&stical 
functionaries whom they were intended to a •• ist. 3 However, scientists 
temporarily affected by lack of encouralemant, acceptance and funds may 
still rise to the challenae and by 80 doiDa will inspire others to do also. 
that fears of this sort still persist amona some American catholics can 
be readily observed in rathar Andrew Greeley's comments on this state of 
affairs. 
IJ881'1 Jaaaes anG lienry Menoras, "blig1ous Sociology in tbe U.S. ," 
LumtD vitae, VI (Jan.-June, 1951). 133-36. 
2 Ibid.. p. 134. 
3Joseph 11. richter, ScwtMrn Parish: J)ypamics of a City ChUfch 
(ChicalO, 1951), I, vii. 
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American Catholicism need not be afraid of the sociologist. 
Myth debunking and critical analysis are intellectual exercises 
which even though they have a value in themselves can also 
clear away the deadwood and the rubble which interfere with 
the work of the Church. If sociologists a •• ault the conventional 
wisdom, we need not feel threatened because we have no vested 
interest in pnony traditions. If sociologists raise pointed 
questions, we ought not to feel shocked, because we are not 
committed to accidental forms which have outlived their useful-
ness. If sociologists report some embarrassing findings, we 
ought not to be angry because they are Godls agents in bearing 
witness to our failures. In short, let us welcome the critical 
mind of the sociologists, because he is seeking only for the 
truth, limited though it might be, which his discipline is able 
to attain. And as iius XI of Uumortal memory observed the 
catholic Church bas nothing to fear from the truth. l 
There can be no doubt, however, that the over-all "agg iornamento" 
of Pope John XXIII has opened the doors and windows of the Church thus 
achieving two significant gains for the American sociology of religion. 
First, this spirit of self-examination and renewal has afforded the soci-
ologiat of religion greater access to investigate institutions previously 
closed to him; second, the catholic sociologist himself is les8 inhibited 
in the presentation of the socio-religious facts than formerly. Evidence 
of this can be seen in the recent (February 27, 1965) Midwest Sister For-
mation Conference in Chicago at which Dr. Paul Mundy of Loyola University, 
Chicago, presented the main research findings of this study. 
It is the belief of Catholics that because the nature of the Church 
is built on the Incarnation of the Son of God and is an extension of that 
Mystery in time and space, the Church must be relevant in every period of 
history if she is to accomplish her purpose. In order to know objectively 
Andrew Greeley, "Some Questions for U.S. Catholics," The Catholic 
Reporter, III (June 22, 1962), 10. 
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what kind of a world the Church must encounter, is it not necessary for 
the Church to engage in dialogue ~¥ith certain areas of secular knowledge? 
Is it not only ill a wedding of the two in man that man more perfectly 
resembles the incarnate Christ?l 
However, this dialogue tmposes obligations on both sides. Today'. 
greater freedom for scholarly socio-religious research places upon the 
sociologist who embraces Catholic values a serious responsibility. He 
must realize that his approach to man is partial, and that in order to 
achieve the whole truth, sociology must engage in a dialogue with other 
scientific and humanistic disciplines. 2 While accepting supra-empirical 
postulates from the Catholic value system, realizing that these value. will 
influence qualitative analysis and weighting of data, and clearly stating 
such in his re.earch report, the Catholic sociologist must, like all other 
sociologists, "abide by the rules of the game. ,,3 'aith and philosophy 
cannot substitute for knowledge that can be gained only through competent 
empirical research. 
Religious Life -- Sublect Area for the Sociology of Rel!gion 
There are several reasons why the Church should be interested in 
the scientific investigation of its religious personnel. Quantitatively, 
930,000 women religious have put their human potential at the disposal 
lJoseph P. Fitzpatrick, "Catholic Responsibilities in Sociology,1I 
Thought, XXVI (Autumn, 1951), 384-96. Reprinted in The Church in the 
Changing Community (New York, 1957), no pages listed. 
2Thomas F. O'Dea, liThe ~ociology of Religion," ~, XV (June, 1954), 
90-91. 
3E• K. Francis and Jean Labben, "Suggestions to American Catholic Socio 
logists for a Scheme of R •• earch, II Lwnen ~, VI (Jan.-June, 1951), 162. 
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of the Catholic Church. l This places heavy responsibility upon the 
authorities to recognize, develop and utilize this God-given talent for 
the greater good of all. However, each religious does not function as an 
isolated unit. Beligioue communities are highly structured and institution-
alized social bodies. The dangers of personality decimation increase in 
bureaucratic structures. Therefore, there is much that these groups may 
learn from socio10lica1 research and findings in the areas of group structure 
and analysis, c01llllunity planning, etc. Since the Church is an adaptive 
institution, she should utilize research a. a basis for policy makinl. In 
this way, the appointments of religious personnel and the organizations of 
apostolic works can at least keep pace with social chanae. Very pertinent 
to this fact of the Church betas an adaptive institution are the remarks of 
Gordon Zahn, who points out that his study fully documents the followina: 
To the extent that the Church does accomodate itself to a 
secular regt.e, it becomes, in effect, an agent of that 
reg~. 8upplement~ the secular controls with those of 
the spiritual order. 
This power to reinforce the controls of secular society pleces 
formidable responsibility upon Church leaders. The questions which they 
must .sk themselves are the following. ftrst, to what 8hou1d religious 
personnel be continually adapting? Second. to what .re re1igiou8 per80nnel 
.dapting? The former i8 a problem for social phi1080phy and doctrine; the 
1 Statistic8 from I.C.I., No. 100 (July 15, 1959). 
2Gordon C. Zahn, German Catholic •• sd Hitler's Wars: A Study in 
Social Control (New York, 1962). p. 216. 
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latter can only be approxmated through .pirical research. The expounding 
of inspiring aoals and priDeiples is no substitute for knowledge of the 
existential facts. Self-knowledge is a prerequisite for personal growth 
in maturity. 'll1e Church as a human institution is no exception, and it 
is even more critical that stock be taken of those charged with the 
intellectual and spiritual formation of the People of God. "In the spirit 
of the Gos,.l, we should try to find out what duttes we have not yet 
fulfilled, rather than enumerate those which we have done our beGt to 
fulfill. ,,1 
Sosiol08ical theOry: Social Control 
With the .. turin, tntere.t in the .ociololY of religion, it becomes 
imperative to discover the proper theories to utiU.ze as fr .... of reference 
for one's .pirical research. At the same time, "improved theorizina 18 
clearly dependent 01'1 further empirical inve.tiaations."2 It 18 the hope 
of the writer that this study will demonstrate, however aodestly. that 
social control theory produce. fruitful hypothe... for the sociology of 
religion; i.e., hypothe •• s pointina the way for further invest1aationa 
ultimately l .. dina to the .barpeniag of theor.tical foraulations. Without 
thes., the facts of description become cumbersome and disorganized. With-
out systematic description, accurate analysis i8 impossible. 3 
lLeon Joseph Cardinal Suenell8, Tbe 'up 1p. the World (Westminster, 
1962), p. 73. 
~urice Stein, The Iclipse of Coemuuity (Princetoll. 1960). p. 275. 
3Talcott Parsona, "!II' in Sociological Theory (Glencoe. 1957), 
p. 213. 
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It is I.n.rally acc.pted that men Orlani&' their b.havior to some 
extent in r.sponae to the upectatiOll8 which they iIIlpute to oth.r peopl •• l 
Many social th.orists past and present have writt.n on this. includina 
Charles Horton Cooley, Emile Durkhe1m, Georg. Mead and Willu. I. Thomas. 
Charles B. Cooley had this to say about IUn's conacienee and social control. 
ConacieDC' is al_ys a group consciene •• however the group .. y 
be f01'Dled. so that our moral s.nt_nt al-1s refleets our tim., 
our country, and our special field of persoul imalination. On 
the oth.r hand. our s.nae of rlaht ilDOr.s those whaa .. do not, 
throuah sympathy, feel as part of ours.lv.s, DO .. tt.r how clos. 
their physical contlauity.2 
E. A. Iloss stat.s that "conacienee is the refl.ction of public opinion 
rath.r than public opinion the r.fl.ctlon of conac:l.enee. tt3 Durkheia 
refers to conacl.ne. as "society livina In us. ,,4 Tb.caas points out that 
compl.t. lndlviduaU.&atlon is an iapossibillty because "no OM lives or 
can liv. vlthout r.gard to a public. tIS 
With varylna dear.es of emphasis all of the above aar.e to 
locl.ty·s infl .... ac. on .. n. Durkh.ia, of cours., stands at an extr .. 
vieving man as the product or object of the social fore.. surrouac1ina hia. 
lTomatau Shibutanl. SOC1lty and 'erso,,11ty: Ap Interaetionist 
Approacb in Social 'sychology (Ingl.wood Cllffs, 1961), p. 60. 
2CUrle. B. Cool.y, "Social Aapecta of Conscience." BUIIIIln ktyre apd tv Social Orc!tr in Soclol08ical Theon: h.s,nt Day Sociolo8Y 're the raat, 
ed. Edgar lorgatta and Henry Meyer (Nev York, 1956), p. 431. 
3Edward Ross, "Some Aapects of Social Control," Social Control in 
loraatta and Meyer, p. 415. 
4Lewis Coser and .ernard Rosenberg (ed.) Soci01oaica1 TheofX: A look of 
ReadingS (New York, 1957), p. 98. 
5William I. Thomas, liThe Regulation of the Four Wishes," in loraatta 
and Meyar. p. 431. 
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Whn. admlttiaa the pr.s.nc. of control, the writ.r of th18 paper holds with 
Parsons thet for .. ch individual some area of autonomy or fr •• dom r_ins. 
But ev.n though the stamp of soci.ty 18 .verywhere upon it, 
Parsons does not r.aard the personality .~ply as a social 
product, as s~ly the sum and organication of the rol •• 
any part icular individual has l .. rned to play. For in spite 
of its extensive "pir1cal int.rdependencies and int.rpene-
trations both with sociocultural and biological sy.t ... , 
Parsons .. intains that personality c0D8titutes an tDportant 
level of syst .. oraan1&ation in its own r1aht, and hence can 
never b. reduc.d to yr fully explained by the other syst_ 
to which it r.lat ••• 
Among the various channels throulh which society controls ita ""ers 
18 r.lialon. It. influence or control as an int.gratina factor in .ociety 
depends upon the dear .. to which the people of the liven .ociety are 
motivated by ita value sy.ta. In proportion as they are not, ita influence 
a. a .ocial control 18 .. in1llb.d and .. oclifi.d by other foru of control. 
Accordina to c.rtain cla.sifications, r.liaion as a social control can 
be of two .. in types: fir.t, formal or informal; s.cond, ext.rnal or 
int.rnal. It is the internal type of social control which 18 stroaae.t 
and JI.O.t eff.ctiv. accord iDa to .oaaa theorists. 2 Lanaki .phasb.s the 
1IIportanc. of informal and int.rnal fac.ts of .ocio-r.liaious control a. 
a r.sult of his r .... rch in which he points out the followtaa: 
To under.tand the power of .ocio-r.liaious Iroup. it i • 
•••• ntial to recogni&. their capacity to absorb prtmAry 
aroupa a. subunit. in their organ1utional .y.ta. I.cause 
of this. the norma of .ocio-r.liaious groups ara constantly 
reinforc.d in tho.e int_te, hiahly valued .ocial relati~n­
.hips which are so crucial in the .hepiDa of per.onality. 
lEdward C. Dever .. ux, Jr., "Parson's Sociological Theory," Social 
Tbe0rie. of Talcott Par.oQl, ed. Max Black (Baalewood Cliffs, 1962), p. 32. 
2ror a detan.d analysis of this vi.wpoint, •• e ThOllll. Gannon, 
"lelf.aious Control and Delinquent Behavior" (unpublished Ha.ter t • thesis, 
Loyola Univ.rsity, Chicago, 1961, p. 13 ff.) 
3 d 
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Sbarpenina the focus, LaPiere refines this theory in terms of 
religion as an external control. Precisely what is it about prUnary group 
relationships which make them so supportive to socio-reli,ious control? 
LaPiere say. they aive status, and it is the "incU.vidual's regard for social 
status which makes him subject to social control. Ifl Social control factors 
are "those which transcenld the immediate situation and are operative only 
because of the individual's regard for social status. ,,2 The most effective 
type of social control, according to LaPiere must come through groups of the 
3 prbDary type since they are the most valued. This would add support to 
Lenski's observation on the power of primary groups to form personality. 
It is precisely in the mystery of human personality that we encounter 
formal social control. In this type, as also with the internal (values), 
where reli&ion is concerned. one must admit that one knows very little; for 
this is the place where unique religious experience comes into play. Bow-
ever. there are certain measurables even in this area and so the writer 
cannot ignore these under the pretext that the whole man cannot be observed. 
We shall content ourselves with that which can be observed and draw our 
conclusions from such. 
LaPiere writes: 
All other factors remaining equal. the control that is exercised 
by a ,roup over an individual member is inverse to the size of 
the ,roup •••• To the individual. modern or premodern. it is 
mainly those people who are known to him personally and ro know 
him personally who count in his behavioral calculations. 
laichard LaPiere. A theory of Social Control (New York, 1954), p. 47. 
21!.&1!. p. 288. 
3.l!'W!, p. 99. 
4l!USt. p. 101. 
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In tbe area of raligion this can bava vary disturbing conaaquanc .. when 
one consider. tbe viewpoint pr .. antad by Lenski. 
We found tbat contrary to coaaon .ensa, thera i. only a very 
U.itad ralationship bat.an the dearaa to which individual. ara 
involvad in a formal raligious a •• ociation and the dear .. to which 
they ara involvad in the corra.ponding .ubcc.D\IDity. Henee, the 
.ubc08lllunity is a vahicla by .... ns of which larsa n'Wlbar. of per-
.ona ara affectivaly indoctriDatad with the norma of the group • 
••• Bowever, a. 1M Doted on n1alerous occa.iona in the di.cussions 
of ecoaoaics, politics anc:l famUy life, the SubcoaBunity is .... 
thing more tban an instrument for reinforcing the influence of the 
a.sociation. It 18 a distinct .ocial sy.ta in ita own risht. anc1 
only tBperfactly coordinatad with the raligious a88ociation. At 
times, in fact, it exercisas an influrnca which brings it into 
conflict with tbe foral association. 
The .ubc~ity was obsarved to poe .... ttita own peculiar pattarn of 
ralationships with other variabl ... tt2 
bcant theoria. of urbani_ aive strong indication tbat "raliaioua 
iutitutions bava a significant iapact on .acular social institutiou. tt3 
Sinca AMrican Catholicim 18 .. iDly urban, one should ba abla to expect 
.nifa.tations of .ocio-religious control on .ecular social institutions. 
However, Will Herbars holc1a tbat urban18m prClllOtes "ccammal It ral igion and 
alao the influence of raligious .ubca.aunittes <_ller unit. ccapoHcl of 
reU"iously homoaanaaus .... r.).4 As Lenski·. finc1ing •• howed tbat tbe 
Church and it. aubccaaunitias ara not mutuelly rainforcing, the conclusion 
.y then be ctraWll tbat if reliaion i. influeacioa .ecular .ociaty, it is due 
maiDly to the raliaion of the subc~itia.. To the extent tbat tha .ub-
CQaUDity is pel'lleated with Catholic .ocio-religious ideal. and value., 
lLenaki. pp. 327-28. 
2Qicl., p. 2SS. 
3Did., p. 12. 
/twill Herbara, eo .... ItaDt-CathoU.c-Jew; &.:lEaKY in .... rican blicrioua 
Sociologr (Garden City, 1960), pp. 57-60; pp. IS3-SS. 
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to that extent will secular society be influenced by Catholicism as a 
social control. 
Also to be considered in the theoretical framework of this investi-
gation is Reference Group Theory. However. due to its intrinsic relation-
ship to attitude formation. it will be treated in Chapter III. 
'robl'!' of QgnceptytlizatloA 
Before stating the hypotheses on which this study is based, a 
clarification of terms is in order. American socioloCists contend that 
concept formation is a major problem since concepta are the major tool for 
theorizing. Wherever possible, operational definitions will be used. 
First, the term foclq-religioy! is used to distinguish the phenomenon 
it describes from "purely relilious tt beliefs and attitudes, that is, the 
subject matter of the Catholic Creed. Socio-religious doctrines are those 
teachings of the Catholic Church which pertain to the unchanging principles 
of justice and charity directing soclal interaction. This is best known as 
the social doctrine of the catholiC Church. Socio-religious subcommunities 
are those prtmary groups (family and friendship Iroups) which are religiousl 
homogeneous "with the result that interaction among members normally 
involves interaction among members of the same religious group. The more 
deeply people have internalized the norms or standards of their groups, 
the more their actions reinforce similar tendencies in other members of 
their family l!rimary group(sil. ,,1 Because a religiOUS regards the com-
munity sha enters as her ft family, nand ab ides by its norms (Rule of Life), 
the rel1sious community may be reaarded aa a socio-religious subcommunity 
of the Church. 
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Second, by social milieu is meant American society in its secular 
context (broad sense). Racial prejudice and discrbnination are national 
problems, not allocated to any particular region or phase of life. However, 
from the geographic viewpoint, this problem is be1na studied in a Chicago 
context. Therefore, social ailieu in the strict sense will mean American 
aecular life as now lived. in Chicago. The term "secular" as used. here 
should not be identified with the ideal type as in "sacred-secular. n In 
this context the term emb:ulces those facets of life not considered religious 
in the 3triot senae. but which are capable of socio-religious ramifications, 
a8 for example. social problems. Of pr~ry interest in regard to S2c1a1 
milieu will ba the contacts of the religious women, both in prtmary and 
secondary gr~up aspacts. 
Third. as a concept the ~rd pr!iudtce frequently carries hidden 
connotations and implicit vat ..... judpents. Gerhard Lenskl writes, 
Strictly speak!"" the term "prejudice" denotes an 
"unreasonable" viewpoint •••• There is much .. bout the 
unfavorabl. UDales which 8oci~religtous ,roups form of 
each other which is quite reasonable, provided only that 
one accept certain basic value postulates shared by 
members of the group •••• Sometimes a aroup may allow 
its values to distort ita "perceptions." in which ca.e 
there are arounds for speaking of "prejudice." Often. 
however, it seems that the unfavorable image. arise 
s~ply because different ,roup. are committed to different 1 
value. and therefore act differently and are judaed accordingly. 
Lensk1 finally sugest. a 1es. polemical term, uunfavorable aroup imaae," 
which the writer will also adopt. 
1 ~ •• pp. 74-75. 
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Fourth, for the purpo.e of th18 .tudy, !ostal cOBtrol w11l 'be viewed 
a. "a coll.ctiv. t.m for tho •• proc •••••• planned or unplanned, ~y which 
individuals are tauaht, per.uaded. or capelled to confom to the usage. 
and life-values of groups."l When .peakina of the social control diJa.naion 
of h\B&D behavior, it should be understooci that the writer 18 not hereby 
8ub.cribing to any deteminiatic philosophy of human conduct. 
Social control factors are nev.r the sole cause of human 
conciuct. Rather they frequently, but not invariably, 
.nt.r to some degree or other into the complex interaction 
with per.ooality and situatiooal factors out of which 
individual conduct emerges. 2 
Fifth, by !octal !ttitWe, is meant the psychological .tate of 
readiDe •• which conditions a per.on t • vi.wpoint on and behavior toward 
curr.nt .ocial 18sue.,3 with great.r _phasis in th18 cas. on the racial 
one. 
Sixth. the t.m ,wartp's. covers the poss.sslon of theor.tical and 
factual information con.idered essenttal to the practical application of 
ab.tract principle •• 
S.venth, lnvQlv_pt Si.Difie. the wiele .cope of participation in 
.octal 18su.s open to the Sister. Involv .. nt could rang. from ciiscus.ion 
to action. rurther delineation w111 be made in Part IV--Methodology. 
IJos.ph S. &Oucek, Soctal Gonttol (lew York, 1947), p. 3. 
2LaPiere, p. 65. 
3S• StAnsfeld Sar.ent and Robert C. Willi.lI8on, §2s1a1 Psxcholw: An 
Introduction to tht St~dx of Humap "latloe! (New York, 1958), pp. 225-26. 
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Ill. Hypotheses 
Bach hypothesis is preceded by a short statement demonstrating its 
theoretical oriain. 
I. Raliaious women are members of rel1aious subcommunities which. 
according to Lenski. are a "diatinct social system only imperfectly 
coordinated with the religious association" in socio-reUaious areas, such 
as economics, politics, £Ulily life, etc., a* times exercising flan influence 
1 
which br1n&s it into conflict with the formal religious association. It 
Members of reliaious .ubcgmmunitie,. thoUlh publiclY profe.sing orthodo!X 
in Church teachina. will ehib1t a wide raMe of attitudes steaming from 
diveraent interpretations of the socio-religious teachipg8 of the Catholic 
Church. 
II. If the American religious tends lito be conformist rather than 
reformist." hat been ".ocialized in a .ociety oriented to success in 
2 3 secular terms." and seeks for status from such, then 
It is predicted that there will be a Ireater relationship between socio-
relilioua attitydes and social class than between socio-reliaious attitudes 
and kind 9f educatiooal backarolWd (Catholic. publiC. mixed). 
Ill. If the religious subcommunity is supportive to the Church at large. 
it acts to fulfill its mission of teaching mandated by the Church. In 
~enski, p. 328. 
2Joseph H. fichter, lelilion AI An Ogcypation (Notre Dame, 1961). p.15 . 
3 LaPiere, p. 47. 
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recent years the Church has spoken about the Sisters t teachtDa role in 
1 terms much broader than the classroom. Therefore, as the members of 
socio-reliaious subcommunities arow in knowledae of social facte havina 
reliaious implications, it may be expected that they will become involved 
throuah various forms of appropriate action. However, 
If Rell&ious spiece. and superiors tend to maintain the "status-guo, ,,2 
it is predicted that there will be 90 correlation between the Ba1ilious' 
awareness of current social issues and the extent of their involvent, 
IV. In the socialization of its member., the reltaious subcommunity can 
be expected to pass on its values as criteria for judpent. To the extent 
that the reli,ious subcommunity baa internalized the values of the Church, 
to that extent only may it act as an aaent of socialization in socio-
3 
reli&ious values for its members. Since the religious communities under-
took the junlorate formation proar.. for their members at the request of the 
Church, they assume also the loals of the prolram, one of "ieb is relevant 
instruction in 80cial doctrine. 4 Therefore, 
1 Suenens, ,p. 73-93. 
2Several contaaporary authors make direct reference to this as fact. 
See Lanskt, The lelil12us Factor, p. 297; Sister Gertrude Joseph Donnelly, 
the Sister Apostl. (Botre Dame, 1964), p. 150; Trafford Maher, S.J., Lest we 
lui1d on Sand (St. Louis, 1962), p. 251. For an expertmental study which sup 
ports this, see 'erenc Kerci, uGroup Leadership and wtitutionaltzat10n," 
ltadiSis in Social 'slchololY, ed. G. Swanson (New York, 1952), pp. 318-28. 
3 Lenaki, p. 19. 
4Sacred Conareaation of Balil10Wl, Stdes SaRienttae and the Geperal 
!tatyte. A99!xed to the Apostolic CQDltltution (Washington, D.C., 1957), 
Title X, Art. 47, p. 66. See also Sister rormatiop 'ulletin, V (Winter, 1958 
59), 28; 'atricia McGIrr, "Sister Formation and the Social Apostolate," 
Interraci!l Review. XXXIII (February, 1960), 42-44. The latter is an article 
based on an interview with Sister M. Emil, I.H.M., then executive secretary 
of the Sister Formation Conference. 
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If the Juniorate lomatiop Pro,r .. is .ffective in this aapect of apiritual 
,oraation, thea 1t is predicted tbat there will be a mtaainaful differeDSe 
1D attitude. awar.at.a and involv ... nt acorea between thoae with juniorate 
trainins and tbese w1thout. rhoa, with luniorate will evidence more awaF'-
Dea. of. Christian a't:Usg' toward. and invo1veaent in aocial ieauea tban 
Sbp •• without lunioras. formation. 
IV. Methodology and aeaearch Deaign 
Sample 
.ecause of tbe nature of religious life and its eaay identification 
as a religious institution and structure, its members provide an unusually 
homogeneous group for the inveatisation of religion aa a .ocial control. 
What Lenski aaya of the clergy in his work would apply to r.ltgio~ tea~her. 
equally well. 
The clergy are alao of special importance to us in thia atudy 
aince they, more tban other m.era of the aroup. to which 
they belong, bave been expo.ed to, and indoctrinated in, the 
elietinctive teachiDaa of their church... Alao, by virtue of 
their office t~ey have been more conflned to their own sub-
c-.unity tban moat of the laity, anel thue more expo.ed to ita 
influence.. Ia .hort, lf socio-religious group. are forces 
aiviua riae to peculiar and diatinctive patterns of thousht aad 
actloa in the modern metropolls, we would expect to find aroup 
differeacea more .. rked aaoua the c1era1 than &mODi the laity.1 
To assure an adequate repr .. entation of the various ty"s of re1iaioua 
teachera in the clty of Chicaao, a proportionate number of Siatera were 
queatioDed on the arade .chool, htah achool, and co11e.e leve1a. Table 1 
illustrate. how re.ponse to the .urvey yielded aimilar repre.entativeDeaa, 
though arade and high achool teachera tead to be aomewbat underrepreaeateel 
lLenaki, pp. 286-87. 
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and colle,e teachers somewhat overrepresented in terms of the total populatio • 
tABLE l.--Representativeness of sample as to teaching level: Percentage of 
teachiDi reliaioua in total population as compared with percentage of res-
pondents in sample 
Educational 
Level 
Grade School Teachers 
H1&h School Teachers 
College Teachers 
Total 
Population 
It per cent 
2,509 
991 
102 
3,602 
69.7 
27.5 
2.8 
100.0 
Sampl. 
N per cent 
380 
154 
..!2. 
579 
65.6 
26.6 
7,8 
100.0 
A re,ular interval sample of the population (3,602 teach ina religious 
in the city of Chie&ao or 325 r.liaious convents housing rel1&ious teachers) 
was made in the followina mann.r: The first of ev.ry five convents in the 
city of Chie&IO, starting at the end of the list in the Catholic GSide of 
Chicaso Archdioces!, was selected for the study. The C!tpolic Directory was 
utilized as a source of additional information to determine how many question 
naires were to be sent to a particular convent. This number was checked 
a,ainst the total number of teaching Sistera in a convent as reported by the 
superior of each convent on a special data sh.et which was supplied for this 
purpose. This sample was examined for biases. such aa nationality-descent, 
number of persons in the house, etc.; it was foaod satisfactory and repre~ 
sentativ.. The sample surveyed constituted 27 per cent of the total popu-
lation or 973 teaching Siatersi 65 religious houses or 20 per cent of the 
reliaioua houses in the population are represented. The response was 59.5 
per cent of the sample or 579 respondents. i •••• 16 per cent of the total 
population of Chicago's teaching Sist.rs. In t.rms of religious house., 
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Re'!lrch Inatryment 
The main research instrument employed was a questionaire deslaned to 
give the writer knowled,e in two uin areas: first, data on the respondent's 
backaround (e.a., education, socio-economic status. national origin, and 
other variables considered relevant to this study and capable of .. pirical 
investigation); and second, information on the respondent'a knowledge of, 
attitudes toward, and involvement in certain aocial issues and conditions, 
bearing especially upon the race relations problem. 
To reduce the poasiblity of "conditioned" answers, no names were to 
be written on the questionnaire. Also each convent was assured anonymity. 
In order to strengtben the validity of the questionnaire, it waa pretested 
by USing 25 grade and hiah school teacbers as subjects one month prior to 
the actual survey. Interviews on specific questions were also conducted. 
The success of a questionnaire depends to a great extent on its 
ability to identify and focus on those factors relevant to the investiaation. 
Since the focus of this study is the relation of reliaion to social attitudes 
awareness and involvement. the first step is to define each of theae areas 
operationally in terms of what tbe Church can reasonable expect of her 
educational leaders. 
Oyantification and Attitudes. AwaIeness and Inyolvement 
In the area of attitudes. "the principal aspect of attitudes which 
we are interested in measuring is that aspect which takes the form of 
opinions expressed in language."l For th18 reason, the 19 questions designed 
to check the respondent's internal1aation and application of the Church's 
social doctrine begin with "Do you think that ••• ?" or "Do you feel that ••• ?" 
1 
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Also the wordina of the questions does not sugest a "right answer. It All 
of the questions dealwith current social problema or principles considered 
to be basic and critical for religious teachers today.l PUteen of the 
nineteen questions pertain to specific race relations problema, i.e., hOUSing, 
education, basic equality, etc. The four other questions cover these probl 
blighted neighborhoods (1), just wage (2). and migrant workers (1). Each 
answer which corresponds with social doctrine or the soctal facts aa pre-
aented by the various discipline. 1s liven a weichted value of 1. Those 
answers which do not confo~ to the previous standards are given a weighted 
value of 3. Those questions left unanswered are judged ambivalent and 
receive a weilhted value of 2. The individual weights are then added for a 
totel attitude score, the lowest possible and most favorable attitude score 
being 19; the hichest and least favorable. 57. This test in no way claims 
to be a standardized attitude test in the strict psychological and empirical 
sense. It is rather a questionnaire in which the respondent describes her 
reaction to various questions. It is directional; that is, it is an indicato 
Awarene!! scor,s are computed on the basis of fourteen questions 
designed to ascertain the respondent's knowledge or perception of current 
social issues. These que8tions cover such areas as race relations. Catholic 
Action, poverty, migrant workers, and community organizations. Where it is 
appropriate, the same pattern is followed here a8 was followed with 80cio-
1 Por a more comprehensive treatment of this point, see Bernard r. 
Dauenhauer, "Our Untaught Teachings: Catholic Educational and Soc:Lal 
Doctrine," cc-onweal, LXXV (Pe"ruary 2, 1962), 490-92; L. J. Twomey, 8.J., 
"Social Pormation: The Porgotten Imperative," Catholic Hind, LXX (June, 
1961), 243-53. 
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religious attitudes above. A correct answer receives a weiaht of 1; an 
incorrect, 3; no answer, 2. For awareness, the most socially aware receives 
a possible score of 14; the least socially aware, a possible 42. 
Involvement scores are comprised of the total scores for five sub-
divisions: education, readina, diSCUSSion, apostolic involvement, and 
personal contact. Each of these has its own questionsand total scores. 
As with the previous scores. weiahts are assi;ned on the basis of 
qualitative analysis. In the case of involvement, there were 33 variables; 
the lower the number assianed (lowest possible score--33), the greater the 
dearee of involvement; the Maher the number assigned (hiahest possible 
score--107), the lower the dearee of involvement. 
Because nit is a fundamental axiom of sociololY ••• that the con-
stituent elements of any society are inevitably interrelated and inter-
1 dependent." it will be more the purpose of this study to probe the inter-
dependence of reliaious and non-reliaious factors than to offer a definitive 
statement on the effectiveness of reliaion as TBI form of social control. 
For this purpose, correlation analysis seemed well-suited to approxbDate 
the relationship of attitudes, awareness or involvement to variables of a 
non-relialous nature, e.I •• social class bacqround. Though the results of 
such data yield only patterns of association and do not definitely establish 
causal relationship, this is a first step in the experimental method of 
investigating causation and is not to be underest~ted. 
1 Lenski. p. 26. 
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However, causal relatiouhip may be present. Lensk1 writes, 
Ken have to organ1&e their thinkf.. about social phenomena in 
causal terma. lut in thu field we cannot rtaorously prove 
causality, and so we aust find alternative standards for decldlna 
whether the conception of cause and effect can properly be used 
at all ln a ,iven iaatance. At the pre.ent tiae, two .tandards 
are aenerally accepted. rirst, a causal inference should be 
rea.onable and 10lical in the li,ht of theory. Second, there 
should be no evidence contrary to the causal hypothes u. That 
i., there should be no evldence ef the ab.ence of an associati011 
between the tvo var1able. involved. Neither .hould there be any 
evidence that the pr ..... d cause occurs later in t iae than the 
pr.sumed effect. l 
Even wher. cause can be inferred, it i. not to b. pre.umed as the sol. cause, 
once a,aln point1na out the lnterdependence of religious and social factors. 
An "ex poat facto" experimental t •• t va. perforaed on tho •• Slster. 
who.e a,e. fell between 20 and 34. The control ,roup waa composed of those 
who had never been in the Juniorate rODDation Pro,r... The experimental 
,roup comprl.ed tho.e who had. These ,roup. were matched by frequency di.· 
tributlou for certain "attitude" questioM desianed to t.at for convictloaa. 
Tbt OutstloR of Va1M!! 
It is probably qulte evldent at thu point that the wrlt.r 1a making 
no att.pt to be "value-free"-·if, lndeed, such a condltion actually ex18ta: 
In a study of thls Datur., it 18 iapoasibl. not to resort to supra-.pirical 
postulate. a. theae provide tbe standards by vhich the respondent' s attitu 
awar.ness and involvement are jud,ed and quantlfied. 2 lecause thls study 
pertalu to Cathollc relialou. vomen vho are teachers by profess lon, all 
supra·eaplr1cal poetulates are drawn fro. Catholic theololY and phllosoph1. 
lIbid., p. 27. 
2paul Banly rurfe" The Scope and Method of Sociolop: A Htta-.oclo-
loalcal Treatise (Nev York, 1953), p. 499. (ror a further development of 
thie topic, see Chapters 1 and 4.) 
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Standarda of Catholic Social DoctrW 
Tbouah the Catholic Church has spoken several times in the pa8t century 
on 80cial problema, the directiv.s bave for the most part dealt with general 
prlnciples. 1n the ca8e of pcpal directives addressed to the entire Church, 
this ts understandable. 
However, if these principles are to be fruitful, they must be applied 
to the present world of 1181'1 and their problems. As Pather Twoaaey, one of 
the U.S.'8 soctal action pioneers has satd: 
Our skill lies chiefly in developtna incontestable major 
pramises fram them; our weakness, in failina to develop 
equally sound minor premises •••• From clearly stated and 
.. sily understood a priori prem18es it is fairly easy to 
draw up valid majors to underscore the general principl.s 
involved in each socio-economic issue: unemployment, mini-
mum-waae legislation, urban renewal, medical care, racial 
justice, etc. The minors, however, bave to be hammered out 
throuah stud¥, discussion and research based on a posteriori 
knowledae of how the aeneral principles fit the given 
siuation in each case. l 
John XXIII also se... to have been aware of the inherent difficulty 
in applying social doctrine to concrete cultural situationa. In Mater et 
Masistra be wrote, "It is not enough for men to be inatructed according 
to the teacbings of the Church on their obltaation to act in a Christian 
manner in economic and social affairs. They must also be shown ways in 
2 
which they can properly fulfill their duty in this reaard." The key words 
in the foreaoing sentence, in the opinion of the writer, are "waYS/l and "the,.' 
1Louis J. Twomey, S.J., "Ave Atque Vale," Social Or9r, XIII (December, 
1963), 2-3. 
2John XXIII, Hat,r ,t MI,istrl, (New York. 1961). 230. 
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"ways" denote. the means to achieve an end, in this case spelled out fairly 
clearly in Scripture and other .ource. of social doctrine. e.g., papal and 
episcopal directives. "They" are those seekiag guidance 1n how they may 
fulfill their duties of justice and love in the concrete situations and 
problems of everyday life. 
In the mid 1960's the u.S. f. major domestic problem was a racial one. 
The tensions aroused by this were more serious thail those produced by un-
1 
employment and poverty, . even thouah all ware related. Because of the race 
problem's timeliness, most of the attitude and awareness questions in the 
study centered around this area of social doctrine. On the premise that 
the Church '. role in this ease was to help her members form their con-
sciences on current social issues of a moral nature, the writer undertook 
an analysis uf statements (papal and episcopal; world-wide, national, and 
local). The position which the writer attributes to the Church on the.e 
issUlils is that of the hierarchy, either a consensus if it pertains to the 
nation or state, or a statement of a local bishop speakina to guide the 
tlflock. " There are a few cases of noteworthy retreat from taking a pOSition 
on concrete is.ues even though the other liahops in that locale bad reached 
a conaenaus. This must, in the writer's opinion, leave a loophole for 
those s.ekina one and confusion for others sincerely desirina guidance for 
their consciences. 
Whether the Church baa spoken clearly must be judsed not only by the 
numbers and kind. of official statements issued by N.C.W.e., for most of 
the.e as such never reach the e,e. or ears of the avera,e Catholic. The 
conomic Life 
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que8tion is does the Church's 80cial teaching filter down to tlaa local level, 
that 18, to the pariah, the convent, the 8eminary, the houses of formation? 
J08eph Cardinal Ritter acknowledged the problem in an interview in 1963. 
We have failed in our prophetic mi88ion toward justice •••• 
We've had 8ermons on this 8ubject, but they've theorized too 
much. low .. • .. aot to particularize, to tell the people what's 
expected of them and how they should be out pramotina civil 
riahts. We've aot to aet specific about housing, about jobs, 
about all civil riahts.l 
Here Cardinal Ritter clearly points out that the challenae to the Church 
lies in inatructina and providina leadership in specific issues involving 
human or civil rights. A recent case in which this leadership was judged 
to be lackina occurred in the defeat of Ialt~re'8 'air HOUSing Bill. City 
Council Pre8ident, Thoma8 D'Alesandro 3rd, blamed the clerlY. saying, "Unle8s 
the Church aets in at the coaaunity level. with dialogue and discussion. we 
won't let the kind of cbafii»1j we're ta lking about ... 2 
Though there 18 definite room for improvement, the U.S. Catholic 
Church also ba8 a plus side to her record on civil rtahts. When John XXIII 
spoke on rac1aa in ',ce in t,rrls. the Catholic lishops in America were 
liatenina. He had said, "Bactal discrimination can in no way be justified. 
• •• Thus he who pos8 .. ses certain rtaht8 ba8 l1kewiae the duty to claim 
those riaht8 a8 _rke of his dianity, while others have the obligation to 
acknowledae those rights and respect them.,,3 Echoing this type of thought 
lJoseph Cardinal Ritter, "What Muat We Do About Nelroe8' Civil Rights?" 
",rria .. , XLV (October. 1963), reprlated by National Catholic Conference for 
Interracial Justice (I.C.C.I.J.). Chicaao. 
2 The lew World (Chicago). february 4. 1966. 
3 John XXIII. .ase f.n terrU. (lew York. 1963), 44. 
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and repeating the main messale of tbair 1958 joint statement, the lisbops 
of the U.S. in 1963 declared, "The heart of the race question is moral and 
reliaious. Itl They then went on to say that thta applies to all forma of 
discr~iaation and segregation based on prejudice. Catholics were called 
upon to become personally involved on every level to secure justice in 
voting, employment, bousina, education and the use of public facUities. 
In that same year, one year prior to the conducttna of this survey, 
fifty U.S. lisbops had taaued pastorals on tbe 8ubject of race. 2 Providing 
living witne8s to these verbal 8tatements were those members of the hier-
archy who participated in the Marcb on Washington, Auaust 28. 1963. Taking 
a very public role was Archbisbop Patrick A. O'loyle who offered the invo-
cation at the Lincoln Memorial. 
Archbishop O'loyle, in an address to the Urban Luaue of Washington, 
D. C.. made a pertinent observation: 
Moral principles must be ~plemented by concrete measures of 
civic life. To bring this about, religious leaders must be aided 
by those familiar with the social, political, and economic aspects 
of the probl .. we face. 
Bence we come to you offering our assistance and friendship, but 
also asking you inform and luide us. Without your help ••• we 
could make serious mistakes. We could talk generalities that 
would bave little ~pact on the heart-rending probl ... you know 
so well. We want to work with you, so t!-t our efforts will be 
specific, concrete and wisely conceived. 
lU.S •• ishops, "Statement of Catholic lishops of the United States 
Concerning bcial Barmony," Auaust 25, 1963, reprint by N.C.C.I.J. 
~ttbew Al:aann. "Youth Education and Interracial Justice. It Paper read 
before Conference on lace for the Sisters of St. Francis of Mary Immaculate, 
Joliet, Illinois, June 24, 1964. 
3Archbishop Patrick A. O'loyle in an address to Urban Lulue of 
Washington. D.C., I.C.W.S, ",ws Servlc!, May 10, 1963. 
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ThUS, it s ... to the writ.r, meaningful social teaching on the Church's 
part nece8sarily involv.s onaoina dtalo&Wi!I between the local Church and 
.ecular authoriti.s in the various pha ••• of socio-economic life. 
In preparina the questionnaire associated with this study, the writ.r 
cbo •• to deal mainly with ractal issues, thouah problema dealins with just 
wace , milratory labor and slums are also treat.d. Since papal decrees and 
joint statements of the episcopacy deal DUlinly in a.n.raliti •• , the writ.r 
raf.rs in the followtng to individual liahops' .tatement. and actions in 
their own dioc ••••• a. these reflect theLr interpr.tation of Catholic social 
doctrine in r.prd to local, and therefor., specific problema. 
BousinC 
I To th. question, "Do you think middle class color.d people should be 
allowed to buy or rent homes in middle clas8 white neiahborhoods?n the 
Church was judaed as giving an affirmative r.spons. of "yes." John XXIII 
wrote in Pace 1n %,r£18, "Ivery human beina bas the riaht to freeclom of 
IIOvement and of r.sidence within the confines of his own country.1I2 The 
jOint stat •• nt of U.S. li.hops in 1958 condemned seareption in housina. 
Summ1n& up well the position of several other lishops who bave written 
dmilar pastorals is Andrew G. Grutka, Bubop of Gary. who wrote in a 
pastoral of 1963: 
IThe reader will notice the use of "colored" in pr.ferenc. to "Hearo" 
10 the qu •• tionnair.. Th1a was thouaht to be a more neutral t.rm. 
2John XXIII, Pac. in Te££I... 25. 
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The evidences of segreaation in housing are strikingly acute. 
So is the evidence that this i.a deliberate. This contaiDl118nt 
UnpIles that one race is not fit to live with another. This 
is UaDoral •••• Christian doctrine and Democratic prinCiples 
affirm the righta of all persons to live where they choose and 
in homes which their economic position can afford •••• At the 
root of discrUnination in housing lies the ugliness of personal 
prejudice against darker-skined people constantly generating 
feverish suspicions, hatred, distrust and unwillingness to behave 
as a neighbor. Realtors, property owners and prospective buyers 
and sellers who resort to unwritten restictive covenants and 
rely on the feebleness of law enforcement against discrtainatory 
selling are guilty of perpetuating segregation •••• Legislators 
and lovernment officials are obliged to conscientiously strive 
for laws aUned at preventing or eliminating racial discrUnination 
in housing. The votes of citizens should approve tnd accept 
these laws with the firm resolve to abide by them. 
Further support is liven to this position by other members of the hierarchy 
across the country. The diocese of Providence, Rhode Island, by means of 
its weekly diocesan paper, the PrQvidence visitor, backed a 'air Housing 
Practices Act in 1959 when it was before the Rhode Island General Assembly. 
On its defeat, the diocese published a booklet covering all of its litera-
ture on the topic. Intitled De Prolidence Visitor .. cks A hir HoUSing liU .. 
it was intended to educate the public on the Catholic pesition. 2 This same 
diocese in 1963-64 bad three of its Sunday SIrmon gstliQ!! for priests 
devoted to discrimination and fair hOUSing laws. 
In a pastoral of July 19, 1963, Archbishop }(arl J. Alter of Cincinnati 
called for fair housing legislation on the state and local levels as a 
remedy for the race problem. Be warned a,ainat block bust1na and panics. 
lAndrew G. Grutka, "How Good A Neighbor Am It" Our SundaY Visitor 
(Gary edition). AUlust 11, 1963, 28. 
2.rb. Providence V1aitor Backs A 'air Bousina li11 reprinted fram I!!! 
Providence Vis itor, (Providence, Il. t. ). 1959. 
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At the same ttme he appealed to realtors to open ranks to all qualified 
brokers and to list available homes without reference to race. l 
Upholdina the rights of Negroes to demonstrate for fair housing was 
Bishop Floyd L. Begin of oakland, California. 2 
John J. Russell, Bishop of RiclDond, said in a 1963 pastoral, "We 
have an obligation to help our Negro brethren to obtain their riahts to 
equal education, to employment commensurate with their qualifications, to 
decent hOUSing in any neighborhood. tl3 Two years later Bishop Russell 
advised his priests to counsel their parishioners on the ~rality of 
racial segregation, particularly in housing. Not only did Bishop Russell 
speak on this issue, but he became personally involved by accepting 
co-chairmanship of an inter-faith project called the Northern Virginian 
Fair Housing Campaign. 
Also active in 1963 was Thomas A. Connolly, Archbishop of Seattle. In 
a pasto.ral letter. published in the July 5 issue of the catholic Northwest 
Prolress, he indict.d Seattle for being a segregated city.4 Through a 
.pok .... n b.for. an open aession of the city council on July I of that same 
5 year, he recommended that a just open housing ordinance be speedily enacted. 
IArchb1shop larl J. Alter, tlpastoral Letter,lf Cincinnati, July 19, 1963. 
2 N.C.W.C. News Service, washinlto~D.C., July I. 1963. 
3 John J. R.ussell, "Pastoral Letter," the Catholic Virlinian, Richmond, 
First Sunday of Lent. 1963. 
4 Thomas A. Connolly, "Pastoral Letter," The Catholic Northwest Progress, 
Seattle, July 5, 1963. 
5 N.C.W.C. News Service, washington. D.C •• July I, 1963. 
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Illustrative of two of the five California lishops who spoke out against 
ttproposition 14" dur1n& the days of its debate in 1964 are Bishops legln and 
Bell. Alden J. lell, lishop of Sacramento, California, urged Catholics to 
actively oppose "Proposition 14," a constitutional amendment which when it 
was eventually passed nullified the Ruaford lair Iouitaa Act in California. 
He asked his priests to preach that the amendment was un-Christian and im-
moral because 1t withdrew a necessary safeguard to every man's rights to 
1 fair housing practices. 
lishop lloyd L. Begin' s pastoral reasoned in the follow1na manner: 
"Proposition 14 is. a moral issue in so far as it concedes absolute rights 
2 to property owners with no reference to the rights of others. 1f 
In Omaha Archbishop Gerald T. Berean declared that "we are in favor, 
both in principle and practice of equal opportunity to acquire, by rent or 
purchase, decent housinc for minorities anywhere in the city of Omaha. We 
3 declare that our parish communities are open to all. II 
An education proaram aimed at formina nan authentic and valid conscience' 
on a proposed homeowners' ordinance for Detroit was launched in 1964 under 
the leadership of Archbishop John r. Deardon. The ordinance permitted the 
owner to reject any prospective buyer or tenant "for hll own reasons," and 
was, therefore, declared UDDoral by the Archbishop since it aUDad to protect 
those who would d1ecriminate for reasons of race, religion, or nationality.4 
1 The Catholic Standard, June 31, 1964. 
710yd L. Beain, ttpastoral Letter. fI The Cttho1 ic Voice, Oakland, 
June 26, 1964. 
~~~~~~~~~_f~o~r~P~r~i~e~s~t~., N.C.W.C., washington, reb., 1964. 
17. 1964. 
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Hore recently Lawrence Cardinal Shehan of Balt~ore testified on behalf 
of a proposed fair housina ordinance for that city. He was met with jeers 
and catcalls from a vocal minority. He said, "There is an overwhelming. 
persuasive, moral arau.ent in support of fair housing leaislation. The 
leaislative remedy must be applied in the areas where the social sickness 
is most apparent. 1l1 
From the foreaoina it can be seen that from one end of the U. S. to the 
other, Bishops have spoken out. not only to clarify the Church's position 
on fair hOUSing which 1s commensurate to freedom of residence but to support 
Fair Housing Leaislation. ThiS, in the writer's opinion. provides additional 
8trenath to the conclusion that the Church's position on race and housing 
leaves no room for discr~ination on the basis of color. 
Property Riahts 
Allied to this question were two others dealina with reconcilina property 
rtahts and human riahta: "Do you think that a person has the riaht to decide 
for himself whether he will refuse to sell to colored people?" and "Do you 
think a private hospital is justified in refusina to serve colored persons 
because it will hurt their business?" The Church has alway8 upheld the right 
of private property. However. the Church has always held that property is 
social by nature. "Property riahts do not imply the right to exclude a rae .. ' 
3 Human rtahts are absolute and may not be violated by property rights. If 
Ipittsburah Qftholie, January 27, 1966. 
2Sermon Out1ines--l963-64. Diocese of Providenee--Sermon 115. Feb. 23, 
1964. 
• 44-48, a. quoted in Benjamin L. Masse, S.J. 
35-36. 
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violations are numerous, lealslation must be enacted to safeauard the riahts 
of all concerned. By doina this, the State ia really actina to safeguard 
1 
and atrenathen private property ri,hta. "What the Church seeks is auch a 
manaaement of affairs aa will ensure that all members of a society have to 
a m&Xu-um extent the means to a true aecurity and a true personal reaponsi-
bUtty. 2 Not every regime of private property can satisfy this requirement." 
If, therefore. one's doing business with anothercr renderi", medical services 
to h~ were decided on racial factors, this would be insulting his nature 
as a human beina. Private hospitals tempted to consider their economic 
well.beiDa more ~portant than the indianity to which they subject members 
of minority croups when they reject thea would do well to consider 'ius XlI's 
words to doctors: 
The r1&ht to life, the riaht to intesrity of the body, the right 
to treatment which is necessary. the riaht to be protected from 
dancers, the individual receives these immecliately frexa the hands 
of the Creator, not frexa another man, nor frexa a group of men, 
nor frexa the state, nor from. a ,roup of states. nor frexa any 
political authority whatsoever. This riaht is aiven to the 
individual at the belinnina. in h~elf and for h~elf. and only 
afterwards in relation with other men and with society, and then not 
only in the order of present action but also in that of the end. 3 
To fall to treat members of racial minorities as persona because of proper. 
considerations i8 to be guilty of depersonalization.4 
lIkid" 49, as quoted in Masse. 
2Jean-Yves Ca1vez, S.J. and Jacques Perrin, 8.J., the Church and Social 
Justice (Chicaao, 1961), p. 214. 
'Masaaae to the 7th Conaress of Catholic PhySicians, Sept. 11, 1956; 
Acta Apostolic. Sedis 48, pp. 678-79. as quoted in Calvez & Perrin. p. 107. 
4 Calvez, p. 225. 
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Eclucati.n 
The Church's official ,.sition on se,reaation in eclucation is clear 
in principle. In their 1958 stat-.ent, the lish.ps pointe. out education 
as one of the areas where aegregation has l.cl to oppressive conclitious. In 
1963 they said that Be,roes muat have full participation in our public and 
private school •• l The.e ar •• however. statements of aeneral principle and 
policy. They have not yet co.pletely found their way into practice. i! 
facto .eare,ation does exi8t in aaDJ Catholic .chool. as well a. public 
educatioul inatitutious. While 801Da activity has been apparent in the 
hous1na phase of catholic .ocial action, activitie. on the part of the Church 
for endina ~ facto seareaation in the public and parochial e.ucational 
syst... la. behind. Where Catholic interracial Councils have become involved 
in local .chool l8s ••• there 18 .00000t1a .. only sUence on the part of Church 
authority. Significant involveaent and action on the part of catholic. in 
thl8 area durq the year 1965 points the way for deeper caaitaent to endina 
the probl... Leaclina the mov ... nt in this direction amona the hierarchy ia 
Mo.t ltev. Tboma. A. Connolly. Archbl8hop of Seattle. The Archbiahop .tood 
"firal,." behincl the catholic Interracial CouncU '. deol8ion to support a 
two-day b01cott of Seattle'. public .chool. and thereby demon.trate public 
dil.atilfaction with the "ever-enlaraina pattern of .chool .earelation" 
and a School Board which ba. rejected workable plana for inte,ration since 
1963. Be enclor.ed ua. of C.I.C. funda and the uae of St. 'eter Claver 
Cent.r as one of a ix freedca .chools durina the two-day boycott. 2 
IIlStat_nt of Catholic 118ho,.." 1963. 
2ne Catholic Bortm.t Proar •••• Seattle. March 2S. 1966. 
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Negroes Treated Fairly? 
All of the material pre.ented thus far on the Nearoes' strua,le for 
human and civil rights should provide sufficient evidence to answer the 
question: "Do you think molt colored persons are treated fairly in the 
u.s. malt of the t:l.me?n Archbishop !tarl Alter of Cincinnati stated in 1963, 
"No one who is conscioul of the environment in which he lives and who is 
honest in his jwlpent can doubt or deny that the Nearo race here in the 
1 United States still suffers arievoul injustices." 
Private Clbbs 
In the question. "Do you think a private club has the right to exclude 
qualified colored people from membership?" an important qualification is 
present. It is the word "qualified." Father John Cronin writes, "We would 
act from wrona motive. if we rejected the social companionship of a person, 
2 
otherwise quite acceptable, purely on the basis of color." Statements by 
Cardinal Ritter (St. Louis). Archbiabop Alter (Cincinnati), and Bishop Grutka 
(Gary) acknowledae past nealiaence. in reaard to this in Catholic or Church-
3 
related oraanizations. If an oraanization in any good-lized community has 
no Nearo members, Cardinal Ritter believe., "they bave simply falled to 
brina in Negroel or to invite them ... 4 To refuse aembership for purely reaso 
of race s .... to be "racial discrimination" and an insult to human dignity. 
lArchbiahop !tarl J. Alter, "Paltoral Letteli" Cincinnati, July 19, 1963. 
2 Cronin, p. 331. 
3See Ritter, "What Kust We Dot"; Alter./', •• toral"j Grutka. "Pastoral." 
4Ritter, IIWbat Huat We Do?" 
, , 
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Human Equality 
Pundalllental to aU the foreaoing is an unc1erstanding and realization of 
the Nearo as a fully human person. This deal8 with the nature of the Nearo. 
J&l. is he? Simply he is by nature man. Six que8tions in the etudy dealt 
with probioa the awareness of the respondents in reference to the gatHfe of 
Nearoes. Pour of the six inquired into whether or not the respondent thouaht 
Nearoes are by nature prone to crime, illeaitUaacy, poverty and isnoranee. 
The other two dealt with attributina basic inferiority to the Nearo: "Do you 
think that funclamentally DlOst of the colored persons' problems stem from their 
own basic inferiority?" and liDo you feel that no matter how many advantages 
the colored attain, they will, a8 a ,roup, alway. remain inferior to whites?" 
Pope John UUI at'l8wered theee questions in la ... in TerriS: 
Very often, experience has tauaht us, individuals will be found 
to differ considerably in knowledae, virtue, talent and wealth. 
Yet these inequalities mwtt never be beld to excuse any man's 
attempt to lord it over his neiahbors. They constitute rather a 
source of areater responsibility in the contribution which each 
and everyone must make toward mutual improvement. 
It is not true that some human beings are by nature superior and 
others inf.rior. All men ar •• qual in their natural dianity.l 
Cultural inferiority is not to be confus.d with basic or natural inferiority, 
nor can th. former be used as an excuse for seareaation. Seareaation en-
couraaes cultural inf.riority and implants or reinforc'8 attitudes of 8uperi-
2 
ority on the part of the advantaa.d. 
lJohn XXIII, lacell. 87. 89. 
2U.S. Bishops, "Discrimination and the Christian Conscience," Nov. 14, 
1958 .. 
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Church Involvement in Race Relations 
The question "Do you think the Church is moving ahead too fast in the 
area of race relations?" was dad,gned to explore the individual's readiness 
to accept the Church's leadership in this area. The movement for human and 
civil rights has steadily lathered momentum within the Church. Little has 
been said publicly by the hierarchy about slowina down. However, statements 
such as that of Archbishop Connolly of Seattle are beginninl to appear. 
ItDirect steps taken by relilious groups to combat racial injustice have been 
timid and all too often ineffective."l Archbishop Cousins of Milwaukee, 
meeting with about 45 priests from the inner city who were formina a council 
to make decisions on civil rights involvement, stated his views this way, 
"Because you (the priests) are close to the scene and because your closeness 
leads to a more ready understanding of existing conditions, your shared 
experience should afford a sound basis for progressive, productive planning.' 
When asked if he would interfere should the council bacl. a school boycott. 
Archbishop Cousill8 replied, "This is their council. They are free to do 
3 
what they want. II While it is true that the last statement was forthcOOlina 
after the Sisters answered the questionnaire (May, 1964). it must a180 be 
remembered that the lishops' joint statement and fifty pastorals appeared 
in 1963. 
leatholi$ Northwest Proaress, July 5. 1963. 
~n Patrinos, "Milwaukee Priests Given Free Hand for Slum Action," 
De Natio!!!l Cath01&c leeorter, rebruary 2, 1966. p. 1. 
3l!!.i!!. 
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Just WaSe 
The question liDo you think it is all risht to hire someone for a sub-
standard waae if he is willina to work for iU n investiaated awareness of 
the principles of economic justice, essential to overcoming the causes of 
poverty. Those who propose such economic theory treat human labor as a 
"cODlllOdity" and consequently with ind:!anity. Popes Leo XIII and Pius XII 
denied this theory of labor. 
III rinai1l8 words, Pope Leo stated that over and above the wage 
contract, there is natural justice, the imperious demand that the 
wale be sufficient to support the worker who is thrifty and upriaht. 
Here asain his illustrious successor added clarity, by specifying 
that this wase be sufficient to support DOt only the worker, but 
his family as well. l 
One is not free to enter into a contract which denies or depreciates the 
natural value of human work. Pope Leo explains this: 
Let it be atanted, then, that worker and _ployer may enter 
freely into alreements and, in particular, concernina the amount 
of tlae wese; yet there is always underlying such aareements an 
element of natural justice, and one greater and more ancient than 
the free consent of the contractina parties, namely, that the wage 
sball not be 1... tban enouah to support a worker who is thrifty 
and upriaht. If, compelled by necessity or .oved by fear of a 
worse evil, a worker accepts a harder condition, which althoulh 
alainst his will, he must accept because the employer or contractor 
imposes it, he certainly submits to force, against which justice 
cries out in prote.t. 2 
A question related to the preeedina one was "Do you think religious 
institutions are justified in payina lower wases on the premise that this 
ICronin. p. 203. 
2Leo XIII, "rum !ovarum, 63, as quoted in Masse, p. 42. 
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is dedicated .ervice?" ratber Cronin, applying the principle of just wase 
to reliaious inatitutio~ .ee. no reason wby charity sbould be served at the 
expense of justice. He acknowledges that at times certain Church institutions 
bave notoriously violated Christian social principles in this regard, but 
this can in no way be justified. He writes. "We priestly and religious 
employers should live lood example in re,ard to the social teacbing of the 
Church as well as in matter. of piety ... l 
Migrant Workers 
liDo you tbink that there are 1aIIloral practice. in the hiring. pay1na. 
hOUSing and firing of migrant laborers?" was a question desilned to probe 
awarenes8 of socio-ecOftOlllic conditions among one of our nation's minorities. 
Kost books dealing with social problems have some section devoted to the 
topic of migrant labor. Cronin refer. to the as "the most exploited group 
of workera in the United States. ,,2 In JH8t1ce ror A.ll •• enjamin l18ase. S.J •• 
writes: 
The majority of these people are poorly paid by industry standarda. 
This is especially true of the migranta, who in 1961 earned $6.70 
a day and $1,039 a year on the averaae. In many cases the housing 
and health facilities of the hired farm bands are Iroaaly inadequate. 
They are not protected by the nation' s labor laws. and their .ployers 
bitterly. and successfully, resist unionization. The alarants 
among them are the truly forlotten people in our affluent society. 
It 1& an abrasive chaUense to the conscience of a nation that 
still considers itself God fearing and Christian. 3 
lCronin, p. 203. 
21bid., p. 352. 
, 
~sse. pp. 146-47. 
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Civil Rlahts lill 
lecause of its t1meliness and importance to the whole problem of racial 
justice, a question on the proposed civil rights bill was included. It read 
"Do you favor the passage of the House version of the Civil Rights Bill now 
before the Senate?" An affirmative answer was considered to approximate the 
Church's position. Though every Bishop did not publicly state his pOSition 
on the Bill, several did. The writer is not aware of any member of the 
hierarchy who publicly opposed it, but knows of several who publicly support-
ed it. Amana these was Archbishop larl J. Alter of Cincinnati who issued a 
1 pastoral on this topic. In April of 1964, the Bishops of Michigan, under 
the leadership of Archbishop John r. Deardon, issued a ten point statement 
supporting the Administration's Civil Rlahts li11.2 The Leadership Con-
ference on Civil Rights, a federation of oraanizations whose motto is 
"Cooperation in the Common Cause of Civ:i.l Rights Legislation," numbers amona 
its many 1HIIber. the National catholic Social Action Conference of the 
National Catholic Welfare Conference (a sort of "clearina hou.eu for U.S. 
Catholic Bishops). ~ Leader.hip Conference on Civil Rights vas hlahly 
influential in mobilizina 10bbY1na and public opinion for the ,. •• age of the 
Bill. 'ather cronin, A.sistant Director of the Social Action Deparbaent 
(N.C.W.C.) wrote after the pa •• age of the bill: 
lAlter, "Pastoral. u 
2p,ill Defender, April 7, 1964, p. 7. 
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The major religious bodies worked stronaly and in har.ony to 
secure the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. They are 
continutna this joint action in such areas as housins, employ-
ment and education. Likewise, they are cooperatina with the 
Community lelations Service, establishef under the Civil RiChts 
Act to mediate disputes involving race. 
Cause of 8l\&s 
lefore br1naina this section to a close. it may be well to explain 
briefly the writer's position on one la.t question. This question aimed at 
probina the respondent' s awareness of the complex causa. of the slUlU. It 
read ttDo you think that the most prevalent and fundamental cause of blipted 
neighborhoocls is negligence and destruction on the part of the inhabitants?" 
A response of "no" would have indicated, in the opinion of the writer, an 
awarenesa of the.e complexities. What Calvin L. leale writes of rural 
housing can in this case alao be applied to the urban s}UIft. 
There 18 a circular cause and effect to tenant houstna that is 
difficult to break. It might be very costly in cash outlay for 
farm landlords to provide minimally decent housina of sound con-
struction, ample space, and modern water, toilet and heatiD8 
equipment. Yet the cont inued occupancy of present rural tenant 
bousina undoubtedly has a severe It.itinB and conditionina effect 
on the lives of the children who crow up in it and of the adults 
who remain in it. Landlords, on the other hand, often cOlllplat.n 
that the tenants w:l.11 not take care of the improvements that are 
made; that screens are soon broken out, etc. Probably the problems 
of rural Nelro hou.ina cannot successfully be attacked piecemeal 
and will not be solved until the whole .t~ture of low education 
and employment of rural people is modified. 
Dr. Martin Luther K1na's action proaram is built on much of the above 
theo~y. which he is p~QsQntly applying to the problems of northern slums. 
Since the causes of slums are many, his Coal is many-faceted. 
lCronin, p. 334. 
2Calvin L. Beale, "The NeCro in .American Agriculture," in Iht A!leriean 
e ro Jefere e Book ed. John P. Davis (Bnalewood Cliffs, 1966), pp. 192-93. 
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Be wants an ~enae public-works program for the unemployed, a 
wide-ranging re-training program for the underemployed, a massive 
housing program. On the state and local levels, he wants an end 
to S! facto school segregation, full enforcement of housing codes 
to crack down on profiteering slumlords, and a restructuring of 
the tax system to "take the profit out of slum-ownership" by 
penalizing landlords who let their dwellings deteriorate. l 
King's recognition of the ~portance of self-help in combatting the deper-
sonalization, apathy, and loss of self-respect present among slum dwellers 
is apparent in h18 recruitment of indigenous leadership in the local Nelro 
communities. This was graphically exemplified in J~y Collier as he spoke 
before his first block meetina, "What we have to do 1& everybody work (to 
clean up the neighborhood) together, not only on this block, but in every 
slum neighborhood across the city. That's the only way this thing is 
2 lonna happen." The cause sUI,ests the "cure." Local inhabitants bave a 
contribution to make to that cure, but their contribution will bave little 
effect and be of short duration unless the fundamental factors are ~proved. 
"liability and Validity 
The l~itations of the study should be mentioned at the outset. While 
22 per cent of the religious houses in the sample bad the questionnaire 
answered by every teachin, Sister on the faculty, 29 per cent failed to 
return any questionnairs. Party-nine per cent of the convents in the 
sample had one or more Sisters who chose for one reason or another not to 
answer the questionnaire. This fact could introduce a certain type of bias 
into the study. It is possible that those who returned the questionnaire 
~rk Il. Arnold, "Dr. King Shifts Attack to North's Slums," The Rational 
Observer, V, Jan. 24, 1966. p. 1. 
2Ibid. 
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are, in leneral, the more concerned members. These, alain, would most 
probably evidence better attitudes. The writer, in an effort to discern 
more accurately the reason why 19 convents (29 per cent) failed to return 
any questionnaires, interviewed the superiors of these convents by way of 
telephone the followina summer. When asked why no response was received, 
tbe writer received these replies: 
"We didn't know how weiahty the matter was." 
"The Sisters are tired of always beina evaluated." 
liThe questionnaire was very lenathy. and besides, we feel that this 
information is personal to the cOlJlllunity." (Another superior of the same 
relia10us conarecation returned her Sisters' questionnaires.) 
"The Sisters didn't care to anewer it." When asked "Why!tI she replied, 
"Time. " 
tiThe Sisters are afraid of beina put in a catelory on the race issue. n 
Is it possible that those who didn't take or return the questionnaires 
in those houses which cooperated in the study may have had similar reasons, 
and that in some of these cases these reasons would be related to an un-
favorable croup ~ce. confusion or prejudice? Certainly such a point as 
this one must be considered when evaluating the attitude scores. 
Bow reliable are the scales and coding procedures designed by the 
writer? In the absence of riC1d tests of reliability, it is difficult to 
know. Bowever, the questionnaire data and codina directions are available 
for examination and use in further studies. 
lor lack of standardized tests appropriate to reliaious teachers, the 
writer destaned the questionnaire to act as an indicator of attitude, 
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awareness and involvement. No attempt is being made at definitive des-
cription. The "test" is considered valid because it appears to be so 
(logical validation) and because its scales correspond to the teachings of 
both the Church (social doctrine) and scientific disciplines (sociology, 
biology, etc.,). This latter form of validation is sometimes referred to 
as validation by independent criteria. Whether the questionnaire validly 
measures socia-religious attitudes, awareness and involvement and correlates 
these with non-religious agencies of control (non-religious variables) can 
only be discussed at the conclUSion of this study. Whether replication of 
this research would yield su-ilar results also remains to be seen. It is 
a possibility, but it 1& yet to be tested and proved. 
Though the lu-itations of the study prevent the writer from hazarding 
generalizations with any but the most modest degree of probability, the 
research does point the way to some conclusions that may be useful for 
further investiaation into the relationship of religion to secular aspects 
of lUe. 
CHAPTER II 
THE TEACHING RELIGIOUS AS A PIRSON 
I. Personal and Pamilial lacklround 
So that one may more valtdly make leneralizations and draw 
conclusions on those parts of the study pertaining to socia-religious 
attitudes, awareness and involvement. it is necessary to form an bDale of 
J 
the type of Sister who answered the questionnaire. Por the sake of 
analysis, the followina generalizations are formed on the b.sis of the 
mean scores for each variable under consideration. 
The average Sister in the writer's study is forty-five years of ale, 
white and U.S.-born. loth of her parents are also natives. It should be 
noted. however. that 36.1 per cent of the sample had one or both parents 
fore ian-born. As is the case with t .. American Catholic population. she 
is from an urban area (50.4 per cent--large metropolitan areas; 74.4 per 
eent--cities over 10,000). Only 12.5 per cent come from rural farm 6Rd 
non-farm areas. 1 In terms of her father's education and occupation, she 
comes from a lower-middle or upper-lower class background. As can be seen 
in Table 2, when asked to estimate the social class to which their families 
belonaed when they ware fifteen years of ale, 153 failed to classify th~ 
selves .s lower class; thoulh accordina to the Two 'actor Index, they were 
reaUy lower cIa ... 
1 The Two Pactor Index of Social Position is based on the assumption 
that there i8 a meaniaaful correspondence between an esttm&ted class position 
of individuals and their social behavior. This has been validated by the use 
of factor analysis. See August I. Hollingshead and frederick Redlich, Social 
Class and Kental Illness (Rew York·
L
!95S), pp. 39S-407. 
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tAlLE 2.--Description of social class position based on respondents' self-
estimate. 
Social 
Clasa 
Upper (First) 
Kiddle (Second and Third) 
Working (Fourth) 
Lower (Ftftb) 
Not reportee or lack in. 
information 
Self-e.t~te at ale of 15 
N per cent 
7 
260 
295 
4 
13 
ill 
1.2 
44.9 
50.9 
.7 
2.2 
9'9:'9 
Interesting to note. 22 who balon,ed to the upper social class 
clas.if1ed themselves as middle class. There was a marked tendency for the 
Sisters to identify their family social class a. middle clas.. The American 
"succe •• story" 'bas been defined larSely in terms of economic success. l If 
Catholics are becoming mora fI.Americallized." and studies indicate they are, 2 
it i. a.ot 8urprislD1 that this value would influence tbe Sister.' self-image. 
tAlLE 3.--Description of social class position ba.ed 011 Two Factor Index of 
Social Poaitioll 
Social 
Cla.s 
First (Upper) 
Second (Upper-middle) 
Third (Lower-middle) 
Fourth (Upper-lower) 
Fifth (Lower-lower) 
Not reported or lack1na 
information 
Two Factor Index 
If per cent 
29 
27 
74 
248 
157 
44 
ill 
S.O 
4.7 
12.8 
42.8 
27.1 
7.6 
100.0 
laobin Williams, !marissa. Sosiety: A soctologtesl Interpretation 
(New York, 1951), pp. 388-442. 
2x.enaki t p. 52. 
Of seven possible categories in which a man's occupation might fall. 
the laraest single group in the study (36.4 per cent) fell in the fifth 
category, classified as skilled manual employees; 15.4 per cent fell in the 
lower two categories classified a. semi-skilled and unskilled employees; 
14.9 per cent ranked in the upper two classifications as executives, pro-
prietors, profeSSionals and managers. This study does not support Fichter's 
findings that "if we accept the estbDate that only about 8 per cent of 
employed Catholics are professional people, it means that the professional 
class is over-represented in the families from which these religious vocation 
coma, ,,1 This study's responsents reported only 5 per cent of the fathers 
as beina or having been major professionals. richter also points out that 
most of the vocations today are coming from the middle class;2 however, it 
must be remembered that the sample employed in this study is not restricted 
to any particular age IrOUP. Since the mean ase is forty-five, it is to be 
expected that more vocations from the lower class would be represented as 
this catelory itself amona Ca~bolics was considerablylaraer fifty years alo. l 
The averase Sister's mother and father had a grade school education 
only; 33.9 per cent of the sample had fathers who attended hiah school. 
Her parents received both a public and catholic education. 
lFichter, lel!aion As An Occupation, p. 62. 
2lbid" pp. 83-84. 
lJbid •• pp. 63-64. 
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tABLE 4.--Percentage of fathers who completed the following levels of 
education, classified as to Catholic, public or mixed (partly in each) 
Type of Elementary Secondary Higher Education 
Schooling N per cent N per cent II per cent 
All Catholic 278 48.1 88 15.3 33 5.7 
All Public 239 41.3 104 17.9 31 5.4 
Partly in each 8 1.3 4 .7 16 2.7 
No education (or 54 9.3 383 66.1 499 86.2 
no response) 
-Total 579 100.0 ill 100.0 ill 100.0 
Indicative of an upward trend in social mobility is the fact that her 
brothers and sisters bave had the opportunity for some college education 
with only 37 per cent of the sample reporting no college education in 
comparison with 86.2 per cent of the fathers. Nineteen per cent report 
that brothers and sisters bave pur8ued graduate studiel, while 9.7 per cent 
state that one or more bas attended a professional school of law or medicine. 
Her brother8' occupations tend to be one rank higher than her father's. 
Significant differences can be noted in ranks 5 and 6 of the occupational 
scale shown in Table 5 on page 47. 
Contrary to the a8sumption sometimes made that religious women have no 
experience with the work-a-day world, 32.5 per cent of the sample have been 
employed full-time. The majority of these were enlaged in summer jobs, the 
largest 8inale group (16.1 per cent) being employed as clerical and sales 
workers. Banks 2 and 3 of the occupational scale claim 12.8 per cent of 
the sample, some of whom fall in the "delayed" vocation bracket. The 
typical Sister in this survey engaged in part-time work with 26.9 per cent 
of the entire 8ample or over one-balf of the part-time workers employed in 
a job ranking fourth on the occupational scale (clerical and sales workers 
category). The next largest group (10.4 per cent of the sample or approxi-
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mately one-fifth of the part-time workers) held jobs rankiaa .ixth on the 
scale. These were employed mainly as waitress88 and the like. In agreement 
with lichter. the writer concludes that "the future religious person is not 
• protected' from the world of work, bu.iness and employment, and that Catholic 
youths in aeneral appear to have the same general employment experiences a8 
1 the re.t of American youths." 
tABLE 5.--Comparison of respondents' * fathers and brothers by occupational 
scale 
Bank Description of lather. Brothers (25 and over) 
Occupation .. per cent N per cent 
1 Hiaher Executive., Propri-
etors of larae concerns. & 
Major Professionals 42 7.3 58 10.0 
2 Business Manaaers, frmpr.:f.-
etors of medium-sized con-
cerns & Lesser Profe.sional. 44 7.6 51 8.8 
3 Administrative Per.onnel, 
Small busine.s owners. & 
Minor Profe •• ionals 81 14.0 85 14.7 
4 Clerical & Sales Workers, 
T.chnicians. & Owner. of 
Littl. Busine •••• 7S u:.O 82 14.2 
5 Skill.d Manual Employ ••• 211 36.4 101 17.4 
6 Machin. Operator. & Semi-
skill.d Imployee. 71 12.3 28 4.8 
7 unskill.d Employe •• la 3.1 S .9 
lather. not r.ported; no 
brothers or too young to 
be included 
..lZ. 6.4 .w. 29.2 
Total 579 100.1 579 100.0 
*Brothers' percenta,es are comput.d on the basis of a mean rank of all 
brothers 25 year. or old.r. 
lJo •• ph H. lichter, "Social lackaround. of the lel1&ious and Laity, tI 
Social Order. VIII (April, 1958), 171. 
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As to her relationship with Nearoes before entering the convent, the 
averaae Sister has never bad a Mearo in her home, nor has she ever visited 
the home of a Nearo of similar social class backaround. She classifies her 
family as "slightly prejudiced." However. the marain is very close as 46.1 
per cent state that their families are not prejudiced. It is to be noted 
that some made special mention of the fact that their parents live isolated 
from Nearoes. It may,be that here as with social class, some of the Sisters 
tend to project their value frame of reference onto their families. What 
is recorded in some cases may be more wishful thinking tben fact. 
II. Educational Background 
The Siater's education was received in Catholic grade and high schools, 
thoush 8.4 pur cent were educated completely under public auspices, and 32.8 
per cent received their elementary and secondary instruction in both systems. 
Important to note 1s the fact that 91.5 per cent of the respondents had at 
least same years of Catholic education in grade or hiah achool(s). Of the 
entire group. 58.7 per cant report completely Catholic education on both 
ele1l.Wntary and secondary levels. For a percentage breakdown on each level, 
see Table 6. 
tABLE 6.--Percentaae of Sisters who have been or are being educated on the 
following levels, classified as to Catholic, public or mixed (partly in each) 
Type of 
Schooling 
Ilementary 
If per cent 
All Catholic 385 66.5 
All Public 70 l2.0 
Partly in eachl13 19.5 
No Indication 0 0.0 
No I.e. ponse 
....ll -L.2. 
Total 579 99.9 
Secondary 
H per cent 
438 15.6 
83 14.3 
41 7.1 
0 0.0 
...lZ. ~IO 
519 100.0 
Colleae Some Grad. Work 
N per cent H p6J: cent 
514 88.8 216 37.3 
22 3.9 31 5.4 
25 4.3 16 2.8 
0 0.0 19 3.3 
..!! ~.l m 51.3 
579 100.1 579 100."11 
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She has a Bachelor's dearee from a Catholic liberal arta collese. She 
describes this college as one which is run by her own community but registers 
lay students also. The next high.st ranking group (26.4 per cent) did most 
of their college work at a university-college. Ninety-four Sisters (16.2 
per cent) received their deare.. from colleles run by their communities for 
Sisters only. 
It is very likely that she bas an undergraduate major in education as 
35.8 per cent of the sample report this fact. Though the average Sister 
does not h~ld a Master', degree, for those who do education claims again the 
laraeat single category. Of the 171 holding Master's dearees, 49 or 28.7 
per cent of the Master's degree people majored in education. The field most 
iaftored by these educators with a Master's degree 1s psychology. There was 
none in the lurvey. though one is currently working toward this degree. 
Encouraging signs for theology were indicated by the fact that six reported 
Masterts degrees in theology and eight are currently working toward this 
goal. In terms of teachers holding Master's degreea in thia survey, this 
puts theololY ahead of economicl, philosophy, political SCience, psychology, 
and sociology. The greatest area of concentration for doctoral candidates 
at this t~ is philosophy. ~f the sicteen currently working toward this 
degree, eight are majoring in philosophy. Holders of doctoral degrees 
represent the following fields: economies (1), history (1). philosophy (4), 
sociology (1). education (3), and other fields the subject matter of which 
1s not directly related to thi8 inve.tiaation (9). 
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IAiLE 7.-·Pereentage of Sisters who have achieved or are working toward 
degrees on the following levels: Bachelor, Master, Doctor 
Dearee kchelor Kaster Doctor 
If per cent Ii per cent • per cent 
Achieved 446 77.1 171 29.5 19 3.4 
Workina towrd 118 20.4 81 14.0 16 2.8 
Not workina 15 %.6 327 56.4 544 93.7 
toward 
- - - - - -Total 579 99.9 579 99.9 579 99.9 
Iy her report the avera,. Sister has less than twelve hours in the 
followtna: economics (78.2 per cent), political science (77.2 par cent), 
psychology (66.4 per cent), and sociololY (74.1 per cent), areas of know-
ledge considered critically u.portant in today's work of the Church, accord-
ina to Sister Gertrude Joseph. l One per cent or less had majors in the 
aforesaid fields on the undergraduate or ,raduate levels. 
The average Sister has read two social encyclicals. She describes the 
covera,e of these encyclicals in related courses as having been superficial. 
Significant is the fact that 20.4 per cent report bavina read none of the 
social encyclicals, while only 14.9 per cent have read the five listed in 
this study. The encyclicals listed in the questionnaire were Ouadrales~ 
Anno, IlJrum Novar\!!!l, _st:l,.ci CorporiS, later et Kaaistra and Pacem 1.n Terris. 
These findinas add credence to one report which states: "Curricula for 
Sisters such as that devised at Everett are at present often a goal rather 
than a reality. Inquiries have shown that, in the great majority of 
teacher-trainina institutions, the study of the social encyclicals bas been 
ISister Gertrude Joseph Donnelly, p. 136. 
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crowded out by profe •• ional education ~equirement •• "l 
Before her entrance into the convent, she did not enaa:e in Catholic 
Action work in any organized wey though 204 re.pondents or 35.2 per cent 
of the sample report one or more forms of participation. Of the total 204 
who did participate in apostolic work, almost one-half were affUiated with 
two Catholic Action groups. Thirty-one per cent of the entire sample were 
active participants for two or more years. 
%ABLE 8.--Percentase of Sisters who enga.ed in Catholic Action work prior 
to entering convent, by affiliations 
Organizat ion 
Sodality of the Ilessed Virgin Mary 
Cisca (Chicago Inter-Student Catholic Action) 
ceo (Confraternity of Christian Doctrine) 
Mission Clubs (CSMe. etc.,) 
YOUDa Christian Studenta (cell movement) 
eYC-eto (Catholic Youth Conference) 
Legion of Mary 
Catholic Parish Clubs 
Newman Club 
Third Orders 
Miscellaneous 
103 
38 
30 
21 
21 
22 
20 
9 
4 
4 
29 
301 
per cent 
17.8 
6.6 
5.2 
3.6 
3.6 
3.8 
3.5 
1.6 
.7 
.7 
..1:.2 
52.1 
This study counteracts the m,th that the religious never sees the 
secular newspaper, revealing the fact that the average reli.gious teacher 
reads both catholic and secular newspapers and magazines. She give. her 
attention to newspaper and II&lazine editorials a few times a week. Her 
readina of books is mainly for pleasure (novels and 1iaht biography) and 
spiritual formation. Thi$ finding may be related to Leaski's conclusion 
that "Catholics tend to avoid the more .erious and demanding forma of 
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activity in the modern metropolis, and turn instead to activities which 
provide chiefly personal gratifications."l Sianificant 1s the fact that 
28.5 per cent of the sample failed to report any books read by personal 
choice during the past six montha. Whether this is caused by lack of time 
for or interest in reading or failure to answer the question remaios unknown 
at the present time. Consider1na that the respondents are professional 
teacher., this pr~blem deserves further con.ideration and research. The 
picture is somewhat briahtened by the fiaures for reading in the following 
areas: curre-nt loctal issues (20.1 per cent); Church'. relationship to 
modern world (25.6 per cent); scholarly research (16.1 per cent). These 
f 19ure8. however t do invo 1 ve in • ome cases the same people. Since 29.7 per 
cent of the sample listed books of personal piety and pleasure reading type 
Sill. and 28.5 per cent reported !2 books read by personal choice, this leaves 
a total percentage of 41.9 per cent who read books on current social issues, 
the Church in the IkOCiern world. and serious study in the 8 ix montha prior to 
this 8Urvey. 
The teaching religious s.ys that ahe discusses current affairs occasion-
ally (a few t~e8 a week), but she £'8yS that sha has not participated in an 
oraanized discussion on social problems or pr:tnci~les in the last six 'montha. 
However. 23.3 per cent of tile reapolldents have c:lm1E so with 16.1 per cent 
reportina oraanizad dialoaue with the laity. 
1 Lenakl. p. 229. 
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111. Vocational and Professional Data 
As would be expected, the average Sister in this survey is a subject 
in religious life; that is, she is not a superior or in any leadership 
position, such as principal, dean, etc., thouah 10.3 per cent are. She has 
been a member of religious 1if. for twenty-five years. Seventy-one per cent 
of the sample have been in the convent fifteen or more years. Only 2.2 per 
cent bave been members for les8 than five years. Lenath of reSidence for 
the entire sample ranaes from one year for 23 per cent to ten or more years 
for 14.7 per cent. The average Sister has been stationed at her respective 
residence for three years. 
Lookina back into the Slater's voca.t 10nal history, it is found that 
she entered religiOUS 11fe at 18 years of ase. This corr.sponds closely to 
1 Bishop Haaan's study quoted by Fichter. He puts the aae at 19. A,es 16 to 
24 are the most prevalent aaes for entrance with 20.2 per cent of the sample 
e'llterina at 16 or youn,ger, 51.1 per cent at aaes 17-19, and 21.4 per cent 
at 20-24 years of aae., "Delayed" vocationa (25 years and older) account for 
7.1 per cent of the aample. The average Sister in this study was not an 
&spirant (a hlah school proaram of formation for those who think they would 
like to be Sisters), though 19.7 per cent were in a proaram of tilis sort for 
one year or more. Before entering religious life, she had completed her 
high school studies and graduated. Her fix'liIt experiences with college life 
came after entering the convent. However, 19.6 per cent report havina com-
plated at leAst one year of college before entrance. 
Vocational training and formation were given to the avera,e Sister via 
• 16. 
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a two year novitiate, excluding postulancy (periods of probation during which 
time the candidate is introduced to religious 11fe, but is not yet living 
under rel igioUB .!.2!!. of poverty t chastity. and obedience). Thirty per cent 
report a one year novitiate training only. As would be expected, although a 
member of a community which now has a juniorate, (an extended period of forma-
tion under reliaious vowa), she is not a product of the juniorate formation 
program. However, 21.6 per cent claba some contact with the program. 
By profession the average Sister is a grade school teacher. Those in 
the sample who are presently teachina hiah school or college subjects are 
apportioned as follows in Table 9. 
tABLE 9.--lercentage of high school and college teachers, by subject taught. 
Subject(s) 
Tauaht 
Full-time reliaion or theology 
Full-t~ social or behavioral Bcience. 
Full-time philosophy 
Full-tu.e education 
bligion and .ocial science. 
Religion, social .ciences & all others 
Reliaion & all others 
Social sciences & all others 
All others 
No report on subject matter 
High School 
)1 
3 
10 
2 
3 
7 
6 
59 
5 
82 
-1 
186 
or College Teachers 
per cent 
0.5 
1.7 
0.3 
0.5 
1.2 
1.1 
10.2 
0.9 
14.2 
...w. 
32.1 
*Only those disciplines believed by the writer to bear directly on 
the subject under investiaation are listed separately. Others are included 
in the category "All others." 
When asked in which subject areas she felt weakest or least prepared 
to teach. she responded with one or more of the follOWing: economics, 
political science. psychology. sociology and theology. It 1s important to 
note that 10 per cent of the survey (the laraest single group) listed reliaio 
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as their most deficient area, while only 7.6 per cent felt it was the area 
they were most prepared to teach. This fact is 8ignificant becau8e. first, 
43.0 per cent of the sample report having le8s than 12 semester hours in 
theolosy; second, it is general practice for elementary school teachers to 
teach religion to their own classes; and third, 13.0 per cent of the entire 
sample or over one-third of the high school and college teachers, taken 
together as a group, conduct classes in what may be termed advanced religion 
classes. 
The subject which the average teacher feels most prepared to teach is 
one other than those considered directly related to the present study. See 
Table 9 for the list. Though this list may somewhat limit the grade school 
teacher, it should be noted that two subject area8 could have been named: 
religion and history (social sciences). Seventy-five per cent of the survey 
stated that they are at present teaching in the field for which they are most 
prepared. The remaining 25 per cent i. a significant minority, considering 
the importance placed by educators themaelvea upon teacher intereat and 
competence. 
CHAPTER III 
SOCIo-ULIGIOUS ArrITUDlS 01 CHICAGO'S TU.CIIDfG SISTERS 
Introduction 
Havinl thus stated the problem and theoretical orientation of this study, 
as well as some of the outstanding characteristics of the respondents, it 
will now be the writer's purpose to report on tba research findinas, insofar 
as these are concerned with socio-reliaious attitudes. 
lefore launchiDa into a full-scale report, however, it se ... wise to 
explore related psychological and sociological theories which may lend some 
insight and understanding to this portion of the study. Conaidered, tben, 
in Part I is a discussion of some current theories of personality and its 
relation to prejudice. The problem of whether prejudice is more p.ychologistic 
or socioloaistic i. explored. To balance the psychological factors with theory 
of a more sociological nature, reference group theory and its rels.t lon to the 
study will be presented. 
Part 11 concentrates au the pre.entation and analysis of tbe research 
fiDdings on the nineteen questions pertainina to socia-religious attitudes. 
In Part III the writer explores the relationahip of socio-reliaioua 
attitude. to educational and professional back&round. The analysis of 
education is two-fold; first, by level, i.e., by htahest educational dearee 
achieved; and second, by type, i.e., Catholic, public, or mixed. The results 
of a spectal study on the effectiveness of the juniorate in this area of 
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socio-reliaious attitude formation are also presented. 
To what extent reference group theory plays a role in the analysis of 
the "l.elationahip of Socio-religious Attitudes to Social Classu is undertaken 
in Part IV. 
Part V surveys all other significant findings related to attitudes: 
environmental background, age, personal contact, and involvement of various 
degrees and types in socio-religious activiti.s. 
I. Prel~inary Socio-psychological Considerations 
lersonalit! Trlits and Preludige 
Thouah all major religious c1enominations bav. public prof.sslons of 
faith which embrace the credo of human equality, the ability of members to 
achieve internalization of corr.sponding attitudes is a field of serious 
investiaation for today's social psychologists. l Surveyiaa many studies as 
to which major rel1gious aroup tenda to be most prejudiced, Allport concludes 
that "the results are entirely equivocal; some find catholics more bigoted, 
SOllIe Protestants, and some find no diff.renoe ... 2 Bowlan r.porte tbat Allpoxtts 
tn-c1epth study of the relationship of prejudice to devout and s99ia1 catholics 
points to the conclusion that the devoyt proved to be far less prejudic.d 
than the socUal Catho1ics. 3 This finding supported social psychologiste
' 
lSee '.rt R. Sappenfield, "The .. spons.s of Catholic, Protestant and 
Jewish Stuc1ente to the Henace Checklist," m. XX (November, 1944), 295-99; 
and D. Spoerl. HSoma Aspects of lrejudice as Affected by Religion and Edu-
cation," JSr, XXXIII (February. 1951), 69-76. 
2Gordon W. Allport, The "tVEe of Pre1udice (Cambridge, 1954), p. 449. 
31 • B. lIowlan, t'The Picture of the Catholic That Emerle. From Attitude 
Tests," A.C.!.A, J!ewsle~ter, Supplement No. 20, (March, 1956). 
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ever-grOWing tendency to seek further ramification of religious orientation 
rather than mere statements of religious preference. 
One personality variable which has received much attention in this 
regard is authoritarianism. Adorno in the Authoritarian Personality focuses 
attention on the relationship of authoritarianism to prejudice. l Photiadis 
and Bigger support this thesis stating in a report on their research that 
"the only personality variable which retained its strong relationship with 
ethnic distance when the remaining variables were controlled is authoritar-
ianism. ,,2 What, then. are the religious ramifications of authoritarianism? 
Though religious orthodoxy is not to be equated with authoritarianism, they 
are frequently associated and mutually reinforcing. 'hotiadis and Bigger 
uncovered data which supported Allport's thests that "religion unmakes 
prejudice through church participation and makes it through orthodoxy.1I3 
The 0'lei11ys found sbailar patterns in their study of Catholic college 
students. Religion and social distance tests which were administered to 
the students yielded the conclusion that those scoring high on the religion 
scale possessed less favorable attitudes towards Jews and Negroes and 
favored segregation; whereas tho •• who were low scorers on the religion scale 
evinced attitudes significantly less prejudiced and were opposed to segregat-
4 ion. 
lSee Theodor W. Adorno, et. al., The Authoritarian Personality, (Rew Yo 
1952), for a fuller treatment of this. 
2John D. Photiadi. and Jeanne Biner. "Religiosity, Education, and 
Bthnic Distance,lt Al.!. LXVII (Nay, 1962), 672. 
3 Ibid. t p. 672. 
4Charles O'leilly and Bdward O'Reilly, "Religious Beliefs of Catholic 
eir Attitudes Toward Minorities II ASP XLIX (July, '54) t 
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Some 1na1ahts into a ~aible cauae of thta fact 1s culled from 
Lenaki '. ud1acovery of the irrelevance of doctrinal orthodoxy for moat 
1 
a.pecta 0.£ secular lUe. II He auspeets tbat it ia linked with anG foaters 
"e compartmentalized viaw of Ufe. ,,2 If this is true. it would at leaat 
partially account for tbe correlation of re11gious orthodoxy and prajudice. 
The fact that in Lenakl'a Detroit survey. doctrinal orthodoxy was most 
3 
common amona Catholica should not be overlooked. Durins a pretest 1t was 
d1acoyered that tbe Catholic clerlY were in such uoantaoua asreement on 
issuea of peraonal morality (birth control and divorce) tbat to question 
them on theae toplca waa superfluoua aa th1a waa regarded by the clerlY aa 
effrontery or lsnorance.4 Tboulh it could be taken for ,ranted that all 
would be united on mattara of faith and 111'80911 morals, the same aa.umption 
was not made by Lenaki for sOS1l1 8IOra11ty. The reasonable .. sa of thie 
decia10n 1a eYidenced by the fact that 21 per cent of tbe whlte clergy 
expres.ed a preference for ae,re,ated schools. Lenakl does not live the 
exact flaure. for Catholic. or Prote.tants. but does comment that Protestanta 
were some~t more inell .. 4 toward inte,ration than Catholica.5 
1 JAnaki, p. 206. 
2 
a&!I' p. 321. 
3 i!!&d. t p. 57. 
4l\!lda• p. 310. 
S li&d •• p. 314. 
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Since 81 per cent of the Catholic clergy ranked obedience ahead of 
intellectual autonomy as a social value,l it does appear that religious 
orthodoxy must have some relationship to authoritarianism. However, it is 
one thing to regard the authoritarian personality as ~ cause and quite 
another to conclude that it is ~ cause of prejudice. Also, if the two 
are directly linked, how does one account for the fact that although 81 
per cent showed tendencies toward authoritarianism, only 21 per cent 
favored segregated schools? Edwin Rhyne maintaina that the great emphasis 
on ~he psychologistic causes of prejudice is misplaced and exaggerated. He 
proposes a multi-causal explanation aociologiatic in nature called the 
differential learning approach. 
The differential learning approach makes the explicit assumption that there ia no need to detail the exact process of acquiring prejudice. To grant the need for such a special theory is to deny the fundamental importance of the differential learning approach, for the direct implication of the approach is that the acquisition of prejudice is not different from the acquisition of other social attitudes •••• (Thi!J approach looks to differential involvements within a culture for the principal explanation of individual 
variations in degree of prejudice. It explicitly contests the 
notion that these same individual variations are chiefly a function of specified psychic needs and processes. 2 
Rhyne concludes that the sociologistic approach is more efficient than the 
psychologlstic in explaining the vsriations in the data. Added proof of 
the greater utility of this approach is the fact that in those cases where 
the variations contradicted the expectationa of the psychologistic authori-
tarian personality theory, this was llkewise true.3 
lIbld •• p. 300. 
2Edwin Hoffman Rhyne, "Racial Prejudice and Personal1ty Scales: An Alternative Approach, I. !!., XLI (October, 1962), 47. 
3 Ibid., p. 53. 
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Acceptina the valuable insights which the authoritarian approach has 
yielded as well as Bbyne t 5, the .etting up of this study's research design 
is based on the premise that the roots of prejudice are sociologistic as 
well as psychologistic. Leonard Weller found this to be true in his study 
of prejudice. In fact, he sees "peraonality and non-personality factors as 
stronaly related to each other throughout the population. III Vanltaam in 
&elision and .ersonallty also combines the two in his analysis of maturity. 
His regard for the psychological factors 18 seen in the followina: "Iecause 
he Uhe mature personalitYj doe. not feel personally threatened by the defects 
or superiorities, the liabilities or ass.ts of the world in which he lives, 
ha is better able to perceive people and events for what theya.re.,,2 The 
mature personality, according to VanKaam is capable of experiencing people 
and events as particular. unique and individual. l That 11& cOlwidars the 
socio-cultural factors equally 1af . ,rtant and inextricably bound up with 
personality can be concluded from the foll~wlag statement in his book. 
We se. thinss rather through the protective screen of our per-
soual nee., our pet theori.s, and tbe views which we have 
blindly borrowed from our family, neighborhood, or cultural 
group. We lack the innocent eye that looks frankly and freshly 
at the manifestations of life. lecomina a personality is re-
moving familial and cultural blinders from our eyes. For the 
true relilious personality, all reality is a fresh manifestation 
of the possibilities planted by God in the world. Tharefore, the 
person feels that his response should be determined by reality 
its.lf and not prbaarily by his own interests, motives, theories, 
and past experienees. Instead of a legalistic, categorizing pet-
ceptlon, he develops a personal, new presence to every situation 
lLeonard Weller, tiThe Relationship of Personality and Non-personality 
Factors to Prejudice, If ill. L~UII (June, 1964). 136. 
~dr1an Vanlaam, C.8.8p., !!l1giou and Personalitx (Eaalewood Cliffs. 
1964)>> p. 71. 
31bid.» p. 71. 
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that arises. This does not mean that he completely rejects cate-
,ories and laws, but rather that he does not apply them in a 
stereotyped manner to human situations. He does not perceive 
people merely in terms of a cate,ory of law or ethics. He 
realizes that the buman person transcends every cate,ory and that 
no buman situation can be cau,ht in an intellectual system. This 
does not mean that he will not defend the law or apply it when 
necessary. It means only that the way in which he applies the 
law is more buman, more permeated by respect and ,entle understanding.l 
How different is this approach to life's ,rutest mJstery. the human 
person, from that which Stein describes as typical of our society. Accord-
ing to him "the sheer fact of idiosyncratic experience has become inaccessible 
and even threatening. ,,2 To tbe product of America's urbanized, industrial-
tzed and bureaucratized culture, "not only are people equal, they are exactly 
alike. ,,3 This is the bei,ht of social d18tance. "In relationships in which 
social distance is at a minimum, knowled,e of tbe other person is bi,hly 
individualized •••• ~be perso~ is recoanized as haviul a distinct personal-
ity, and his various idiosyncracies are taken into account in dealing with 
him. ,,4 
Reference Group Theory 
No preliminary presentation and discussion of factors related to 
prejudice or unfavorable group !ma,e would be complete witbout some con-
sideration of reference ,roup theory. "Numerous studies cominl both from 
1 Ibid •• p. 71. 
2Stein• p. 277. 
3 Ibid •• p. 278. 
4Shibutani, Society and 'ersonalitx. p. 378. 
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psychologists and sociologists have shown that the major sources of the 
individual's weighty attitudes are the values or norms of the groups to 
which he relates himself, that is, of his reference groups."l 
It is not to be presumed that a person's membership groups are 
mutually exclusive in the areas of life which they encompass. ':It is not the 
case, for example, that one's religious affiliation alone determines which 
group will be adopted as a frame of normative reference on religious matters . 
•• • ,,2 At the same time as one is a member of a particular religious group 
there are other groups in which the person participates directly and with 
whose members the individual has primary relationships.3 In the case of a 
woman who is a member of a religious community, it is this group of women 
with whom she has day to day contacts which performs this very basic function 
so necessary to the maintenance and growth of a healthy personality. It may 
happen that in concrete situations where choices must be made, a choice in 
agreement with the group (the smaller community with whom she is living) will 
be in fact (though not perhaps in the mind of the Sister-participant) a 
departure from the norms of the Church. This type of situation would obtain 
where the community (again perhaps unknowingly) has absorbed values from 
the culture which are incongruent with Christian thought and practice. 
Also, in speaking of reference groups, it is not sufficient to speak 
only of membership groups. A person's membership and reference groups are 
lMuzafer Sherif, "Reference Groups in Human Relations," in Sociological 
Theory: A Book of Readings, ed. Lewis Coser and Bernard Rosenberg (Mew York, 
1957), p. 261. 
2Robert Yo. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, 1957), 
p. 321. 
3Tomatsu Shibutani, "Reference Groups as Delimited Perspectives," ~, 
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not necessarily identical. In fact, frequently they are not the same. 
Sherif notes in his description of reference groups the UDportant psycho-
logical element of "asPiration."l It is this which accounts for the 
occasionally apparent non-conformity of group members. 2 Since it is the 
reference group which provides the norms by which men judge and evaluate 
certain patterns of behavior, it can be concluded, that those members who do 
not conform to ,roup expectations have chosen a reference group other than 
their membership ,roup. This may be a form of social deviance and undesir-
able, but not necessarily. As Merton observes, "It is not Infl:equently the 
ca.e that the nonconforming minority in a society represents the interests 
and ultUDate values of the group more effectively than the conforming major-
ity.,,3 A more basic problem which must be answered is: Conformity to what? 
As Merton explains, every case of non-conformity is not d)'l.£unctional. 4 
Such would be the case in which the group has in larae pert departed from 
the ,roup'. ult~te aoa1., and certain members by their behavior serve as 
a reminder of this fact. It may be that group goale have become vague and 
abstract and that members, perhaps inadvertantly, bave in certain areas of 
attitude and behavior sub¥tituted norms of other referenca groups for the 
norms which the membership group failed to supply. 
1 Sherif, "lteference Grt'Jup.," pp. 260 .. 61. 
2Cbarles Cooley, "Conformity and lon-conformity, " Social Qrsanization 
in Borgatta and Meyer, p. 435. 
~rtl)n, p. 367. 
4Ib1d• 
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jelationsbip of Attitude to Behavior 
Dr. Gordon Zahn in Qerman Catholics and IUtler's Wars rMDarka that 
"when we know the values supposedly subscribed to by a group, we should be 
able to state the same kind of expected or predicted behavior pattern. to be 
manifested by individual members of that group ... l As is frequently the ease 
with Itcommon sense" propoSitions, tbis assUIIlption is not always valid. In 
the case of German catholics during Hitler's regime, it falls to account for 
their silence on the issue of attempted Jewish annihilation and their parti-
cipation in an unjust ~r in spiLe of Church teachings on racism and the 
just war. 
LaPiere holds that "unl",ss il cultural definition is reiff-ed for the 
individual by Olle or another of the groups to ",htch he belongs, it tdll bave 
no bearina on his conduct; be may 'belieJe' in it; he cannot and will not be 
guided by it. ,.2 May Qot the same he said for theological definiti.;>ns? Is 
this not the reason for the great 1wportauce laid by Christ Himself on the 
Christian cOIIIIDy!!ity? Under ordinary circumstances it is in and throush the 
Christian cODlllWlity that the Christian is 30cialiaed in the meaning and 
application of the principles of faith and moral». It is the responsibility 
of Church leadership to see that in regard to life affair. continual reUi-
cation of t~less principles takes place.' Otherwise little or no advertence 
lzahn. German C!tholics, p. 26. 
2LaPiere. p. 261. 
'Did,. p. 260. 
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is giv.n to those principles which seem to have no relationship to real I1fe. 
Finally LaPiere and Lundberg draw our attention to a point which must 
be given consideration as it is a further application of Cooley's theory 
"that the imaginations which people have of one another are the solid facts 
of society. ,,1 Lundberg points out that although a person may be incapable 
of analyzing his true attitude accurately, his expressed attitude at least 
shows what he wants people to think he thinks. 2 LaPier. goes one step 
further and on the basis of his theory that society controls its members 
through their d.sire for status states the following: "Host of the data that 
are garnered by sociologists and others via attitudinal scales and opinion 
polls are reflections of the cultural definitions, i.e., of the 'conventional 
thinking' of the American people about social matters rather than measure 
of their social conduct ... 3 If we accept this, then we muet be wary of hasty 
generalizations about bebavior based on the data drawn from the attitude 
section of the questionnaire in this study. There may be in some cases a 
connection; in others, not. 
II. Presentation of Findings 
It is presumed by MUaafer Sherif tbat a ,roup socializes its memb.rs in 
its norms and that "when a member of a "roup faces the same situation sub-
sequently alone, after once the rana' and norm of his group have been est-
ablished, he perceives the situation in terms of tbe rang. and norm that he 
lAs quoted in Lundberg, p. 234. 
2lbid. 
'LaPiere, p. 257. 
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brings from the group situation. tll In a sense each respondent in this study 
was subjected to a situation in which she had the opportunity to reflect to 
some extent her internalization of the socio-religious norms of the Catholic 
Church. To a great degree her socialization in these norms has taken place 
within religious subcommunities, the most recent being her religious communit¥ 
This fact should be kept in mind, as one of the purposes of this study is to 
explore the effectiveness of religion in general and the religious sub-
community in particular in combatting the historical, cultural, economic and 
psychological causes of prejudice. 2 While it may be true that "religion 
assists control, reinforcing by a supernatural sanction those modes of 
behavior which by experience have been determined to be moral, i.e., socially 
advantageous,,,3 it is also an acceptable socio-psychological principle that 
"the individual mind cannot rise much above the level of the group mind.,,4 
Since the group is composed of individuals whose knowledge of and convictions 
on socio-religious issues have been formed by many social agents, of which 
the Church is only one, it is only logical that the official position of the 
Church on these issues will be modified in the individual person by other 
social institutions. When these persons come together in community, then, 
lMuzafer Sherif, "Group Influences Upon the Pormation of Norms and 
Attitudes" in Readings in Social Psychology, ed. G. Swanson, T. Newcomb, and 
E. Hartley (New York, 1952), p. 255. 
2Above, p. 24. 
3Wi lliam 1. Thomas, IlControl and Attention," in Borgatta and Meyer, 
p. 409. 
4 Ibid., p. 411. 
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the group's level of knowledge and convictions can be no greater than that of 
its members. The effectiveness of the religious community in socializing its 
new members (especially those who have received little from other institutiotU 
prior to this period of 11fe) in the social doctrine of the Church will depenc 
to a great extent on the present tlgroup mind" which obtains among the member-
ship. 
Of the three areas under investigation, it was the area of attitude whicl 
achieved the best possible scores. The mean attitude score was 27.4; 8.4 
points from the best possible score (19) and 29.6 pOints from the poorest 
possible score (57). 
Among the nineteen questions used to ascertain the attitude score, the 
six questlons which bad the most favorable responses (i.e., in aareamant with 
the Church' 8 social doctrine or the social facts) are presented in Table 10. 
tABLE lO.--Percentage of Sisters who •• answers are in agreement or disagree-
mant with Church's social teachi. or social facta on the following questions 
(Answer which was rated as agreeable appears in parentheses behind question.) 
Question Agre .. nt Disagreement JIfoRespon 
N per cent 1C per cent 1C per cen 
i. Do you think a prIvate hospital is 
justified in ref us ina to serve col-
ored persona because it will hurt 
their business? UIo) 532 91.9 9 1.6 38 6.6 
2. Do you th~ colored and white child-
ren should go to separate schools? 
(No) 526 90.8 24 4.1 29 5.0 
3. Do you thinl;t the Church is moving 
ahead too fast in the area of race 
relations? (Bo) 521 90.0 22 3.8 16 6.2 
4. Do you thtnk middle class colored 
people should be allowed to buy or 
rent homes in middle class white 
neigbborhooda? (Yes) 516 89.1 25 4.3 38 6.6 
5. Do you think that colored people are 
by nature prone to crtme? (No) 471 81.3 15 2.6 93 16.1 
6. Do you think religious institution. 
are justified in paying lower wages 
on the premiae that this is dedicated 
service? (No) 467 80.7 54 9.3 58 10.0 
e 
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It should be noted that three of the six questions above pertain to the 
Negro'. right to open access to basic institutions, required for physical or 
mental well-being. i.e., Musb,., education and hospital service. These 
questiona touch on the practical problems currently receiving the greatest 
attention and publicity from the Negro community and interracial movements. 
It is, therefore. to be expected that the Sister would be more aware of the 
principles surrounding tbese issues. Thi. data supports Horowitz's conclus-
ions that "attitudes toward Negroes are now chiefly determined not be contact 
with .e,roes, but by contact with the prevalent attitude toward Negroes ... l 
Now the more prevalent Northern attitude toward Negroes, while willing to 
grant them access to institutions essential to wall-being, is still one 
Which attributes basic inferiority to the race. "Violence is generally dis-
approved of by the controlling institutions, while they approve, if not 
enforce, stereotyped and outspoken attitudes.,,2 Interesting to note also 
is the fact that in Lenaki's study of Detroit, 25 per cent of the respondents 
were non-comaital on questions about tolerance. fairness and power of tbe 
other religious groups. Lenski offers two possible aplanationa for this: 
first, "judicious suspension of judgement,,3 because they only had peraonal 
4 
experience; and second, reluctance to appear "prejudiced. It In this study 
1 Eugene I.. Horowitz, "Development of Attitude Toward Negroes," in 
Rftdinas in Social rSYAAglou, ed. SwalUlon. Newcomb and Hartley, p. 501. 
2Srune Bettelheim and Morris Janowitz, HEthnic Tolerance: A function 
of Social and Personal Control, It in lte!d1nss in Social Psychology, ed. 
Swanson. Newcomb, and Ha.tley (New York, 1952). p. 600. 
3Lanskl, p. 63. 
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the non-respondents ranae from 5.0 per cent to 16.9 per cent. Perhaps the 
high rate of no response (10 per cent or more) on ten of the nineteen 
questions indicative of attitwie ariaes from similar reasons. At the very 
lealit, it certainly points to a lack of sufficient knowledle on the respon-
dents' parts. 
To the question: liDo you think colored people are by nature prone to 
crime?" 81.3 per cent answered "No," 2.6 per cent thousht they were, and 16.1 
per cent did not respond. Three "cOlllpanion" questions to this one were ans-
wered aa followa: "Do you think that colored people are by nature prune to 
illegitimacy'lll (71.7 per cent answered "}ioll; 11.4 per cent anawered ttYes"; 
16.9 per cent did not r88pond.) "Do you think colored people are by nature 
prone to poverty?" (70.6 per cent answered uNo"; 15.5 per cent IlYes"; 13.8 
per cent did not respond.) "Do you think colored people are by Dature prone 
to ignorance?" (74.4 per cent t.'eaponded "Not!; 11.9 pet.' cent "Yea"; 13.6 per 
cent did not respond.) Althoulh only 2.6 pet.' cent would agree to the stat(l-
mant that ",r08s are l!z. !ltur. prone to crime, 13-17 per cent agreed that 
they are ~ petH'! prone to 111eaittBacy. poverty, and icnoranee. This 
diffet.'enee in percentages could b. indicative of two thil~e: firat, the 
Sist.rs on the whole are well-acquainted with the refutations of the theory 
that tendencies to crime are inherited; second. they have observed DlOt.'e 
poverty, 11 lea it imacy. and 1Io.orance among the Negro POPl.llat 10n than they 
have observed crbDe. The differences do seem to indicate an awarenasa of 
.t2!!!. meaning to the words "by natUt.'e. U 
What comes tht.'ouah in these answers is an apparent unconsciousness of 
the subtleties and complexities of the problem. ror exaaple. in the previo 
ue8tions each statement repeatedly used the phrase "by nature." This is no 
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a matter of semantics only; it is a matter of understandina the complexities 
of issues involving human beinas. These three questions are int~tely 
bound to another question in the attitude section of the survey: liDo you 
think that fundamentally most of the colored persons' problems stem from 
their own basic inferiority?" That this statement is true was held by 21.1 
per cent, while 12.6 per cent were unsure, aiving a total of 33.7 per cent 
of the sample who are not convinced of the basic equality of all lien. A 
companion question to the previous one reads: "»0 you feel that no matter 
how many advantaae. the colored attain, they will, as a aroup, always remain 
inferior to whites'l" To this question 14.9 per cent anawered in the affirma-
tive, and 8.8 per cent were unsure, aiving a total of 23.7 per cent who do 
not reject this subtle f011l1 of racism. 
As can be seen from Table 11 on paae 72, the Sisters fare better aa a 
group in those area. where Church doctrine has been reified because of the 
occurrence of discrtmination than they do in the more p.ychological area., 
i.e., in those area. of life that have more to do with convictions of the 
Nearo as a fully h\D8n person capable of and limited by the Salle accidentala 
as other men, provided he is aiven the same opportunities. Not possessing 
these convictions could result in a patronizing or ''mothering'' of the Negro 
when she finds herself in contact with htm. It could also find expression 
in overprotection, lack of expectation in his potential, defeatism, or loss 
of respect for him as a human person. Rabbi Hare Ta~ obaum notes that fla 
major factor in the civil r~hts crisis today is that the avera,e American 
fails to understand his feelinas about the Nearo. There is a fantasy qualit 
about our Nearo-White relations. and the reason is that we bave a lack of 
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TABLE 11.-- Comparison of percentages of Sisters in agreement with Church's 
social doctrine or social facts: arranged by attitudes toward discriminatory 
practices toward Negroes and attitudes toward basic equality of Negroes 
Questions designed to probe respondents' attitudes 
toward discriminatory practices 
1. Do you think a private hospital is justified 
in refusing to serve colored persons because 
it will hurt their business? (No) 
2. Do you think colored and white children should 
go to separate schools? (No) 
3. Do you think middle class colored people 
should be allowed to buy or rent homes in 
middle class white neighborhoods? (Yes) 
4. Do you think a private club has the right 
to exclude qualified colored people from 
membership? (No) 
Agree 
N 
532 
526 
516 
414 
with Church 
per cent 
91.9 
90.8 
89.1 
71.5 
Questions designed to probe respondents' attitudes 
toward basic equality of Negroes 
Agree with Church 
1. Do you think that colored people are by nature 
prone to crtae? (No) 
2. Do you feel that no matter how many advantages 
the colored attain, they will, aa a group, 
always remain inferior to whitea? (No) 
3. Do you think that colored people are by nature 
prone to ignorance? (No) 
4. Do you think that colored people are by nature 
prone to illegitimacy? (No) 
5. Do you think that colored people are by nature 
prone to poverty? (No) 
6. Do you think that fundamentally most of the 
colored persons' problems stem from their own 
basic inferiority? (No) 
N 
471 
442 
431 
415 
409 
384 
par cant 
81.3 
76.3 
74.4 
71.7 
70.6 
66.3 
capacity to enter spiritually, empathetically into the life of another per-
son."l The fact that large percentages of Sisters were willing to state 
definitely that the Negro is prone by nature to illegitimacy (11.4 per cent), 
to poverty (15.5 per cent), and to ignorance (11.9 percent), while even larger 
percentages than these ranging from 13.6 per cent to 16.9 per cent were 
unsure making the total mean percentage 27.7 per cent of the sample and 
that an even larger percentage (28.7 per cent) endorsed the 
Rabbi Marc H. Tannenbaum, "Confronting the New Realities of the Nuclear-
Space Age," Sister Formation Bulletin, X (Winter, 1963-64),8-11. 
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statements attributina basic inferiority to the Nearo race indicates that. 
although the total attitude score. are quite good (mean • 27.4). when an-
alyzed and interpreted they reveal that the behavioral manifestations of 
prejudice bave b.en rooted out to a greater extent than its underlying cause. 
One of the reasons for this lack of basic awarenes. of the Nearo as 
another equal human person may be that no truly prbDary relationships have 
ever been established with Negroes. Of the sample only 6.4 per cent indi-
cated pleasant personal experiences of an inttmate nature. such as friendship 
with them. Nore were of the professional or impersonal type. such a. teach-
ina or contact with hired help. .efore enterina the convent. only 8.1 per 
cent had visited the home of a Nearo of similar social class. Since they 
have beaun teaching. 33.3 per cent have bun in homes of Negroes. It 16 not 
known whether these contacts were with middle or lower cla.. Nearoes. 1£ the 
Nearoes were of the lower class, and 1£ the Sisters do not know the d1.£-
ference. in values which they observe stem from class differences and not 
racial ones, the.e contacts will serve to reinforce stereotypes and latent 
prejudice. Unless these situations are encountered by rel1aious prepared to 
understand and properly interpret the meaning of what they observe. the con-
tacts may bave in effect negative results. Knowledge of the social facts. 
their causes and symptoms are prerequisites for fruitful contact. It pre-
supposes Stater-teachers capable of role differentiation. As Lindesmith 
observes: 
In so complex and closely interconnected a world-society as ours. 
it 1s vitally ~rtant for people to appreciate the existence 
of many types of roles other than their own. Conflicts ••• ariae 
from such a lack of understandlna. ..cause of an absence of ade-
quate intercommunication, people do not grasp one another'. motives 
and ways of actina •••• 
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Instead of recognizing our failures to understand the acts of 
others, we usually misinterpret those acts. We assume that the 
person is playiog roles within our own system of values and sym-
bols and interpret his behavior in terms of our symbols instead 
of his •••• Misinterpretations are not always harmless and amuslna. 
In a multi-grouped society, misjudgments of roles often have serious 
results, as both interracial and international relations testify.l 
III. The Relationship of Socio-religious Attitudes to 
Educational and Professional Background 
Goode and Batt draw attention to the fact that "particularly in social 
research, correlations are likely to be 10w. 1t2 In the light of this fact and 
the current social science research practice of discussing correlations of .2 
and .3. the writer wUl discuss any correlation of .2 or greater as having 
some sociological hRportance. 
Levels of IdUS!tion 
It was expected that the greater a Sister's degree of education, the more 
favorable her attitudes would be, that ls, in agreement with the Church's soc-
ial doctrine and the facts of the .ocial situation. However, in so far as 
educational degrees are concerned, the over-all correlation for each level is 
low. They are as follows: college degree (0.117904); Master's degree 
(0.117016); Doctor's degree (0.106445). From an in-depth investigation of 
those in the study whose attitude Icores fell at either extreme of the con-
tinuUl1l, it appears that level of education may be more important in these 
croups than the over-all sample. 
• 
lAlfred a. Lindesmith and Anselm L. Strauss, Social Psychology (New York, 
1956), p. 406. 
2WUU.am J. Goode and hul It. Hatt. Methods in Sockl I.e.earch (New York, 
1952). p. 88. 
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tAlLB 12.--Percentaae of Sisters achieviaa attitude scores at extreme ends of 
attitude continuum; i.e., hiah level of aareement with Church's position 
(score - 19) to disaareement (score • 38-49) arranged by educational dearees 
earned 
Degree 
larned 
. 
Bachelor'. 
Kaster's 
Doctor's 
In Aareement (N-40) 
N per cent 
37 92.5 
23 57.5 
5 12.5 
In Disaire~nt (N-39) 
N per cent 
29 72.5 
5 12.8 
o 0.0 
It is noteworthy that among those in strona aareement with the Church's 
social doctrine. a full 20 per cent mQre have Bachelor's dearees than those 
who strongly disagree. While only 12.8 per cent of those in disagreement bave 
Master'. dearees an4 none bave doctorates, 57.5 per cent of those who evince 
the most favorable attitude scores have Kaster's and 12.5 per cent haVQ doc-
torates. Actually the percentage of doctOEat .. among theae living the most 
favorable attitude .oores i~ only .3 of a percentage point less than the per-
centaae of Masters among those in disagreement with the Cburch',.po81t~. 
Considering the greater accessibility of Masters' dearees, this fact seems 
meaningful. Thouah the correlations do not bear out the expected t'esults. 
this in-depth study does point to the possi.bility of positive correlati.ona 
at extreme ends of the continuum. 
1'fP! of Adyeation 
Father Twomey, 9.J., one of the United State,' ,reat apostles of social 
action, wrote :four years e.ao, "Row [can we accountJ for the dismal truth that 
graduates of our Catholic scbool. ale by and large, as racially prejudieed as 
thOle who have been educated in secular institutions? ••• We haven't pas.Pod 
on social consciousness to our students because we ourselves 8.re not st')c:ially 
conscious •••• In our almost exclusive emphasis on private and family moral! 
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we are seriously neglecting social morality."l It has been presumed until 
the appearance of recent sociological studies that Catholic education has a 
significant and positive effect on its products' attitudes, especially in 
areas integral to the gospel message. 2 These studies call such presumptions 
into question. For example, Lenski reports that no evidence was found in 
his study of Detroit to conclude that Catholic school attendance had any 
influence on the attitudes of Catholics towards Negroes. 3 This study of the 
socio-religious attitudes of religious women teachers yielded a slightly 
negative correlation of -0.032505; the writer undertook two special in-depth 
studies. The first of these pertained to the respondent's answers to six 
questions designed to test for convictions. As shown in Table 13, the over-
all picture reveals that those with sn entire public school education on the 
grade and high school levels ranked first in two-thirds of the questions; 
those with mixed education ranked first in one-third of the questions; those 
with a totally Catholic education ranked first in none of the six, but last 
three of them. Those with public education ranked last in one of the quest 
those with mixed education ranked last in two of the questions. 
The mean percentages for the educational categories when compared reveal 
no significant differences, though in the light of Catholic educational goals, 
it is significant that products of public education should lead the two other 
groups (all of which have had at least some Catholic education) by a margin 
of 3 percentage points. 
l'l'womey, "Social Formation," 246-51. 
2See Sister M. Ignatius Staley, I.B.V.M., "An Inquiry into the Absence 
of Moral Advertance in a Sample of Catholic High School Students with Specifi 
Focus on Racial Prejudice," (unpublished Master's thesis, Loyola, Chicago, 
3Lenski, p. 273. 
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tlILB 13.--'erc.ataa •• of Siet.r. in aar .... nt with Church' •• ocial doctrine 
(po. it ion) on .ix que.tione ".1&11&4 to t.st conv1etlone: arra •• 4 by type 
of Irada an4 h1&h .chool education: Catholic, public, partly in each 
Queatione··Corr.ct ~wer Catholic 1-340 Public ... 9 'artly in 
in 'arent ...... each .. 179 
• per cent • per cent • per cent 
1. Do you think mi441. cla.a 
co10re4 people .hou14 be 
a11owe4 to buy or rent hamaa 
in miclcll. cla.. White neilh. 
bot'Uoa? (Y.s) 300 88.2 45 91.8 164 91.6 
2. Do you think a private club 
baa the right to exclucle 
qualifi.4 colore4 peo,le from 
_ber.hip? (110) 251 73.8 40 81.i 117 65.4 
3. Do 10U think that • peraon 
baa the rtaM to decide for 
h~.lf wbethar he will r.-
fuae to a.l1 to colored 
people" (10) 198 58.2 29 S9.0 94 52.5 
4. Do you think c010r~4 au whit. 
children ahoul4 10 to a.parate 
achoo181 (10) 309 90.8 42 85.7 1'7 93.2 
s. Do you think the ahurch ie 
aovina allaa4 too wt in the 
area of race r.latione? (No) lOS 89.7 4S 91.8 l6S 92.2 
,. Do you f.vor t ... pa ..... of 
t... Civil ailbt. lill now 
b.for. e... senate? (Yea) 1'2 47.6 2' 53.1 93 52.0 
- - -Total • ~ perc.ntaa. for each 
type of education 74.7 77.2 74.5 
The a.cond in-dapth ualyaia vaa uncl.rtaken on the re.ulta of a laraer 
.tudy pert.ini. to the charact.ri.tic. of tho.e achieviaa attitude .corea 
moat in .ar ..... t or 4ieaar .... nt with the Church'. po.ition on .ocio-r.1iai-
OWl i •• ue •• 
As can b •• een from Table 14 on paa. 78, the products of Catholic arada 
an4 h~h .chool .ducation .ccount for 58.1 per c.nt of the entire •• ple. As 
.uch t ... y contribut. mol'. than t ... ir .har. to the favorable _treme of the 
attitude continuu. au 1... than their ahaI'. to the unfavorable. Tho •• with 
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partly Catholic .ducational background contribute les8 than their share to 
both extremes of the continuum. especially the unfavorable attitude pole. 
Tho.e from public school background contribute considerably more to both enda 
of the continuum than their total percentage of the sample would warrant. 
Those with total or partial Catholic education evidence more favorable 
attitudes than those reeeiviag public grade and higb school education only. 
However, in the over-all picture the pereentaae differences are comparatively 
small. thus forcing one to remain indecisive about the _ffeetlveness of 
Catholic .ducation in the formation of .octo-religious attitudes. 
IAILI 14.--Comparison of perc.ntas •• of re.pondent. in .... 1. arranged by type of elementary and secondary education they received: Catholic, public, partly in each. to percent ... of respondent. of uch type achi.vi. mo.t favorable or least favorable attitude scores (a ••• ) 
TYpe of eiementary and Intir. R.spondents with most 
s.condary education "'pl. favorable a.s. 
• per cent • per cent 
Catholic 340 S8.7 24 60.0 Public 49 8.4 5 12.5 Partly in uoh 180 ll.l 11 27.5 No .... pons. 
...JJl ....w. ..2. 0,0 579 99.9 40 100.0 
'the prec.dins analy ••• .upport tha find1na that there 
R.spondents witL 
lea.t favorable a .. 
If per c.nt 
22 56.4 
5 12.8 
9 23.0 
J. Z.Z 39 100.0 
is no correlation 
b.tween oas' •• ducational background (cla.sified as to Catholic-public-
partly in uch) and one' •• ocio-reliaious attitudes; certainly there 18 DO 
.upport here for the expectation tbat tho.e with Catholic educational back-
around (total or partial) would .vince attituclea more in aaree.nent with 
Catholic socio-religious doctrine than tho •• without such training. 
Another assumption of social actionist. and educators in socLal doctrine 
is that the lack of Christian attitudes toward .ocio-reliaioWJ problema is 
relate. to tM dearth of .ocial encyclical courses. Surveys have lleen 
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concluct.d to a8c.rta1n the formal breadth of 8uch cours.s in •• condary 
schoola and 1ut1tutlou of htaher learn1na.l Thouah Cbriat1&n attitudu 
may ba related to havUla taken 8uch cour ••• under certain condition., th1a 
study th-rows couiderable doubt upon the po.ition that there is a dir.ct 
-relationshtp. It 18 inter.seiDi that th.r. va. a -0.024995 (or no) corr •• 
latton between socio-r.ligious .ttituc!ea- of the responclent8 ancl their havi. 
taken social aneycl1cal cour.... Of the 40 Siat.rs iD. the ... p1 •• viaeina 
the most favorable 8ooio-r611,1O\1s attitudes. only 7 or 17.5 par c.nt bad 
taken social encyclical cours.s. Cour •• s of tM .. type war •• lao taken by 2 
of the 39 (or S per ceat of tbe Sist.rs) DaviDa tba least favor.bl. soci~ 
re11&1ous altituoe scor... The hypotba.ia tbat tbos. haviDi had such cours •• 
evince b.tter attitudes than tho •• dapriv •• of such mu.t b. r.j.ct.d becau •• 
of the lack of correlation USing the .ntire sample and tb. fact that 82.S 
per cent of those who had socio-r.ll&ious attitude scor •• mo.t in •• r .... nt 
with the Church never bad a social encyclicals couree while S per cent of 
the $roup 1n disaireement with the Church'. position have bad such cours.s. 
Jvaior.te I2rmetN2R 'rosEI! 
In the past tan years, UD7 r.l1aioua cOllDU1liti.s under the guidanc. of 
tbe Sist.r Formation Conf.r.nce bav. established jun10rata programs which 
e&tencl the t~ and .nhance the quality of • Sieter', psychological, 8pirlt 
educational, and apostolic preparation for her role a. a Church functionary. 
A8 mentioned in Chapt.r One of this report, r.l.vant 1nstrt,lCtion in locial 
doctrine 18 one of the I08la of the juniorat •• 2 The quaetlon that pos.d 
• 
lDoaald Thoman, "railure of catholic Social Education," Ay. lfary. XCIII (Ha, 6, 1961), 18. 
aAbov., p. 17. 
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it.elf for inve.tlaation was: to what extent have the ioall of this 
instruction been accomplished in its product. who bave steppeo over tbe 
threshold of the apostolate1 
In a correlation study of attitudes with juniorate, no relationship 
was found (0.066413). However, this study used the entire sample. Since 
it did not appear fair to campare Slaters of all age. and consequently 
educational and experiential levela. anotbar study uina only respondents 
in the 20-29 aie bracket was made. The hypothesis was that 1£ the juniorate 
ia having significant effecta in this area of education, attitude acore. of 
those with juniorat. trainina will be lower and more favorable than those 
without such formation. As can be observed in Table lS, those with junior-
ate training achieved a lower and more favurable score than tho •• without. 
!lILi t'.--Compariaon of mean attitude scores of tho •• 20-29 years of ag. 
with add without juniorate 
Description of Group 
20-29 with juniorate (.-69) 
20-29 without juniorate (»-42) 
Hean Attitude Score 
26.45 
27.14 
Standard Deviation 
4.94 
5.48 
However, the marlin 18 a mere .69 or l.s. than one percentaae point. 
Iecause of the ... 11 marain, the data does not sufficiently support the 
hypothesi.. When the mean score of the experimental tlroup is compared to 
the mean score of the total ... pl •• a one point difference in favor of tbe 
juniorat. i. found. Agatn, this .. y be indicative, but not conclusive. 
Takina tbe .... six questions r.ferred to previously which bave been 
de.ianea to test for convictiOns, the writ.r found that those in the 20-24 
aae bracket without juniorate tra1nina ranked higher percentaae-wise in five 
of the six questions tban those who had been or are in juniorate formation. 
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tAlLE 16.--Percenta,e of Si_ters 1n .ar .... nt with Church's social doctrin. 
or position on six questions destaned to test convictions: err.q.d .s to 
havi. had or not havi. bad junior.t. and e.e 
Questlons--COrrect Answer Junior.te Ro Junior.t. 
iD P.rentheses 
"e • per cent "e R per cent 
1. Do you think aiddle cl.s. 20-24 20-%4 
colored people .hould De 1-28 23 82.1 ..14 14 100.0 
.110wed to bur or rent homes 25-29 25 .. 29 
in aiddle clas. white nei,h- 11-41 37 90.2 '-27 24 88.8 
borhood.st (Ye.) 30-34 30-34 
»-11 17 100.0 x-49 47 95.9 
2. Do you think a private 01uD 20-24 20-24 
hae the rtaht to exclude 1-28 21 75.0 ..14 11 78.6 
qualified co10r.d people 2.5-29 25"29 
from membership? (110) .... 1 30 13.2 Ha27 24 88.8 
30-34 30-]4 
1-17 12 70.6 N-49 37 75.5 
3. Do you think that a person 20-24 20-24 
has the rtaht to decide for .. 28 18 64.3 .. 14 10 71.4 
htmself whether he will re· 25-29 25-29 
fuse to sell to colored ... 1 21 51.2 »-21 14 51.9 
peopl.? (10) 30-34 30-34 
.. 17 12 70.6 11-49 27 55.1 
4. Do you think colored and 20-24 20-24 
white children should ,0 to 1-28 27 96.4 .. 14 ),4 100.0 
seperate schools? (10) 2.5-29 25-29 
.... 1 37 90.2 B-27 2S 92.6 
30-34 30-34 
1-17 11 100.0 1-49 46 93.9 
s. Do you think the Churoh 20-24 20-24 
ia aovina ahead too fast ..28 27 96.4 N-14 13 92.8 
in the area of race 25-29 25-29 
relationa? (10) »-41 40 97.5 N::a27 26 96.3 
30-34 30-34 
.. 17 17 100.0 R-49 46 93.9 
6. Do you favor the ,.ssa,o of 20-24 20 .. 24 
the Civil Rights li11 now .-28 7 25.0 .-14 4 28.6 
before the Senate' (Yos) 25-29 25-29 
... 1 18 43.9 Ha27 12 44.4 
30-34 30·34 
.. 17 11 65.3 11-49 32 65.3 
In the 25-29 a.e bracket those without junior.te raDke4 first in four of the 
six qua8tiolUl. Those who bave had juniorete tra1niDa ranked first in four of 
the six quest1ol18 aaol1& those in the 30-34 ase level. If this 8tuc:1y of • ix 
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particular que.tiona i. indicative of over-all ettitude .core., there ia no 
correlation even when the aae Iroup i. lUnited. This .tudJ found no alani-
fic.nt difference. in socio-relilioua attitudea between thoa. withjuniorat. 
formation and without such background. 
Eroi.all9M1 IlcgroUQo; Teas_ina Ltvel 
As thia study proar.saeG, the significance of the level at which a 
Sister taachea became more .pparent. At the .tudy·a inception, the writer 
anticipated that a Sister's level of Idu£'Sioe would bave .ome .1Snificance, 
but did not trea.t the level. at which ahe ta",ht with the .... import. It 
was dur1aa the in-depth analy.is gf the moat and least fa~orable attitude 
scorea that thts variable uecame s1aniUe.ant to the writer of this study. 
!AlLi 17.--Compar1son of the percentaS' of Siatera in entire sea,le to 
percentaa' of Sistera havina acore. at extr_ ends of attitude contioul.D: 
arranged by teach ina level 
' .. china hI' cent in s..pl. Hllhly Aire. Highly DiNaree 
Level • per cent I per cent II per cent 
Grade School 380 65.6 10 25.0 30 76.9 
H1&h School 154 26.6 19 47.S 6 15.4 
College 45 7.8 9 22.S o 0.0 
50 Anewer -2 g,O ..J. S.O ...1 l,Z 
Total 579 100.0 40 100.0 39 100.0 
On the baai. of the finding that 65.6 per cent of the entire sample was c~ 
po.ed of arade .chool teadler., wb:f.le this aame group cOillpriaed only 2S per 
cent of those with the meet favorable attitude scores, it is hypothesi.ed 
that ae a Sister's t .. ching level ris •• , her aocto-religious attitudea will 
be in areater agr .... nt with the Chureh'. position on the.e issue.. Thta 
hypothesis te further atrengtheD8d by the fact that while th. college teach-
era coa,rl.ed 7.8 per cent of the sample, they accounted for 22.5 per cent 
of those 'isters IOOst in agreement with the Church's position. If this 
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hypothes ia ia true (and. only further r .... rch can verify thta), the con-
sequenc •• for Siater's participation in tbe Church's social atasion could. 
be serious. Further d,tacuasion of thia will be taken up in Chapter rtve. 
E:i0£elSloyl licgr('\Uld; nO.! of SE'ect H!tt,r IIwtb' 
It was h,.potheai.eel that thos£ teachf.nc subjects related to socio-
reliaious issues vU the hiah .chooi and colle,e levels would achi.ve more 
favorable attitude scores than those who eliel GOt. Subject .. tter con-
eiderae related to this study are economics, history, philosophy, political 
.cane •• ,.,.cb.ology. sooiolol1. theology anel e«uation. It waa found that 
a modest correlation of 0.207307 axiated. This is interestin& as there 
was no correlation between favorable socio-religious attitudes and havina 
bad 12 or more s_ster hour. in any OM of these fieldl. This may mean 
that the t .. chi~ experience is also a learning experience. The 1.1CW texts 
ueed at theae upper levels may present material that chant':es the teacher'o 
attitude IIOre than her own educational baekaround. 
Caasluai29 
A correlation of the 8U1D&tion of the _tahtl of educational and 
professional variable. with the total attitude scores yielded a 0.1333311. 
OR the basis of thia study. it 1s concluded that there is no correlation 
Ja 1'.U1, altbouah lDd.ividual variables. such .s the level of education 
achieved., teachiIli level, and type of subject matter tau.gbt do appear to 
have some relationship to attitu.des on socio-religious topics. 
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IV. The ael.tionahip of Socio-religious Attitude. to Social Cl ••• 
Len.ki .0 recognised the 1IIlport.nce of .ocial cla.. in his .tudy on the 
religious f.ctor in Detroit l1fe that he limited comparisona to individuals 
in the ..... ocial cl.... To f.l1 to do .0 would bav. r •• ult.d. he f.lt, 
"in confu.inS the impact of the cl .... y.tem .nd the .ystem d. the .ocio-
religious groups ... l Obenhaus in his .tudy of church-.ffiliation .nd .ocio-
r.l1sious .ttitude. lik.wise found that umab.r. of d1ff.r.nt d.nom1.aationa 
v.ry .1iShtly .ccordina to .thnic .nd th.ological tr.ditiona, but econaaic 
.nd .ducational lev.ls uocial cl ••• variableC of church member •• re aore 
det.naioative. tt2 
The factor of .ocial cla •• appears to be import.nt in this .tudy .1.0. 
Mo.t Si.ter. in the .tudy (69.9 par cent) .re from lower cl ••• b.ckground,3 
though their f .. 1lie •• r •• ocially mobile •• indicated by the educational 
and occupatiooal choice. of their brother.. When a.ked to cla •• ify them-
•• 1v •• a. to .ocial cl •••• 23.6 per c.nt Who were really lower cla •• referred 
to themaelv •••• middle cl •••• thereby 1ndicatins the sroup with Which they 
identify and Who •• value .y.tem they would mo.t likely embrace. Only 4 
Sister. (.7 per c.nt) identifi.d thems.lv •• a. bavins come from lower cla •• 
background. The more euphemistic tena. working cla •• , was preferr.d by 295 
(50.9 per cent). There wa., in fact, a mark.d tendency for tho •• from lower 
cl ••• background to rat. tbemaelve. one or two cla •••• high.r tban they 
1 Lenaki, p. 81. 
2Victor Obenbaua and W. Widick Schroeder, "Church AffUiation .nd 
Attitude. Toward Sel.ct.d Public Questiona in a Typic.l Kidwe.t County,lt H. 
XXVIII (Karch, 1963). 35. 
3 Above. Table 2. p. 44. 
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really were at age 15. 1 What 18 the isapl1cation of tb18 fact for tb18 
study! richter .tat •• tbat the attitude. of r.ligioua functionary "towarc1a 
the lay peopla for whom he work. are lik.ly alway. to b. color.d by the 
cla •• po. it ion of the famUy in which he grew up. ,,2 Th18 va. most obvious 
to the writer when reading through the de.criptions of the plea.ant personal 
experienc •• that maay of the Si.tar. had had with the colored. typical of 
the r •• pons •••• : "I have eajoy.d worklag with the color.d. I find thea 
both clean anet courteoua. It Not only should it be noted that the.e are 
middle cla •• value., but that tbe teacher •• omehow f.lt it important that 
they meat ion the.e a. fact. which isapr •••• d thea. Slac. perc.ptioa i • 
• electiv.,' it 18 significant that the ••• hould ~. qualiti •• which they 
r .... b.r about the •• contact.. The.e qualiti •• are far mol'. r.fl.ctiv. of 
middle cla •• tbaa Church-oriented value judsments. St.in not •• that one 
of the "major difficulties in liviaa ••• in a .... iv.ly cOlilpetitlve .oci.ty 
18 the difficulty which leac1a to the foa.tion of personaliti •• dominat.d 
by the .ecurity operat1o .. of the .elf .y.tea at the expe ... of ,enuina 
individuation. reople leara to go through the moU.o .. of c~unicatioa 
Without expre •• ing their own depths or e.tabl1ahiD& any deep contact with 
oth.r .... • 
lIb1d. 
2richter, bU,ion" An 2S;cuP'tiop.. p. 87. 
'Tomatau Shibutani, nlefer.nce Group. a. Delimited Perspectives, tf A=I!. 
LX (May. 1955), 564 • 
• Steln, p. 264. 
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Kven if • reliliou. baa Irown up in • faaily Which twenty-five year • 
• 10 ataht bav. b •• n cl ••• ifi.d •• lower cla •• , the faaily vas prOb.bly 
.ocially IIObU •• nd Minuinina or competina for tho ••• t.tu. .,..018 
char.ct.ri.tic of aiddl. cl.... Tb. dev •• tattaa re.ults of .uch •• t.tu.-
ori.nt.d life .re not.d by Stein. "uman r.1atioaahi,. .r. v.lued oaly •• 
• ource. of .tatue •••• Dedication to •• tatue-daaiuat.d 11fe .tyl. forc •• 
lndividuals lnto • riloG 1I01d fraa within which they can ••• only l:f.lalt.d 
a.pect. of human reality. ,,1 Iconoaic .ucce •• bee ... the .tandard by whlch 
• peraon·. worth 1. judl.ct.2 Tbouah the.. .re not the values by which the 
Church juGae •• Mn·. worth, "the failur. of the Catholic educational .ystem 
.dequat.ly to develop the 80cial uatur. of It. student ••••• acour •••• an 
apiaa of the expected behavior patterna of the pro.perous aidcil. cla ••• ,,3 
Not oaly is the student • citizen of two worlda; 80 alao is t1Ie reltaiou. 
teacher. U reliaion baa bad aome effects on l1iddle-claaa valuea, MY it 
not alia be true that middle-cla.. v.lues have had their eff.ct. upon 
rel1aloua .ubcommunities' Ia it not possibl. that the ••• ubcommuniti •• 
could .0 a •• tailate aiddle-cla •• behavior patterna that to diatiDaui.h 
what i. a Catholic value from a ai441.-cla •• value b.come. fairly ~po •• 1bl. 
to the ."eraae lII&IIb.r. Where. JIUlb.r .M»14 finei her.elf _rliual becau.e 
of her strona tendency to identify with the middle cl •• s on SOlll8 point which 
1s incompatible with tha atandar" of t.ha Church, she -y .a.uss. find 
lJb1d •• pp. 280-86. 
2D1d,. p. 290. 
~y. "Social rOrMtion." 252. 
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coapanionehip in a memb.rahip which hol48 the .... value .yat .. a. a .. , 
,that ie, a .... r.hip who •• middle-cla •• referents .omet •• predominate 
over Church referents in a conflict .ituation. It may not be apparent to 
tho.e uawarnad of tlla da.er thAt the value ort.ntations of the Church and 
tho •• of the .iddla cla.s lillY at times be in opposition. The question 
tben becomes: bow can one make a true decision if one 1& not .v.n aware 
tbat there ia a choice to be mada?l If we find in this study that a con-
siderable number of respondents bave based their juds-ent. of socio-religious 
iaa •• maWy on middle-class value. or the American dream of socio-.conOlllic 
Bucce, •• _, lt not be partially due to a failure on the part of the socio-
r.lialoua subco.muaitiaa to ratty the abstract principl •• of social doctrine 
for thair .... ra? this isawt meant to inf.r any tntrinsic evil to the 
.lddle-clas. WRy of life, nor to infer that all who are members of the 
middle cla •• are so afflicted. It i8 shaply to point out its failures by 
axe ... , it. d.ana.r.~ The •• afflictions may be more prevalent amons non-
member. but refer.nts, than amana actual ~er.. The rea.on for this l1e. 
in tbe t.ndency of subord1Dat. (new arrivals) or prospective ,roup member. 
lito a •• iaUat. tM .entiments and conform with the values of the authori-
tative aud pr •• tiaaful stratum in that aroup. ,,2 However, because of their 
recent "arrival" or desil'8 to "b.lona." they are frequently more pr.-
occupi.d and enamoured with the symbols and values of the group than lona-
t.rm .... r.. 'they ara IIIOre prone to fear that those with WOlD they .hare 
lShibutan1, ltR.eferanc. Groupa," p. 565. 
~erton, p. 254. 
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a "runs" on the economic ladder or those who are a "runa or two" below may 
outdistance them in the areat American aoal of ",ettina ahead." Their 
"intolerance i. a function of anxiety, frustration and deprivation •••• ,,1 
This tendency for lower clas8 member. to be more fearful and intolerant i. 
supported by the data in the study on the social ela8. characteristics of 
those responde4t. who scored the least favorably on the attitude portion of 
the questionnaire. 
The upper and middle elas8e. account for 35 per cent of those with most 
favorable attitude scores but only 7.7 per cent of tho.e who.e .cores were 
mo8t unfavorable. While 60 per cent of che aruup ha~1Di most favorable 
attitude 8corea came from lower cla.s background, the percentale is consider· 
ably hiaher for those with unfavorable attitudes. Of these 74.4 per cent are 
from lower cla.s bacqrounds. 
!lJLI 18.--~pari8on of percentale. of re.pondent. with favorable attitude. 
and unfavorable attitude. et extreme ends of attitude continu~: arraaged 
by .ocial class 
.. .. 
Social Class Kost favorable attitudes Most unfavorable attitude. 
(Two Factor Index) (N=40) ("39) 
N per cent N per cent 
Upper 4 10.0 1 2.6 
Middle 10 25.0 2 5.1 
Lower 24 60.0 29 74.4 
Insuff ia ient Information 
..l ,,0 7 ll·9 
-Total 40 100.0 39 100.0 
this study a180 found a 0.212208 correlation between soc1al class back-
around and socio-rel1aioua attitudes. the hypothesis beina that the higher 
the fQcial class, the better the attitude. would be. 
-
Laettelheim and Janowlta, Itltbn:l.c Tolerance: A lunction of Social ancl 
Personal Control, II b. lUoW, i9 'iSMl hxciololX, ad. C. Swanson, p. 601. 
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True to their middle-class laissez-faire value systaa, 34.9 per cent 
stated that they thouaht a person bas the riaht to decide for hiluelf whether 
he will refuse to sell to colored people; 9.3 per cent were undecided. brina-
ina the total of unfavorable responses to 44.2 per cent. That a private club 
has the right to exclude 9ualified colored people from membership was affirma 
by 19.3 per cent while 9.2 per cent did not respond. This bring. the total 
of unfavorable response. to 28.5 per cent or over one-fourth of the sample 
holdina an extremely individualistic theory of private property. This theory 
of private property disre,ards the natural right to ownership (reaardless of 
race), the soctal nature of property.l offers a convenient rationalization 
for racism. and yet is quite common in American society due to an &Xallerateo 
emphasis put on man's riaht to private property. 
In summary. this investiaation sUllests an important relationship 
between socul class and socio-relialous attitudes. 
v. Other S1anificant Findi",s Ilelated to Attitudes 
lnyirOlMntal IacgroU9d 
This Itudy of women rel1aioua teachers reveals a correlation of 0.340172 
between their social attitudes and environmental background. In the break-
down of uenvirollllWmtal bacqround" to ita constituent elements, certain 
findinas should be mentioned. First, while there is a 0.206548 correlation 
between the Sisters' socio-reliaious attitudes and their fathers' levels of 
educational achievement. there is no correlation between the Sisters' socio-
reliaious attitude scores ano the lII! of grammar and secondary education 
their fathers received, classified as Catholic, public or mixed. Second • 
nsive treatment of thia see Calve. " Perrin, • 209-14. 
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the highest correlation in this cat.aory was length of family r.sidence in 
this country which yielded 0.336468 when correlat.d with the attitude scores, 
the hypothesis beina that the longer the residence in this country the better 
the socio-reliaious attitudes would b.. Third. with a corr.lation of 
0.23196S, this study tends to support the hypothesis that people in occupat-
ions of hiah.r rank tend to .vince bett.r attitudes than those of lower rank. 
Fourth, when the r.spondent's attitude scor.s were correlated with their 
famili.s' attitudes on rae. (as described by the respondents), it was found 
that a correlation of 0.235068 exists. 
On the basis of th. a8sumption that YOUBI.r Sisters in general would 
be mora likely to coma from families who have been in this country sev.ral 
gen.rations, and ther.foze had more opportunities for education, social 
mobility, and contact with middle-class Negroes, it was predicted that thare 
would be a relationship between ag. an~ attitudes toward Negro.s, the younger 
evincing mora favorable attitude scores than the older. This hypothesis is 
supported with a correlation of ~.221043. 
fersonal Contact 
Though there are meaniaaful corr.lations between the total attitude 
scor.s and personal contact with Negro.s (0.270343) and pleasant personal 
experiences with .. groes (0.277122), there is only a sliaht corr.lation 
between the attitude scores and havina visit.d Nearoes' homes since enterina 
the convent (0.112395). There is even less correlation between the attitude 
scores and the presence of lr1earoes in the same neiabborhood at the time when 
the res ndents answered the uastionnaires, the presumption b.ing that those 
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who are presently living closer to Negroes would give evidence or better 
attitudes. The correlation was 0.067196. The implication of this finding 
is important. The lack of relationship between the two may indicate that 
stereotypes are being reinforced where the Sisters find themselves dealing 
mainly or only with lower-class Negroes. A previous finding which revealed 
that college teachers were over-represented among those with the most favor-
able attitude scores while having no representation among those with the 
least favorable scores, and that grade school teachers were under-represented 
among those with the most favorable seems pertinent here. May it not be 
that since grade schools are located in parishes formed according to terri-
torial divisions, some Sisters are continually meeting lower class Negroes 
who support their stereotypes? With home visiting enjoying more of an ex-
perimental than permanent status in religious teaching communities, may it 
not also be that religious teachers are mainly visiting the homes of lower-
class Negroes rather than middle-class ones? On the other hand, any 
stereotypes which college teachers may have are constantly being modified by 
their contacts with the more educated and prosperous Negro middle and upper 
classes. Also the lack of correlation may be heightened by the fact that 
the college teachers who as a group did 80 well on the attitude section of 
the questionnaire are living in colleges located in non-integrated areas 
of the city. 
Those who have lived with Negroes in the same house tended to achieve 
more favorable attitude scores, the correlation being 0.232296. 
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Involyement 
Various levels of involvement ranging from reading and discussion to 
more active leadership roles in Catholic Action comprise this concept. HAs 
Dewey emphasized. society exists in and througb conaunication; COlllDon per-
spectives-cgmmon cultures-emerge through participation in common communi-
cation channel.. It 18 through social participation that perspectlves 
sbared in a group are internalized. ,,1 'this study supports the quoted 
socio-psychological generaliZation. Dtscussion among the Slsters when 
analyzed as to frequency, relationship of discusslon material to social 
doctrine, and the h~teroieneity of discussants was then correlated with the 
total attitude scor.s. yielding a correlation of 0.201162. Further break-
downs revealed a relationship between the Sisters' attitude scores and the 
types of books tbey read (0.292457). those with favorable attitude acore. 
reading books of serious study, current social iSSues, or matters relevant 
to the modern Church as well aa books of personal piety or pleasure. In 
the questionnaire the respondent waa asked t~ 11st any books which .he bad 
read by her own choosing in the last six months pri.or to answering tlle 
questionnaire. The answers were then classified in the categories listed 
above. 
As mentioned before. though there wa_ no correlation between social 
encyclical courses ane favorable attitude scores, there was a correlation 
of 0.213380 between h4v1n~ r~~d one or more of the social encyclicals and 
a favorable attitude score. 
lShibutanl, uleference Groups." p. 565. 
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Though the following variable in no way measures actual involvement at 
the present ttme, it does measure an attitude of mind essential to involve-
ment, and for this reason is considered here. It is also ~portant to con-
sider this personal viewpoint. as it perhaps measure. more accurately what 
the reliaious would do if present conventual cuetams were more supportive to 
this type of behavior. Thera was a 0.426126 correlation between a favorable 
attitude score and an affirmative answer to the question: "Do you think 
religious women should became involved in the artk' of race relations?" 
All of the above when taken toaether for a total 8core and correlated 
with the re8pondents' attitude scores yielded 0.270968, pointing to the 
conclusion that there may be aame relationship between attitudes and degree 
of involvement; the more favorable attitudes being pos8e8.ed by the more 
involved. Conclusions and recommendations on the foregoing material will 
be pre.ented in Chapter rive. 
CIAno. IV 
SOCIAL AWOI.SS AD DWOLUlllft or 
CHICAGO'S TBA.CBIRG SISftIS 
Chapt.r IV coulder. the thl~' h,.pothe.l., that 18, the r.latlouhlp 
of awar.ne.. to lnvolvement. ractor. (per.onal or .oc1&l) that praaot. or 
inhiblt lnvolvement ar. tak.n up in rart I. 
The r .... rch fin'tna. in the ar .. of awarene •• ar. pr ••• nt.' in 'art II. 
Subtopic. considered are: (a) lib.ral-cons.rvative tendencie.; (b) awar.-
u •• of national .oc1&l probl .. , local c~\U1it,. conditiona. opportunities 
for t .. china .ocial 4octrtne, the bioloaieal fact. about rac1&1 charact.r-
18tle.; (c) the awar.ne ••• cor •• of juniorat. product. ar. caapar.' with 
non-junlorate counterpart. of the .... aa. l.v.l. 
Part III r.port. the findi •• on the dearM of the Slat.r.' involv.-
meat in .ocio-r.llaioua i •••• ",. va,. of .ducation, Catholic aoed .. l action 
and per.onal contact with learoe.. It alao explor.. and anal,.z.. the 
influenc. of the juniorat. for.ation proar .. in th18 ar .. of involvement 
at the pr ••• nt t~. 
In fart IV a corr.lation anal,..i. of a .. r.ne •• and involvement .core. 
i. undertak.n. 
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1. ractor.!bat Promote or I&r Awarenea. and Involvement 
renOMI r,stoE· 
Today re1iaious and .ecular leader. are more than ever concerned about 
the 1nvolv .. nt of memb.ra in ccaaUDit)' affatr.. aefl.ctive of th18 .itu-
ation, cont_porary literature abOUDda with t.l'II8 l1ke "involv_nt," 
"enaaa_nt. If aDd "ccaaitllent. ft ODe m1aht conclude that he1ahtea.eel aware-
ne •• of the iaportallCe of involv ... nt ba. lael to a C~D8urate el'aree of 
reali&ation. JIowever, .ueh an hypothe.18 ne.cIa v.rification. It w111 b. 
the purpose of this chapter to ax,lore to what extent ChiNSo'. teachinl 
Si.ter. bael bacoaa aware of aoel involved 111 the 80cial apo.tolate of the 
Church ift Chicaso, in .... y, 1964. 
ror the aake of .ub.e.ueat analy.18, it .... wi.e to fir.t coaaicler 
factor. that promote or bar involvement before reportina on the finelina. of 
th18 inve.t~tion. 
InteUta.nt involvement pre.uppo.e. awarene •• of the facta of the 
.ocial .ituation 1n wh1ch the teach ina Sister finda her.elf. However, a • 
• ocial paycholol18t. point out, awarene •• of .ocia1 realitie. 18 areatly 
depenelent upon. DUIIlber of p.)'cho10aica1 factor.. So iaportant i. th18 
that what Yanlaaa write. of Chri.tiana in aeneral i. DO le.. true of tbe 
r.l1aioua witn •••• 
U Clar18tiau are ckaiDateel by thl. lack of perception of reality, 
their apact on the culture 18 almo.t nll. Thus areat thinker. 
_y cry out that Qoel i.8 deael pr that Chr18tianlty 18 burleel. Of 
cour.e, (Joel 18 not dead; ",*1' 18 Chr18tianity. What are cleael 
are tho.e Chr18tiana who r.fu.e to be pre.ent 1nelivieluall)', per-
.onell)" anel coura.eously to their fellowmen today, to the con-
teaporary aituation, to the .trullle of the hour. Their t1aidity, 
ina.curity, anel .elf-centered praoccupation with their own a,lrit-
ual perfection caus. thea to hlele behind the veil. of convention-
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alit)' and .ter.otyped perc.ption of the world. I 
To a Ireat _tent the relevant lnvolv_nt of the eIlurcla tbro. 
it. reU.aiou8 ,roupe. whether lay or religious, ilf apen_nt upon whetur 
the Iroup 1. do.inated by per.onalitle. wlao can perceive eacla reality 
witla fre.hne •• and re.poGd to that reality a. it 1., rather tha. r.,..tiaa 
2 
"catelorical alUtW8r. 11ve. by aen of paac seneratiolUl to past .ituation •• " 
TIli. ty,. of re.po118e pr •• uppo.e. a paraon, Whole and entire, capabl. of 
becomi. involved in tile UDImowD and und.fined, capabl. of _periluntation 
and ri .• It. 
'l'hat tlaia 18 r.coplzed not only by r.lialoua p.yeholol1.t., .ucIa 
a. Vanlaaa. but al.o uy tile 1101'. lepl-ainded caDOnuts in the Church ,. 
evidenced by tile r_rlte of rather Jo •• '" Gallen, calIOn la...,.r and writer 
for Iv&tw for "lllioua, a .. ll-known anel widely-rea. jounual for v.s. 
nlia&oua. Aa 10. a. ten y_r. alo, rather Gallen wrote, "tile .odeI'D. 
apoatolate require. ona who can tac. boldly tbe Itlantic taek. of our a,e, 
on. aule to ... t It. da •• r., overcome it •• ,iritual de.titution, eoapetent 
to tlaink for latuelf, and formed to _turity of juclpent ... 3 
SocM1 r,storl 
... idea the ,.y~ol1cal tactor. wlaicla _y t.pede a .. rene •• and 
involvement, there ar. alao tlaoee 1101' •• oc10101i08l in oriain. Maurie. Ste 
lVanlaaa. p. 73. 
2Xbid•• p. 72. 
.. 
'Joseph f. Gallen. "leDOvation and .daptation," ltv,. ftr "ly,&09, 
ltlV (.v .... r. 1955), 293-318. (As quot.d by Joe.ph rtclater in ItU.aiog 
,. Au OyMMtiAA. p. 112.) 
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note. the .,.cta1 difficu1tie. a •• ociated with I1fe in lar.e urban ar ... , 
e.pectally the iaper.oDIIU,ty whlch 1 .... to anoUJ'llity and lack of "f .. 11tar-
ity with life in any sub-co.aunity beside. the one in which they ~he urban-
ltesa happen to live. ,,1 The impenoDal and non-enc1uriua relationships of 
urban life are often intensified for the avera.e rellaioua by the hlghly 
mobile scate of life which the teachina Siater lea.. Accorc.ti~ to the 
statistics of thi, Lnvestiaation the averaae lallith of time in t.lieil. pre.ent 
a •• laumant for the Sisters va •• pprox~tely four y .. rs. tbaa~ ia~ts about 
urbanum and physical mobili.ty in reliaious life can be Bpected to have 
.ene which they viaw .s 4&81rea1e. 
A. a member of a social iastltution, the Chuxch functionary baa some 
handicaps, victory over which 1.8 hard won. i.thel: riohter ub.erve. tbat 
the Amarlcan relta10ua functionary "tenda to be conformi.t ratber tban 
2 
refo1"lll1st," while lather Trafford Mabar, S.J •• BUt •• "bU.ltous per.onnel 
.e. IIOre oriented to the past than to tbe pre.ent ... 3 If theae ••• ..,tions 
are corract, it 18 to be expected that lara. numbers of , .. china ~iatera 
will Bot have a Irasp on the social fact. of thair situation .uff~cieut to 
motivate a dee,er and perhaps broader involv .... nt tball formal' tiJMll or 
Some of thu no doubt at ... from. certain parochiAliam, a cianael' 
cammon to all rcl1iioua subcommunities. Thi. parochiali •• fosters • pre-
occupation witll the interest. of the institute itself rather than thos. 
lStein, pp. 331-32. 
2trichter, l\e11pjiou A3 An Ckcu2!s!on. p. 155. 
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interests for which the institute was founded. Usually where the Church 
fails to adapt herself meaningfully to the community, it is due to the fact 
that the Church as a human institution, like all such institutions, tends to 
resist change Dynes points out that the "Church has been one of the last 
ins titu tions to utilize research as a bas is for policy making. ,,1 Again, it 
is far easier "to disregard challenging facts than to confront their impli-
cations. tl2 
II. Findings of the Study on Awareness 
The mean awareness score was 23.5. This is 9.5 points from the best 
possible score (14) and 18.5 points from the worst (42). Though the Sisters 
scored less favorably in this section as compared to their scores in atti-
tudinal measurement, they did considerably better here than in that of 
involvement. 
Liberal-Conservative Tendencies 
Two questions in the survey were designed to explore the Sisters' 
awareness of the complexities of two current social issues and to observe 
whether their proposed solutions were mainly along liberal or conservative 
lines. To the question, "Who should bear the greatest responsibility for 
solving unemployment?" the vast majority of Sisters gave responses indicative 
of liberal or at least middle-of-the-road positions. See Table 19 on page 99. 
A minority of 29 or 5 per cent felt that the unemployed themselves bore the 
greatest responsibility for unemployment. This question was designed to 
lRussell R. Dynes, "The Reb tion of Conmunity Charac teris tics to Relig-
ious Organization and Behavior," in Conununity Structure and Analysis, Ed. 
Marvin Sussman (New York, 1959), p. 268. 
2 Stein, p. 293. 
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TABLE 19.--Percenta.e of Suters in the s .. ple whose respoues to questions 
on civil riahts and unemployment indicate liberal, .iddle-of-the-road, or 
conservative political philosophy.l Not included are those who didn't 
answer or did not follow directions. 
Political Unemployment Civil lliahts 
Position N per cent N per cent 
Liberal 208 35.9 51 8.8 
Middle-of-the-road 223 38.5 386 66.7 
Conservative 
...l2. ...1&.2 ...J! l!a1 
460 79.4 523 90.4 
force the respondents to choose .25!!. category which they thouaht bore the 
arutest re.ponsibility for unemployment. In all, 20.7 per cent of the 
a .. ple found it impossible to choose aOJ group who in their esttmation bore 
Ireatest responsibility. OVer half of thia group or 11.1 per cent of the 
entire ... ple did not answer the queation at all, possibly indicat1ng 
insufficient awareness of the problem to answer. A statlar trend can be 
seen in an analysis of the answers to the question: "Who ahould attempt to 
solve the civil rtahu problem?" Of the entire sa.ple, 66.7 per cent 
favored intervention on the part of the federal government along with one or 
more of the following: private citizens, city government, and atate govern-
.. nt. A total of 55.8 per cent favored participation by all four. Only 
8.8 per cent of the entire a .. p1e favored the federal lovermaent workina 
alone on a solution to the probl... Likewise only 5.7 per cent favored 
private citizens actina alone in this area. However, 9.7 per cent .pin 
felt iJ.\C&pable of answerina this question. From the foregoina, it .... 
that when the Sisters are allowed to indicate. shared responsibility (as 
in the case of the question on civil r~ts), the majority favor this type 
of .iddle-of-the-road political philosophy. On the other band when they 
Ipereantage are computed on the b.sis of entire a .. ple (579). 
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were forced to choo.e one of the mutually exclusive cate,oriea, (a. in the 
ca.e of the queation on unemployment). there waa a .harp increa.e in the 
percenta,e of tho.e who took a firm "liberal" .tand, tbat is. tho.e who 
felt that the loverament bore the ,reate.t re.ponaibility. Fro. Table 19 
one may conclude tbat the Sistera tend more toward political liberalism and 
middle-of-the-road policies than toward conaervatiam. 
Intere.tina to note is the fact that while only 29 Siater. or 5.0 per 
cent of the .ample adopted a conaervetive attitude on unemployment when 
re.trictiona on choice were .everelY ItBited. 86 or 14.9 per cent re.ponded 
couervatively on the utter of civil r1&hca in apite of the fact that a 
,reater latitude of choice exi.ted in re,ard to this que.tion. Whether this 
is reflective of couervative-liberal tendencie. or racial attitudea cannot 
be determined at this point, but doe. point to the adaptability of human 
viewpoint. when new variable. are introcluced. A .e_ina incouistency (aa 
in the ca.e here of political philosophy) .y be 1n fact .imply consiatency 
in another area (as in the ca.e of racial attitudes). The IDO.t meaninaful 
and functioul factor will tend to predo.1u.te over the Ie •• meaningful and 
funct ioul. 
AWlrenea. of Natioeal Social Probl.., 
In his book, TM Eclip.e of eo-wnitx. Stein writes that there 1. a 
point at which the .uburban mentality, a product of our affluent .ociety 
and middle-cla •• culture, cannot distinauish .ocial fact fro. fiction. Be 
project •• erious couequence. for human d1gnity a. a re.ult of the.e irratio 
alit18s. "By weaken ina the capacity for ratioul aocial thoulht, they help 
prepare the way for more .erious irratioul outbreak. 1£ circUlll.tance •• hould 
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change •••• The very fabric of democratic society is weakened when men can 
no lonaer understand their everyday worlds. ,,1 To what extent have the 
Sistera in this investigation been able to riae above their middle-class 
identities? It is ~poes1ble on the basie of this study to draw any defini-
tive or final conclusions, but five queetiona were designed to show trends, 
and, therefore, can be reiarded as directional. All five questions pertain 
to national social problems deal ins with the underprivileged groups in 
American soctety. 
To the question, liDo you think that most colored persons are treated 
fairly in the U.S. moet of the timel" 21.1 per cent answered yea, and 8.1 
per cent were unsure, giving a total of 29.2 per cent who must find it 
difficult to underetand the Civil Riihts Movement in this country. 
That migrant workers receive a fair deal in hiring, paying, housiCl6' 
and firing was accepted by 10 per cent of the e.mple. while 13.8 per cent 
refrained from answering, giving a total of 23.8 per cent who are unaware 
of one of the U.S.'. greatest social problems. 
Among the queltions receiving the highest percentage of responses 
indicating lack of proper information was "Do you think tllat if a colored 
family buys a home in an all-white neighborhood, the property values of all 
other residences drop inevitably?" Of the entire sample, 40.6 per cent 
thought they would inevitably drop, while 11.1 per cent were unsure, A 
total of 51.7 per cent, therefore, indicated by their responses a lack of 
complete information available in studies, like Luigi Laurenti's study for 
lIbid., p. 328. 
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the e ... is.ion on Race and Housins.l Publicatiou. of this sort are readily 
available, but they must be brouaht to the attention of the teachers, either 
throuch courses or workshops. 
The question receivins the hiahest percentaae of responses unfavorable 
to those l1vina in slUlll8 was liDo you think that the most preval.nt and 
fundamental cause of bliahted neiahborhoods is nealigence and destruction 
on the part of tll. inhabitants1" To this question 62.3 per cent au.wered 
"Yes"; 11.4 per cent were uu.ure. The total percentaae of those lackiaa a 
real undarstand:i.oa of the inner city and slum problems was 73.7 per cent, 
and yet this sample was drawn from WOOlen, many of whom are in the midst of 
the inner city and some of whom are on its frinae. Thoulh this question is 
not the same type as those questiou. that dealt with an alleaation of basic 
inferiority, it is possible that the two types in this ca.e are related; 
that is, a person who reaards the Nearo as inferior may be more inclined to 
look upon the slum as a minority caused effect. rather than a symptan. These 
Sisters who reaard the colored as basically inferior, then, tend to resard 
the .lum a. the effect of the inhabitants' (mainly Negroes') negligence and 
destruction. Without knowledae of the facta about poverty, attitudes of 
racism, whether conscious or unconscious, are reinforced. 
At the tu.e of this survey (May, 1964), the Civil Risht. Bill wa. at 
its heiibt of discussion across the country. It was, in fact, passed by the 
Senate about one month efter the questionnaires had been returned to the 
lSe. Lulgi Laurenti. Property Values and Race; Studies in Seven Cit ie, 
(Berkeley. 1960); Charles Abrams. torbldden H,iahbor, (Hew York, 1955), 
p. 269; lelden Morlan. "Values in Transition Areas," The Review of the 
Sosiety for "s1d!ntitl Appraiafra. XVIII (1952), 9-10. 
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writer. Therefore, it could be .urmi.ed that ample time bad elapsed, and 
all would have had sufficient opportunity to become acquainted with the 
provisions of the Jill. Thouah 49.1 per cent favored its pas.a,e, and only 
2.2 per cent did not, 48.7 per cent ,ave answers which indicated that they 
were not suffiCiently informed to take a .tand. Rabbi tanenbaum's words to 
the Sister rormation Conference in 1963 have an air of "prophecy" about them 
consideri. that this survey occur.ed within the followiDa year. He said 
that thouah many are coming out of the parish ,hetto., ".till they are aore 
nativist than they are Catholic. Many catholics, like .. ny of their fellow 
Americans of Protestant and Jewish faiths, are insular, provincial, parochial. 
••• They will not support the kind of le,i.lation which .. bs it pos.ible 
for America to have a flexible policy of accOlllOdation to new realitie •• "l 
Of the five national i.sues considered, the Siaters fared be.t in their 
awarenes. of the migrant workers' problema and poorest in their under.tand-
iDa of the causes of slums. table 20 pre.enta a comparative study of tbe 
five issues. 
TABLE 20.--Compariaon of perc.ntale; of responses show1n& awarene •• to five 
questions dealt", with national social issues 
Rational Social Aware Unaware 
lasue Ie Per cent Ie Per cent 
On treatment of miarant workera 441 76.2 138 23.8 
On fair treatment to colored 410 70.8 169 29.2 
On Civil &i,hts Jill 284 49.1 295 50.9 
On relationship of integration to 
property values 280 48.4 299 51.7 
On cawse of duma 152 26.3 427 73.7 
Consider1n& the ever-lrowiDa concentration of the poor in our central 
cities and the fllaht of the middle clas. to auburbia, the.e abunderatand-
Lranenbaum, p. 11. 
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ina. on the part of Si.ters teachina in urban .reas must be viewed with 
some .ense of urlency. 
Lec.l Community Condition! 
Not only is it ~portant for • Si.ter-teacher to be cognizant of 
national .ocial f.cu. but .he must .lso be .cquainted with local community 
conditions. Stein observed in h:1a .tudy that "they (urb.nite~ do not 
n.c •••• rily have much objective knowled,e .bout their own hom. territory 
since .elf-.. ,nifyiDi fiction •• re •• prominent in urb.n neighborhoods .nd 
occupational ,roup ••• they .re in ... 11 towns or suburbia. ,,1 The writer 
found compar.ble re.ult •••• pecially in the respon.e. that were liv.n to 
two que.tions. When asked to e.t~te Chica,o'. Nearo popul.tion. SS.l per 
cent tended to project .n ez&"er.ted concept of the number of Nearoes in 
Chic.,o. putttna the percentage 7-60 per cent higher than the census Uaure .. 
Only 13.0 per cent a.ve .n .pproxtmation within the 20-29 per cent ranae 
2 
.nd. therefore, clo.e.t to the correct fiaure (22.9 per cent). Over one-
fourth of the entire s .. ple (28.3 per cent) did not even .ttempt an answer. 
A. to the percenta,e of Negroes in ChicalO who .re truly middle cl •••• 
39.2 per cent of the .ample st.ted • figure 10-20 per cent below the figures 
of recent .urveys. Th:1a may be due to contacts l~ited to Me,roe. of lower 
.ocia-economic .tatus. Those who did not r •• pond to th:1a que.tion compr:1aed 
34.2 per cent of the sample. Of the ... ple re.pondent., 17.4 per cent came 
1 Stein, p. 332. 
2U. S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Cen.us of Popul.tion: 1960. Gener.l 
Popul.tion Char.cteri.tics (W.shinaton. D.C.: 1961), Table 21 for st.tes •• 
quoted in De .er1can l!earo Referense look, ed. John P. Davis (Englewood 
Cliffs, 1966), p. 119. 
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within 10 perc.nta,e points .ither way of most recent estt.&te. which st.te 
that 30 per c.nt of Chica,o's .e,roes .r •• 1dd1. class. l 
lnowledae of the social f.cts is no lonl.r • luxury; it is a necessity. 
With the current emphasis on the Sister playtna • proainent role in the 
formation of 1.y apoatl.a, it b.C0a8S increastaaly nec •••• ry to ponder: 
"One bis qu •• tion in the traintaa of the laity today i. how religious who 
do not experience the actuality of the temporal order can train thoae who do 
and must experience it."2 
TAiLE 2l.--Dlatribution of reaponse. to two questions dealing with percent-
a,e. of Nearoea in Chica,o'. population and percent.,e of Hearoe. who are 
middle clas. 
Sist.rs' E.timated N.,ro Population Middle-Cla.s Ne,roas 
P.rcent·ae• N per c.nt N per cent 
1-9 3 .S 103 17.8 
10-19 18 3.1 124 21.4 
20-29 7S 13.0 73 12.6 
30-39 94 16.2 28 4.8 
40-49 101 17.4 18 3.1 
SO-S9 77 13.3 20 3.S 
60-69 31 S.4 10 1.7 
70-79 11 1.9 3 .S 
80-100 S .9 2 .3 
No Answer 164 28.3 
..w. ~ 
S79 100.0 579 99.9 
Thoulh 60.3 per c.nt favor.d religious b.coaing involv.d in rae. 
r.l.tions, only 27.8 per cent know the exact name of an .ppropriate or,.ni-
&ation in Chicaao to c.ll on for .aaistanc. 1n organ1aing a s.ries of talks 
for parents' me.ttaaa or .n .ducational Wlit on interraoial justic •• 
lChicago CommisSion on Human Relationa, "The GrOWing Negro Kiddl. Class 
in Chioaao," I .... ' Rektioll8 N ... (Octob.r, 1962). 
,2Siater Gertrude Jos.ph Donnelly, p. 149. 
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RecaUina the fact that the average span of tenure _s four years, and 
that 14.7 per cellt of the aamp1e had been stationed at their present conven 
for ten year. or more, while even tho.e who were transferred the previous 
year had an entire .chool year to become acquaillted with the locale and it. 
a,encies since the survey was conducted in May, it does se .. that there was 
sufficient time to become informed on this matter. 
AWlre".s of SOS1el Action Opportunities in TeachiDa 
Two of the teachina Sisters' stroq points appear in those area. that 
directly pertain to the teaching apostolate; 83.5 per cent indicated that 
Chri8tian social principla should be tauaht in gt:ade school. As to where 
theae principles could be inte,rated in the curriculum, 77.4 per cent of 
the s .. ple named subject areas that would lend themselves to the teaching 
of the.e principles: religion, social sciences, literature, and reading. 
Awarene.. of liology of Race 
Though 70.1 per cent gave an answer reflecting accurate biological 
knowledge about race, a fallacy of the old-wive.-tale-type was supported by 
16.9 per cent of the sample who thouaht that the colored have a body odor 
because of the p1.gment of their skin; 13.0 per cent were unsure brin.aing the 
total to 29.9 per cent of the entire sample who give evidence of being 
vf.ct1mlzed by folk knowledse and myth. 
Awarenes. of tbpse with Jueiorate Train1!1 ,8 Compered to others te !!'Ple 
As with the attitude scores, it was hypothesized that those with junior 
ate training would achieve lower and thua more favorable score. than those 
without such training. A .pecial coapari8on vas undertaken of those in the 
20-29 aae bracket. As can be .een in Table 22, though those with juniorate 
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achieved a lower and more favorable mean aware .. s score, there is no mean-
ingful difference. Likewise, though the mean scar. of those 20-29 with 
juniorate was 1.3 per cent better than the avera,e aWAreness score for the 
total s .. ple, it is not a significant difference. 
tAlLE 22.--Compari.on of mean awareness scar •• of those 20-29 year. of aa' 
with and without juniorate 
Description of Group 
20-29 with juniorate (N-69) 
20-29 without juniorate (N-42) 
Mean Awarene.. Score 
22.49 
23.18 
Ill. rindings of the Study on Involvement 
Standard Deviation 
3.23 
4.00 
The area in which the Sisterl fared poorest was the area of involvement. 
As mentioned in Chapter three, the concept "involvement" embraces varioua 
levels rauaina from readina and discussion to more active leadership roles 
in Catholic Action. the mean Icore of all Sistera' total involvement scores 
was 70.5. This 18 37.5 points from the perfect score (33) and 36.5 points 
from the poorest possible Icore (107). This waa the only area of the three 
where the Silters' scores were slightly more in the direction of the le.st 
desirable end of the continuum. 
Inyolvement Ihroulh Education 
Intelliaeat involvement in the social apostolate of the Church pre-
supposes awarene.s and conviction. Thouah many sources, not the least beina 
personal experience and involvement itself, contribute to this awareness and 
conviction, the part of education, whether formalized or not, cannot be 
overestimated. In a society as technical and specialized .s ours, every 
type of involvement demands ita own qualific .. tiona. Also, in spite of the 
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fact that our society is so advanced technologically, many of its members are 
still victims of folk knowledge and social myths. l The question is, how 
much emphasis has been placed in the Sisters' formation on those subject 
areas considered curcial to the social action apostolate, ie., economics, 
education, history, philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology 
and theology? As pointed out in Chapter Two, the vast majority had less than 
twelve hours in economics, political science, psychology, and sociology. In 
many cases, Sisters had no credit hours in these disciplines. (See page 50.) 
When asked in which subject areas they felt weakest or least prepared to 
teach, the majority responded with one or more of these subjects considered 
crucial to the social action apostolate. As noted in Chapter Two, it is 
striking that 10 per cent of the survey, or the largest single group, listed 
religion as their most deficient area against 7.6 per cent who felt it was 
the area they were most prepared to teach. These deficiencies in course work, 
though by no means solely responsible for the lack of personal active involve-
ment, do most probably have some relationship. 
Though there has been a grOWing awareness on the part of university 
administrators as to the importance of offering courses in the social ency-
clicals, this is of rather recent vintage and may account for the fact that 
only 20.0 per cent of the Sisters report having taken such a course. When 
presented with a list of five encyclicals (Rerum Novarum, Quadragesimo Anno, 
Mystici Corporis, Mater et Magistra, and Pacem in Terris) and asked to check 
IRev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., "The University in the World of 
Change" an address to the Pourth Annual Meeting of the Council of Graduate 
Schools, December, 1964, Chicago. Published in More Thoughts for Our Times, 
57. 
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the one. she had read in their entirety. 20.4 per cent (the laraest single 
,roup) responded that they had read none. Of the five, 13.6 per cent had 
read one; 19.3 per cent, two; 18.1 per cent, three; 13.6 per cent, four; and 
14.9 per cent had read all five. 
It wa. hypothesi&ed that where concern for social justice existed, the 
S18ter would .eek opportunities to teach it in a aeaninaful way, that 18. in 
a way related to the needs of our place and time. Whether the concern exi.ts 
in tho.e with little or no opportunity (e.a., due to .UbJect matter tauaht) 
or whether the hypothe.18 itself i. fala. is not known at the pr.s.nt time; 
however, it i. a findina of this inv.stiaation that only 13.3 per cent have 
ever tauaht a unit on interracial Justice. 
rhouah not as formal a source of education a. cour •••• discus. ion and 
reading are forma of e~ucation end invol .... nt. !be discus. ion of current 
affairs pr •• uppo.e. a c.rtain dear •• of awareness and conc.rn and wa., there-
fore, included a. a question in the survey. Only 9 .ister. or 1.6 per cent 
of the ... pl. adaitt.d that they nev.r di.cuss current affair.. On the con-
trary, the laraest .ingl. ,roup (37.0 p.r cent) stat.d that they di.cus •• d 
current affairs a f.w tUDes a week. At the opposite extreme of tho.e who 
nev.r discuss these utt.rs are the 89 Sist.ra (15.4 per cent) who d18cues 
topics of this nature several times a day. 
To the question "Bave you participated in any oraaniz.d d18cuesion on 
social probl ... or Christian social principl •• in the last three months!" 
143 S18ters or 24.7 per c.nt responded in the affirmativ.. Of this aroup of 
143, 95 Sisters or 16.S per cent of the .ntire s..,le said that memb.rs of 
the laity had participated in the discuesion as well. It ..... that for the 
mo.t Dart tho •• who are .naued in the social action 4ial02ue fin4 inter-
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action with the layman a necesaary counterpart of the dialo,ue itself. 
In reaard to readioa babita, 68.7 per cent read both secular and catha-
lic newspapers, and 70.3 per cent read both aecular and catholic maguines. 
For a further aDalY8ia aee Table 23. Only 2.1 per cent confeaaed that they 
never read newspaper or magazine editorials, while tbe two lareest catesor-
ies atated that they (39.7 per cent) read them oace a day or (38.3 per cent) 
a few t1mu a week. When aaked to list any books which they bad c;hoaen to 
read in the paat aix months, 41.9 per cent of the aample llAMd boob which 
would fall into one or more of the following cateaorw: current aocial 
isauea, Church in the modern world, or .erious study. However, aa mentioned 
earlier, 28.5 per cent failed to report bavi. read any booka of their own 
choice and 29.7 per cent luted books which would be claaaified as books of 
peraODal piety and pleasure read1n& type only. What one !boote, to read can 
be assumed to correlate with one's intereata and involvement (at least in 
the intellectual order). 
TABLE 23.--Typea of newspaper and ma,asine readi. done by Sutera teachina 
in the Chicalo Area 
Type. of Hagasine. 
and Newspapera 
Catholic and secular 
catholic only 
Secular only 
None 
.....paper. 
N per cent 
398 68.7 
87 15.0 
40 6.9 
..l! -LJ. 
579 99.9 
Invo1v!!!9t throuah catholic Action 
Hquines 
N per cent 
407 70.3 
54 9.3 
49 8.5 
...§1 11.9 
579 100.0 
Participation in catholic Action ;roups or activities prior to enter-
ing the convent doe •• e. to have a relationship to participation of the 
.... type after rel1aious profe.aion and one'. teachina career baa begun. 
ill 
Of the 204 Suters who had been active in tbese groups before enterina the 
convent, 83 or 40.7 per cent have done lome s~ilar action alone these lines 
since. L1kewue, of the 204 tuchina Sisters in the survey who reported 
havina done or presently doing same apostolic work. be. ide. their regular 
teaching. 83 or 40.7 per cent report having participated in Catholic Action 
before entertna the convent. Thu findina is further supported by a cor-
relation of • .578.587 for theae two factors. However, more noteworthy 18 the 
fact that of the 107 Sister. who have organized a catholic Action ,roup as 
Sister-teachers, .55 or 51.4 per cent had participated in Catholic Action 
groups prior to convent entrance. 
As can be seen in Table 24, participation in apostolic work. other than 
teachina has taken many fol'lll8. Significant is the fact that one of the most 
recent additions to the list of apostolic opportunities for t .. china Sisters, 
the Urban Apostolate of the Suters (UAS), claw the laraeat ainale group--
46 Sisters or 7.9 per cent of the entire sample. 
TABLE 24.--Types and Nulllber of affiUations in apostolic works other tban 
teach ina held by Chicago's teachiDa Sisters 
Type of Apostolic Work • 
Urban Apostolate of Suters 46 
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine 38 
Sodality, Leaion, YCS, Third Orders, 
Vocation clubs, etc., 36 
Home visitiDa 26 
Catholic Youth Organization 17 
Leader in catholic or EducatioDAl 
Profe.sioDAl organization, A1UlllDAe 
work 11 
Social work 10 
Census takina 6 
Inter-faith work 5 
Adult education 5 
Cisca -! 
204 
per cent 
7.9 
6.6 
6.2 
4.5 
2.9 
1.9 
1.1 
1.0 
.9 
.9 
--Il. 
35.2 
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When questioned about Sisters' participation in two new areas, the 
follOWing responses were forthcoming. That religious should become involved 
in the Catholic Action training of laywoman in the parish was held by 63.9 
par cent of the s .. ple. Of the 18.7 par cent who thought religious should 
not become involved in this apostolate, two-thirds listed lack of t~ as the 
reason. In regard to tbe involvement of religious women in the area of race 
relations, 60.3 per cent thought they should be involved, while 22.6 per 
cent stated opinions to the contrary. twenty-nine per cent of this group, 
or 5 per cent of the sample, opposed involvement on the basiS of their opin10 
that the area of race relations belongs to the laymen and religious have no 
role in it, outside of regular classroom teaching. 
InvolVement through Personal Contact with Negroes 
Personal contact with minorities is becoming ever more questionable as 
a means per se of decreasing prejudice. l Nevertheless, contact, especially 
intimate contact, offers the possibility for greater awareness, concern and 
active involvement in the area of social apostolate than for those who have 
not bad personal contact with Negroes. It is from this viewpoint that it 
is considered here. When asked if they had ever had any pleasant personal 
experience in regard to Negroes, 404 Sisters or 69.8 per cent responded 
affirmatively. For 161 or 40 per cent of this group (27.8 per cent of the 
entire ... ple), these experiences were related to teaching, a situation which 
calls for a great deal of formalized role playing and secondary group rela-
donsbips. Only 37 or 9 per cent of those reporting pleasant experience. with 
the colored mentioned ralationships denotin. ftiendship. 
l.runo Bettelb6~ ~ Morris Janowitz, Social Change and Prejudice (New 
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lefore entering the convent, 148 Sister. or 25.6 per cent of the .ample 
had had colored people in their homes. However, only 56 or 39 per cent of 
this aroup had entertained these people as guest.. The others gained entranc 
to the home as bired help. Only 47 ~i.ters or 8.1 per cent of the sample 
ever visited a bome of a Nearo of sUBilar social class before entering the 
convent. Since that tUDe 193 or 33.3 per cent bave visited a home of a 
Negro. To the question ilAre there any colored in your neighborhood now?" 
285 or 49.2 per cent responded affirmatively. To this same question. 269 or 
46.5 per cent responded in the negative, and 25 or 4.3 per cent did not 
respond. When alked if they had ever lived in the same house with a Negro, 
181 or 31.3 per cent of the laaple answered yes. 
Influence of the Juniorate formation Pro&ram on Involvement 
As can be seen in Table 25, the mean involvement score of the 69 Sisters 
ages 20-29 having some contact with the juniorate formation program, was 71.2 
This i8 3.5 points better than the 74.7 mean scora achieved by the 42 Sisters 
ages 20-29 not baving bad juniorate training. However, it was slightly 
higber than the mean score of the total sample, which was 70.5. In the area 
of involvement, however, one's ability to become involved will ordinarily be 
limited by aae, experience and office. Therefore, thele factors must be 
considered in the interpretation and comparison of involvement scores. 
~LE 25.--Comparilon of mean involvement scores of those 20-29 years of a,e 
with and without junlorate 
Description of Group 
20-29 with juniorate (N-69) 
20-29 without junior.te (N-42) 
Hean Involvement Score 
71.28 
74.76 
Standard Deviatio 
6.95 
8.45 
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Tho.e baving bad juniorate training far.d better a. a ,roup in baving 
had social encyclical cour.es than thos!! lackina such training. While 91 or 
15.7 per cent of the latter reported having bad .uch a cours., 20 per cent 
of the junior Si.ters (25) took these cour.... Perhaps the 4.3 per cent 
increase is due to a growing realization of the need for such courses. The 
juniorate products also scored higher percentage-wise in their reading of 
the social eucyclicala. Whil. 22.5 per cent of those not having bad junior-
ate training r.port baving read none of the five social encyclicals list.d, 
only 12.8 pe. cent of the junior Sisters report this same fact. At the other 
end of the continuum, 55.2 per cent of the juniorate Sist.rs bave read three 
or more of tae five encyclicals, while only 44.3 per cent of those without 
this formation have done so. In this area, it ,eema tbat juniorate training 
may be r.lated to more intense intellectual formation in the social apostolaQ. 
On the basis of a study of the reading habits of junior Sisters and 
those Sist.rs who are not products of the juniorate formation program, it is 
concluded that there are fewer non-r.aders among juniorat. products than 
among the non-juniorate population. However, tke greater percentage of in-
crea.e among the junior Sisters bas gone in the direction of pious and plea-
sure reading, the .maller percentage to reading on curr.nt social and Church 
issues and scholarly study. 
IV. Correlation Analysis of Awareness and Involvement Scor •• 
The third hypothe.is "If reU.gious superiors (appointed leaders) tend 
to endorse the status quo, it is predicted that there will be no corr.lation 
between the religious' awareness of current social issues and their involve-
ment," was not substantiated. A correlation of .354287 was found to exist 
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between the awareness and involvement scores of the respondentl. This means 
that there is a relationship between the Sister-teachers' awareness of 
social issues and their involvement throuah education, and/or readiDa. dia-
cuss ion, teachina. pereoDal contact, and apostolic works pertinent to this 
area. 
Correlationa of the awareness scores with individual variables which 
contributed to involvement scores yielded the foll .. ina results. The high-
est correlation (.367785) was found between awaren .. s and the type of books 
read. Those who have read books about current social and Church issues or 
pursued scholarly interests tend to be more aware than those whose readina 
was mainly of the pious or pleasure readina type. That those who have read 
.ocial encyclicals tend to be more aware than tho.e who don' t is .upported 
by a correlation of .227776. 
In the case of discus. ion, tho.e who di.cuss current affairs frequently 
and participate in discus.ion on social problema, are generally more aware 
than tho.e who seldom enaaae in di.cus.ions of this .ort. Thi. hypothe.i. 
was .upported by a correlation of .271254. 
That having had pleasant personal experiences with Nearoe. is related 
to awarene •• of .ocial facts is verified by a correlation of .313165. 
Awarene.s is al.o correlated with having lived in the same house with a 
Negro. The.e two variables when correlated yielded a fiaure of .289900. 
laportant is the fact that there was virtually no correlation (.069711) 
between awarene.s score. and the fact of living with Nearoes in the .... 
neiahborhood. One would expect those livina &mona or near Negroe. to bave 
a better Irasp of the social situation. 
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An interestins relationship exists between the dearee of one's 
involvement and the subject(s) one feels most prepared to teach. Those 
who feel most prepared to teach the subjects considered cructal to the 
formation of the Sister Apostle tend to be more involved than those who 
did not list such subjects. This fact is supported by a fiaure of .276272. 
Havins explored and presented the relationship of awareness and in-
volvement, the writer will proceed to some of the practical bDplications 
and theoretical conclUSions in Chapter Five. 
CHAPTER V 
SUHMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. S\lmlUry of Theoretical Statement and Hypotheses 
This study has attempted to explore first, in a general way, the role 
of religion in reductna the ~pact of the forces of prejudica, and second, 
in a more specific manner, the adequacy of the reliaioua teacher in ac-
camplishing this goal. Tbree main areas of investigation of the reU.,ioua 
teacher were delineated as followa: her Attitudes about social (mainly 
racial) issues; her aware!!!ss of social facts; and her degree of involv!l!llnt 
in specific apostolic works considered critical to the propa,ation of 
.ocial justice. 
It has also been the purpose of the writer to demonstrate that social 
control and reference group theories produce fruitful hypotheses for the 
sociolo,y of rel1gion. It is ,enerally accepted that men oraantle their 
behavior to .ome ext.nt in response to the expectationa which they 1D&pute 
1 to other people. Among the various channels through which soc iety controls 
its members is rel1gion. Quite instrumental one way or another in this 
socialization process is the primary Iroup.2 It is to the primary gt'oup 
that mOllt individuals look first for status, and it is the 'individual's 
re,ard for social status which makes hilll subject to social control • .,3 
lShibutani, p. 60. 
2r,enski, p. 344. 
3baPiere, p. 47. 117 
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Th. writ.r has adopted Lenaki's thesis: to the extent thAt the subcommunity 
(in this cas •• r.liaious subcommunity) is permeat.d with Catholic socio-
r.ligious ideals and values. to that ext.nt will the larger ccanunity be 
influenced by Catholici8Dl as a social control. 
The hypothes.s of this study are as follows. First. members of 
r.ligious subcommuniti.s, thouah publicly professina orthodoxy in Church 
teachings, will exhibit a wide rang. of attitudes ranaina frOlil aar .... nt to 
disagr .... nt with socio-r.ligious teachings of the Catholic Church. Second. 
it is predicted that th.re will be a areater r.lationship b.tween socio-
r.lialous attitudes and social class than b.tween socio-r.ligious attitudes 
and .ducatioaal bacqround. Third. if r.Uaious subj.cts and superiors 
t.nd to maintain the status quo. it is pr.dict.d that there will b. no 
correlation b.tween the reliaious' awareness of current social issues and 
the extent of their involv .... nt. Fourth, if the juniorat. program is 
eff.ctiv. in this aspect of .piritual for.ation (i •••• givina r.l.vant 
instruction in social doctrine and opportunitiea for p.rsonal involv .... nt). 
then it is predict.d that there will be a mean1ngful diff.r.nce in attitude. 
awareness, and involvement scores of those with juniorat. trainiua and those 
without; those with it .videnciQI more awar.ness of, Christian attitudes 
toward, and involv .... nt in. social issuea. 
II. Summary of Findings 
Iy meana of a questionnaire distribut.d to a r.pr.s.ntativ. aampl. of 
elementary, high school, and coU.a. teach.rs in the city of Chicago in May, 
1964, the writ.r surv.yed 27 per c.nt of the total univers. (3,602) or 973 
teaching Siat.rs. The reapons. was 59.5 per c.nt of the sample or 579 
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teach iDa Sisters, i •••• 16 per c.nt of the univ.r8 •• 
The typical Sist.r in the writ.r'8 8tudy (bas.d on .. dian scor.s) was 
born in the U.S. and bas both nativ.-born par.nts. It should b. not.d. 
howev.r, that 36.1 per c.nt of the .... pl. had one or both par.nta for. ian-
born. As is the cas. with the American Catholic population, she is from an 
urban area (50.4 per c.nt from metropolitan ar.as; 74.4 per c.nt from cities 
over 10,000). She was, at the time of the 8urv.y. forty-five years of ag., 
a 8ubj.ct in relilioua lif., a grade school teacher by prof.ssion, and bad 
b •• n in the conv.nt twenty-five years. S.venty-one per cent of the s .. pl. 
had b •• n in r.liaious life fift •• n or mar. years. 
On the basis of her father's education and occupation, she cau from 
an upper-lower class backaround. Of s.v.n possibl. cat.gori.s in which a 
.. n's occupation miaht fall, the lara.st siaal. aroup in the study (36.4 per 
c.nt) f.ll in the fifth category, classifi.d as skill.d manual employ ••• ; 
15.4 per c.nt fell in the lower two cat.gories classifi.d as semi-skill.d 
and unskilled .. p10yees; 14.9 per cent ranked in the upper two classificatio 
as ex.cutives, proprietors, professionals, and managers. Less than half wer 
emp1oy.d in whit.-col1ar jobs. 
The average Slat.r's mother and father had a grade school .ducation oni 
Only 33.9 per cent of the sample had par.nts who attend.d high school. Her 
par.nts r.c.iv.d both a public and Catholic .ducation. H.r b~other8 and 
sist.r. did have the opportunity for some call., •• ducation, th.r.by indi-
catina the upward tr.nd in social mobility. 
The Sist.r'. education was r.ceived in Catholic grad. and high schools, 
though 8.4 per c.nt of the s .. pl. were .ducat.d under public auspic •• , and 
. 
. 
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Bachelor's dearee from a Catholic college, but doe. DOt bave a Master's, nor 
is she working toward one. A. would be expected, .he is not a product of the 
juniorate formation program, thoulh 21.6 per cent cl.~ aoqe contact with the 
prolram. By her report she has le.s than twelve credit hours in economic., 
political SCience, p.ycholoIY, and sociology, areas of knowledge considered 
critically important to the work of today's rel1aious teacher. When asked ln 
which .ubject areas .he felt weake.t or least prepared to teach, .he responde 
with one or more of the above subject ar.... It is important to note that 
10 per cent of the .urvey (the larle.t siagle group) li.ted relision a. their 
JIlt)st deficient area, whUe 7.6 per cent felt it was the area they were mo.t 
prepared to teach. 
The average Sister bad read two social encyclicals, but had never taken 
a speciflc course on th_. She, in turn, had never taught a unit on inter-
racial justice but believed Chri.tian aocial principle. ehould be tauaht 
beginning in fir.t grade. She seemed aware of opportunities to integrate 
the.e in her teaching. Before her entrance into the convent, .he did not 
enaage in Catholic Action work in any organized way, nor has she done .0 
(a.ide from her teach1Dg apostolate) .ince she beaan teachiDa. 
Thi. study counteracta the ayth that the religious teacher never see. 
the .ecular newspaper, revealing the fact that the average religious teacher 
reads both Catholic and secular newspapers and magazines. Her reading of 
books is mainly for pleasure (novel. and light biography) and spiritual 
formation. She said that she di8cusses current affairs occaSionally, that is 
a few times a week, but had not participated in any organized discus8ion on 
social problema or principles in the six mo.the prior to this survey. On 
.s wUlin 
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to let the federal lover_ent intervene when necesaary. but she also placed 
Ireat empbaata on personal responsibility of the employera. property owners. 
citizens, as the ca.e miaht be. 
~ to her relationship with Helroes before enterina. the averase stater 
had never had a Nesro in her home, nor had she ever visited the home of a 
Nesro of Similar social class background. She classified her famlly as 
slightly prejudiced. She had never bad an unpleasant personal experience 
with .egroes, but she had bad some pleasant OMS. mainly of the classroom 
type. Though the convent in which she was residing at the time of the 
investlaatlon was located in a neiahborhood which had at least some Negro 
families, she had not been in a Nesro's home since enter ins the convent, 
nor had she ever lived in the same house with a Negro. When asked to eati-
mate Chicago's .egro population, she tended to have an axellerated notion of 
the number of Helroes in Chicaao, putting the percentaae 7-60 per cent 
higher than the census figures, whUe est1mating the percentage of middle-
cla.s Nelroe. 10-20 per cent below the fiaures of the moat recent surveys. 
As of May. 1964, when she answered the questionnaire connected with this 
study, she did not know if she favored the passage of the Civil Rights Bill. 
This was one month before the passage of the Bill. When asked to name an 
organization in Chlcaso that she could call on to asstat her in organizina 
a serie. of talks for parents' .. etinss or an educational unit on inter-
racial justice, she was not able to name any appropriate organization. In 
spite of the facts juat presented. the averase Siater doea f.vor the parti-
cipation of religious in the area of race relationa, as well as the trainina 
of catholic laywomen in the parish. 
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The average Sister in this study has an attitude score of 27.4; this is 
8.4 points from the most desirable score (19) and 29.6 points from the poor-
est possible score (57). In the area of awareness, she scored 23.5. 9.5 
points from the best possible score (14) and 18.5 points from the worst (42). 
She did not do as well in the area of involvement. She scored 70.5,37.5 
points from the perfect score (33) and 36.5 points from the poorest (107). 
The three areas from best to worst, then,are attitudes, awareness, involve-
ment. 
Among the nineteen questions used to ascertain the attitude score, there 
were six questions that had a high percentage of answers judged to be correct, 
that is, in agreement with the Church's position on social facts. Ninety per 
cent did not feel that the Church is moving ahead too fast in the area of 
race relations; 3.8 per cent thought it is. Eighty-one per cent do not 
think religious inatitutions are justified in paying lower wages on the 
premise of dedicated service. To the question "Do you think a private hos-
pital is justified in refusing to serve colored persons because it will hurt 
their business1" 91 9 per cent responded "No,' indicating agreement with 
social teaching on this point. A response of "No" was given by 90.8 per 
cent to the question "Do you think colored and white children should go to 
separate schools?" "Do you think middle-class colored people should be al-
lowed to buy or rent homes in middle-class white neighborhoods?" received a 
positive answer from 89.1 per cent. It should be noted that three of the 
preceding questions pertain to the Negro's right to open access to basic 
services required for phYSical or mental well-being, 1.e.) housing, educatio~ 
and hospitals. These questions touch on the practical problema currently 
receivinlit the litreatest attention and -»ublldtYh the HeRro .I.tv and 
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interracial IDOvementa. It 18, turefore, to be expected that the Suter 
would be aore aware of the principles surrounding these l8s.s. 
To the question liDo you think colored people are by Dature prone to 
crime?" 81.3 per cent ana_red "No. It Thl8 queation had only 2.6 per cent 
who thouaht they were; whUe 16.1 per cent did not respond. Threa companion 
questiona to thb one followed: "Do you think that colored people are by 
Dature prone to illegitimacy?" (71.7 per cent answered "Ito"; 11.4 per cent 
anawered ''Yes''; 16.9 per cent did not respond.) "Do you think colored 
people are by nature prone to poverty?" (70.6 per cent anawered "NO"; 15.S 
per cent anawered "Yesn ; 13.8 per cent did not respond.) "Do you think 
colored people are by nature prone to 1&norance?" (74.4 per cent re.ponded 
"ttoll; 11.9 per cent responeled ''Yes''; 13.6 per cent did not anawer.) While 
only 2.6 per cent would aaree to the statement that .. ,roes are n .tur. 
prone to cr~, 11-16 per cent aareed that they are kt nature prone to 
ille,itimacy, poverty, and ianorance. These last three que.tiona are inti-
mately bound to another question in the attitude .ection of the .urvey: 
"Do you think that fundamentally most of the colored persons' problems st_ 
from their own ba.ic inferiority?" That this .tateaent i. true was held by 
21.1 per cent, while 12.6 per cent were UDSure, aiviDa a total of 33.7 per 
cent of the NlBple who are not convinced of the ba.ic equality of all men. 
A companion question to the previous one read.: "Do you f.el that no .. tter 
how many advanta,e. the colored attain, they wUl, a. a aroup, alway. remain 
inferior to whites?" To this question 14.9 per cent ana_red in the affirm-
ative and 8.8 were unaure, givina a total of 23.7 per cent who are victima 
of a subtle form of raciaa. 
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from the overall pictur. of attitudes thus far. it appears the Sisters 
performed b.tter as a Iroup in those areas wher. Church doctrine has b •• n 
appH.ed to specific problema. that is, where practical patterns of b .... vior 
are involv.d and discrtmtaation frequently occurs. They do not score as 
well in tbe more psycholol1cal areas, i ••• , in tho.e areas of life that have 
more to do with convictions of '~he other" (in this case. Nelro) as a fully 
human person capable of and limited by the same accidentals as other man, 
provided that he is given the same opportunities. The fact that large per-
centages of Sisters were willing to state definitely that the Negro is prone 
kl nature to illeaitUaacy (11.4), to poverty (15.5), to ianorance (11.9), 
while even lar,er percentage. than these were unsure. making the total mean 
percentale about 25 per cent of the sampl., indicates a serious problem. 
The findiD& that even larler percenta,es (about 28 per cent on the averag.) 
endorsed .tatements attributina basic inferiority to the --Iro race makes 
the situation .ven more critical. 
These findinas may have som.thina to do with social cla.s bacqrounda. 
One is culturally conditioned to accept or reject many forma of b.havior, 
speech, dress. etc •• by the social class to n'ich ODe belon,s or r.f.rs. 
Most Sisters in the study come from the lower clas., thouah it is to be 
noted tbat their famili.s were or are socially mobile, as indicat.d by the 
educational and occupational choice. of their brothers. When asked to 
classify thems.lves by social class, 23.7 per c.nt who were objectively 
identifi.d as lower class classified themselves as middle clas., thereby 
indicatina the aroup with wlich they identified thems.lve. and whos. value 
.yst .. they embraced. 
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Of further iIlterest, 34.9 per cent stated that they thouahe a person 
bas the riaht to decide for himaeU whether he will refuse to sell to colored 
people; 9.3 per cent were undecided, brinaina the total of overly iIldividual-
istic respouaes to 44.2 per cent. This theory of private property di8relard. 
the natural riaht of a person to ownership (resard1es. of race), the social 
nature of property, is raci.t ill tone and utterly individualistic, yet quite 
cc:aaon in American society. due to an _ .. era ted _pbasis put on man's 
riaht to the disposal of private property. 
Iy meana of the Product Moment Hethod of correlat!.on. the relationship 
of certain factors was analyzed. It ~a discovered that in this study there 
was sa.e correlation between attitudes of a socio-reli&ioua nature and one's 
enviroDlll8ntal backlround. In the breakdown of "environmental backlround" to 
its constituent elements. certaill f1ncl1D&s should be mentioned. First. 
there is a sliaht relationship between attitude. and the type of subject 
matter which the reli&ioua teaches. Those teach1Da subject matter related 
to the subject of this investiaation (social scienc ... theololY, philosophy, 
, 
and education) Icore sli,htly better than those who teach unrelated subjects. 
Second, the le.th of .one's famUy havina re.ided in the U.S. is somewhat 
related to attitudes, those beiaa le.s prejudiced wbo bave been in this 
country lonaer. Third. there is a .liaht correlation between the respondents 
attitudes and those of their parents. As the social class or rank of the 
father's occupation ro.e. there was a tendency for the attitude scores to 
~prove. lourth. there is no relationahip of poor attitudes to unpleasant 
experiences with Ne,roe., but there is a sliaht relationship of de.irable 
attitudes to plea.ant experieace. and livina in the ..... house with a Negro. 
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Fifth, there is • slight tendency for the younger people in the sample to 
.chieve more f.vor.ble .ttitude scores than the older respondents. Sixth, 
there is some tendency for those who have a knowledge of current events and 
read book. pertin.nt to the Church in the modern world to exhibit more 
desir.ble .ttitudes in the area of social justice. Seventh, this study 
found no r.lationship between .ttitudes on .ocio-r.ligious topics .nd the 
f.ct of having t.ken social encyclic.l cour.... The hypothesis was that 
those having had auch cours.s would .vince better attitudes than thoae 
deprived of .uch. This was not substantiat.d by the findings. Eighth, and 
perhaps most aignificant, there waa no relationship found between one's 
.ttitudes and one's pr.-co1leg. educational b.ckground, defin.d a8 total 
Catholic, tot.l public, or mixed, i.e., Catholic and public. 
It has b •• n pr.sumed until the appear.nce of recent sociologic.l studies 
that Catholic education has • significant .nd positiv. eff.ct on its products' 
.ttitudes, .specially in areas integr.1 to the goapel me8sase. Because there 
was a slightly neg.tive correl.tion between Catholic education .nd desirable 
.ocio-religious .ttitudes (-0.032505), the writer undertook. special in-
depth atudy of the r.apondents' .nswers to aix questiona designed to test 
convictions. The six questione followed by the percent.ge. in each of the 
three categories giving respon •• s in .gr .... nt with the Church's pOSition 
(as est~ted by the writ.r's .naly.is of rec.nt papal .nd episcopal .tate-
ments) .re •• follon. "Do you think middle-cl •• s colored people should be 
allowed to buy or rent hom.s in middl.-cl •• s white neighborhoods?" Ye.--
(Public: 91.8 per c.nt; Mixed: 91.6 per cent; Catholic 88.2 per cent). 
"Do you think a priv.te club has the right to exclude qualified colored 
people from membership?" Ho--(Pub1ic: 81.6 oar cent.- ,... ... t..".1{l'!. 7~.R_r 
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cent; Mixed: 65.4 per cent). "Do you think that a person bas the right to 
decide for hf.lllself whether he will refuse to sell to colored people?" No--
(Public: 59.0 per cent; Catholic: 58.2 per cent; Mixed: 52.5 per cent). 
"Do you think colored and white children should go to separate schools?" 
No--(Mixed: 93.2 per cent; Catholic: 90.8 per cent; Public: 85.7 per cent). 
"Do you think the Church is moving ahead too fast in the area of race 
relations?" No--(Mixed: 92.2 per cent; Public: 91.8 per cent; Catholic: 
89.7 per cent). "Do you favor the passage of the House version of the Civil 
Rights Bill now before the Senate?" Yes--(Publlc: 53.1 per cent; Mixed: 
52.0 per cent; catholic: 47.6 per cent). The overall picture reveals that 
those with an entire public school education on the grade and high school 
levels ranked first in four of the questions; those with mixed education. 
first in two; those with a totally catholic education ranked first in none 
of the six, but last in three of them. Those with public education ranked 
last in one of the questions; thoae with mixed education ranked last in two 
of the questiona. These in-depth analyses seem to suggest that there is a 
correlation unfavorable to Catholic education in the area of socio-religious 
attitude formation. 
In the two other areas of exploration, awareness and involvement. the 
Sisters' scores were not as favorable as were those of attitudes. Among the 
questions probing awareness, the highe.t percentages of unfavorable response. 
occur.ed in the follOWing cases. "Do you think that if a colored family buys 
a home in an all-white neighborhood, the property values of all other resi-
dences drop inevitably?" (40.6 per cent--yes; 11.1 per cent--unsure). A 
total of 51.7 per cent showed lack of correct information available in such 
atudi •• as Lubi Laurenti's for the CODIIliasion on Race and Housing. The 
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question receiving the highest percentage of unfavorable res~es was lIDo 
you think that the most prevalent and fun~ntal cause of blighted neighbor-
hoods is negliaence and destruction on the part of the inhabitanta?" To 
this question 62.3 per cent answered "Yes"; 11.4 per cent were unsure. The 
total percentage of those lackin& a real understanding of the inner city and 
sll. problema was 73.7 per cent, and yet this sample was drawn from women, 
many of whom are in the midst of the inner city and some of whom are on its 
fringe. All of the Sisters teach children Jra the.sJ.U. Though this question 
is not of the .... type as those that dealt with alleged basic inferiority, 
it is possible that the two types in this case are connected, that is, a 
person who regards the Negro as inferior is more inclined to look upon the 
slum as an effect, rather than a SymptOlll. These Sisters who reaerd the 
colored al basically inferior look upon the slum as the effect of the inhabi-
tants' (mainly .egroes') ne,ligence and destruction. 
To the question "Do you think that most colored persons are treated 
fairly in the U.S. most of the time?" 21.1 per cent answered "Yes," and 8.1 
per cent were unsure, giving a total of 29.2 per cent who must find it dif-
ficult to understand the Civil Rights Movement in this country. A fallacy 
of the old-wives-tale type is supported by the 16.9 per cent who think that 
the colored hava a body odor because of the pigment of their skin. That 
miarant workers receive a fair deal in hiring, paying. housina and firina was 
accepted by 10 per cent of the sample, while 13.8 per cent refrained from 
answer ina , givins a total of 23.8 per cent who are unaware of one of America t I 
greatest social injustices. To the question IIIn your opinion, what parcentag~ 
of the city of ChicalO (excluding the suburbs) is colored'l" only 13.0 per cen 
lave an approxtmation within the 20-29 per cent ranaa and, therefore, clos •• t 
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to the correct answer (22.9 per cent), while 28.3 per cent did not even 
attempt an answer. lifty-five per cent over-estimated the Negro population 
of Chicago. On the matter of the Civil Rights Bill, 48.7 per cent did not 
know where they stood on this issue one month before the Bill was passed. 
Though 60.3 per cent thought that religious should be involved in race re-
lations, only 27.8 per cent knew the exact name of sn organization in Chicago 
to call on for asaistance in organizing a series of talks for parents' meeti~ 
or an educational unit on interracial justice. Areas of strength aeem to be 
the teachers' awareness of when to begin teaching Christian social principles 
with 83.5 per cent indicating that this should be done in grade school. On 
how these prinCiples can be integrated in the curriculum, 77.4 per cent named 
subject matter areas which would lend themselves to the teaching of these 
prinCiples. 
There is a correlation of .354287 between the Sisters' awareness of 
social issues and the extent of their involvement through education and/or 
reading, discussion, teaching, personal contact, and apostolic work pertinent 
to this area. In a breakdown of these factora, the highest correlation 
(.313165) was found between awareness and pleasant personal experience with 
Negroes. Important is the fact that there was a very slight correlation 
(.069711) between level of awareness and the experience of having Negroes 
living in the same neighborhood. It vas expected that those having more 
frequent contact with Begroes because of spatial proximity would also ,row 
in knowledge of facts and issues involving them. This was not substantiated 
by the findings. 
Though involvement scores ranked loweat of the three areas studied, it 
must be noted that an evident willingness to become involved exists on the 
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part of 60 per cent of the a .. ple who think rel1&ious ahould be involved in 
race relationa and train1na laywomen in the pariah for catholic Action. Of 
the 204 or 35.2 per cent of the a .. ple who were involved in some form of 
organized catholic Action prior to convent entrance, it ia intereatina to 
note that 83 or 40.7 per cent have doae aome apostolic work auch aa Urban 
Apoatolate of the Siater8 (7.9 per cent); C.C.D. (6.6 par cent); Y.C.S •• 
Sodality, Third Ordera (6.2 per cent); Home vlaiting (4.5 per cent) in 
addition to teach1na aince that time. At preaent 16.8 per cent are enpged 
in such activities. Perhapa the moat u.portant factor of why religioua eitha 
heaitate or are not permitted to become involved i8 time. Of the 18.7 per 
cent who thought religious ahould not train laywomen in the pariah, tvo-third 
llated time a8 the reason. The other one-third gave reaaona which indicate 
that they do not believe religious are qualified for this type of work. 
Thla 8tudy indicates that larae numbers of rel1&ious teachera have fewer 
than twelve hours in the follow1na: economics (78.2 per cent); political 
science (77.2 per cent); 8ocioloIY (74.1 per cent); psycholoaY (64.4 par 
cent); theololY (43.0 per cent). While 35.8 per cent of the a .. ple had a 
major in education on the undergraduate level and 8.5 per cent a Ka8ter's 
dearee in education, one per cent or less had a major in the aforeaaid fielda 
on the underaraduate or araduate levels. Perhaps the lack of the Slaters' 
involvement in these areas accounts for the fact that 20.4 par cent have 
never read any of the papal social encyclicals. In anawer to a question 
requastina that the Slaters include only the book8 they chose to read, 28.5 
per cent listed no books read by choice in the six months prior to the aur-
vey; 29.7 per cent 11.8 ted books of personal piety and the pleasure reading 
r cent had read books to current social 1.8s.s 
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matters relev.nt to the ChUreh in the modern Yorld, or serious study. 
Only 37 Sisters or 6.4 per eent of the s .. ple indleated pleasant persona 
experiences with Negroes of .n intimate nature, such .s friendship. More 
were of the professional or tapersonal type. sueh .s teaehing or eontaet with 
hired help. aefore entering the eonvent. only 8.1 per eent had visited the 
home of •• esro of similar soeial el.... Sinee they have begun teaehing. 33. 
per eent have been in homes of Negroes. It is not known whether these eon-
taets were with Negroes of simil.r soeial elass or not. but 1£ the Negroes 
are of the lower el •••• these eont.ets may serve to reinforee stereotype •• nd 
latent prejudiee unless these situations are properly interpreted .nd under-
stood by the religious. Thi. presuppo.es knowledse of the soeial facts, 
their cause •• nd symptoms. 
In re .. rd to the effects of the junior.te formation prograa (applicable 
to younger .Ie group only) on soeio-religious attitudes. awarenes •• and 
involvement, the followina was di.eovered. Taking the six que.tions referred 
to above, whieh have been designed to test eonvietions. the writer found that 
tho.e in the 20-24 age br.eket without juniorate train1na ranked higher per-
eentale-wise in five of the six questions than tho.e who had been or are in 
juniorete formation. In the 25-29 ale bracket those without juniorate 
ranked first in four of the six questions. Those who have bad juniorate 
tr.inina r.nked first in four of the six questions among tho.e in the 30-34 
age level. In a compar.tive study of the mean attitude scores of the two 
groups (juniorate and non-juniorate produets 20"29 years of .Ie), a percent-
age difference of .69 in favor of the juniorate w •• found. The differeace 
beina too small to be decisive, it i8 concluded that as yet there is no 
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area of socio-relisious attitudes. 
A comparison of awareness scores of the two groups yielded a 1.3 per 
cent difference in favor of those witb juniorate, but again the difference 
was too small to appear meaningful. 
Involvement was the area in which the ,rutest difference in median 
scores could be observed. Juniorate products scored 3.5 percentage points 
better than the non-juniorate Sisters. Though tbis score (71.2) was slightly 
hiaher than the mean score of the total sample (70.5). it must be remembered 
that one's ability to become involved will ordinarily be lu.ited by age. 
esperienee and office. 
While only 15.7 per cent of those Sisters not baving bad juniorate 
formation bave bad a course in papal social encyclicals, 20 per cent of the 
junior Sisters (or products of tbis training) took these courses. The jun-
iorate ~roducts also fared better in their readina of social encyclicals. 
Only 12.8 per cent of the junior Sisters report having read none of the five 
social encyclicals listed. At the same tUDe 22.5 per cent of tbose not 
havins had juniorate training report this same fact. Of the five encyclicals 
listed. a full 11 per cent more of the juniorate products read three to 
five of these than their non-junior counterparts. 
III. Conclusions and Recommendations 
IYpotheses: Confirmed or Rejected? 
The first bypothesi. afforded an opportunity for exploration of Lenski's 
thesis that religious subcommunities are a "distinct social system. only 
imperfectly coordinated with the reliaious association," in socio-religious 
areas, such as economics. politics. faaily life. etc •• at times exercisins 
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"an influence which brina8 it into conflict with the formal religious associ-
ation. ,,1 The finding. of this study .upport the hypothe.is that while mem-
ber. of religiou. subcommunities publicly profe.s orthodoxy in Church teach-
ings, they actually exhibit a wide range of attitude. from agreement to 
disagreement with the socio-religious teachings of the Catholic Church. 
This finding in turn adds credence to Lenski's theory that religiOUS sub-
communitie. are social sy.tems baving their own values in certain areas which 
at times bring individual members into conflict with the professed values of 
the larger a88oclation. As was shown in Chapter Ill, members of religious 
communities are products of a secular society in which middle-class values 
bave predominated. Whether conscious or uneonacioua2 of the effect. of 
these values on their viewpOints, reli8ious women do not .utomatic.lly dis· 
engage themselves from the.e by entrance into religion. In v.rying degrees 
the individual. in a religious subcommunity (religious order or congregation) 
retain secular and/or f •• ily, ethniC, and social class values brought with 
them when they entered this new ,roup. The.e, in turn, reinforce or chal-
lenge the v.lue system of the subcommunity. Ideally. the v.lue .ystem of the 
.ubcommunity should be that of the l.rger .s.ociation (in this c.se, Catholic 
Church), but a. Lenski points out, it is a social sy.tem havi.ng its own v.lue 
in certain areas. Some of these value. may b •• upport.d by secul.r, for 
exampl., .ocial cl.s.,v.lues of its memb.r.. In such c ••••• inconsistencies 
betwe.n profe •• ed principle. and practic. may arisa. 
lLenski, p. 328. 
2Waldo Burchard, "Rol. Conilicts of Military Chaplain.," in J. Kilton 
Yinler (ad.), Religion, Society and the Individual (N.w York, 1957), p. 597. 
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From an ideal-type aelf-definition, the religious subcommunity is a 
social structure composed of individuals striving to become like Christ in 
all things. It may be that formation has been interpreted and carried out 
in a context conducive to individualism more than social consciousness, to 
personal sanctity more than concern for community. It may be, in other 
words, that the religious community. w~ile theoretically teaching (or at 
leaat not denying) Christian social doctrine, wa. reinforcing or not 
challenging certain values of secular society. 
Also substantiated is the second hypothesis which predicted that there 
would be a greater relationship between socio-religious attitudes and social 
class than between socio-religious attitudes and educational background. It 
is often presumed that those from Catholic schools have more Christian atti-
tudes and values due to their training than those deprived of such. On the 
other hand, Fichter has noted that the American religious tends to be a 
conformist and more concerned about success in secular terms than one would 
like to recognize or admit. l The preceding statement may offer some 
explanation and insight into the fact that this study found a slightly nega-
tive correlation between one's socio-religious attitudes and Catholic edu-
cational background. On the other hand, it found some relationship between 
these attitudes and social class background. In the cas. of education, it 
was hypothesized that the more Catholic education a child had in elementary 
and secondary schools, the more Catholic her present socio-religious attitudes 
would be. It was likewise hypothesized that the higher the social class the 
more Catholic her present socio-religious attitudes would be. A few of the 
reasons for this latter position are greater security with less competition 
1 
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socially and economically, as well as a higher degree of formal education for 
family members. The first was not verified; the second was. Social class is, 
therefore, concluded to be a more significant factor in socio-religious atti-
tudes than type of educational background, defined as Catholic, public, or 
mixed. \ 
The third hypothesis was not substantiated by this research. It was 
based on the expectation that religious subjects and superiors tend to accept 
the status quo regardless of their awareness of current social issues. The 
prediction that there would be no correlation between the religious' aware-
ness of social issues and the extent of their involvement was not verified. 
Instead a positive correlation between awareness and involvement was found 
to exist. On the basis of this research, evidence points in favor of a 
tentative acceptance of the following hypothesis: As the members of socio-
religious communities grow in knowledge of social facts having religious 
implications, it may be expected that they will become involved through 
various forms of appropriate action. It cannot be determined at this point 
if the relationship is a causal one or not, hence the term "tentative 
acceptance." It is recommended that further exploration be done on this 
matter in order to establish the identity of other factors showing a relation 
ship to awareness and involvement. It may be that involvement leads to 
greater awareness, and therefore, the higher correlation. To conclude that 
1 awareness generally leads to greater involvement would be premature. 
lIt is the intention of the writer to further explore at a future date 
the characteristics of those having the highest and lowest awareness and in-
volvement scores, much as was done in the case of attitudes. This study will 
be premised on the assumption that as in the case with attitudes some common 
characteristics and patterns would be found. These, it is believed, would 
provide deeper insights into why a relationship exists between awareness and 
involvement. 
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Future inveltigations in thil area would do well to Itudy intenaively those 
whole awarenesl and involvement scores ar. at extreme encla of the continuum. 
It will b. in th.s. groups that those variables crucial to understanding 
general trends will be identifi.d more readily. 
The fourth and last hypothesis dealt with the effectiveness of junior-
ate tormation in the area. of socio-religious attitudes. awaren .. s and in-
volvement. It was hypothesized that 1£ the juniorate formation program is 
effective in this area of spiritual formation, there would be a meaningful 
difference in attitude, awareness, and involvement scores between those with 
juniorate training and those without, those with evidencing .ore awareness 
of, Christian attitudes towards, and involveDl8nt in social i .. ues. In a 
comparison of .edian scores of the two groups, there were no differences 
great enough to point to any definite conclusions. As far as instruction 
in social doctrine is concerned, those with juni~rate training fared better 
than those without. Likewise in the area of reading related to this topic, 
they perfonaed significantly better. However, this better performance of 
juniorate products is limited to the area of involvement throuah education 
and reading. Since the group analyzed was between the ages of 20-29, it 
may be that age has something to do with the juniorate products' lack of 
involvement in what might be termed more direct and active involvement. 
It has been accepted convent tradition in most communities to greatly cir-
cumacribe the non-teachina apostolic activities of the young Sisters. 
Whether this should or should not be is a dtter of serious consideration 
these days. Sister Joan Bland, Editor of Sitter Formation lulletin, stated 
at the 1965 N.C.E.A. Convention: 
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Certain it is that every teaching sister in every classroom should 
be thoroughly Bound on race and able to convey Bound attitudes and 
sound convictions. and 1 submit that for most these attitudes are 
,practically unattainable without direct experience. One must en-
counter the sober real in, the abaence of sham and pretenc.. the 
warmth and reverence of the disadvantaged child before one can 
really s.e what is at stake in our urban racial ahattos. Only 
such a vision will enable us to form a Catholic conscience deter-
mined to aee that theae children have a chance to lead h1D&n lives 
and to prepare themselves for the Kingdom of Beaven. l 
The writer envisions significant research that could be undertaken in 
this area. A study utilizing controlled experimentation would be appropriate 
and fruitful here. One group of junior Sisters could be expoled to an ex-
pertmental program of direct and active involvement in addition to the tra-
ditional approach. The control group would follow the traditional approach: 
involvement ltmited a~ost exclusively to education throuah courses or read-
ina. Only time, experUnentation, and scientific evaluation cau estimate the 
contribution of the juniorate formation program to the teaching mission of 
the Church in 80 far al social doctrine is concerned. 
cardinal Suenena. one of the avant Mrde in tha emancipation of the 
religioua wcaan, wrote in 1961 that reUaloua will find greater happiness in 
their vocation if they are pemitted to broaden their apostolic horizons and 
uperiJaent with new foma of action. 2 Thia statement, thouah true of some 
reliaioua women, cannot be said to be true of all. Happiness has to do with 
lSieter Joan Bland. S.N.D.deN., "Social Reform Through Education: The 
Sister's Mission," ".C.I.A, IylleUB. LXII (Auauat, 1965). 192. 
2Leon Joseph Cardinal Suenena, "The Religious, Iapiratlon of the Adult 
Laity," Siater Formation Bulletin, VIII (Winter, 1961-62), 8. 
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the •• tiafaction of expectationa, and expectations bave much to do with 
role conceptualization and fulfillment. 
In a complex society many institutions are r.quired to •• ti.y 
the manifold ne.d. and wants of man. This means that .ny aiven 
individual will play many social role. in the course of hi. life-
t~e, .nd .t .ny aiven ttme will be playina • number of role. 
simultaneously. Each perlon has • hierarchy of role obliaations, 
the r.l.tiv. positions of which .r. dete~1ned by the str.nath of 
the claims made upon him by the various institutions which compete 
for his loyalty. Therefore, hie roles may not necessarily b. in 
haraony with each other, and in lome instanc •• , where two or more 
institutions demand t~ first loyalty of • person, they may be 
directly antithetical. 
The question ie--which role of the teaching Sister provide. her with her 
pr~ry identification, her teaching role or her role a8 religious witness? 
2 To which role is .he mo.t committed? The aforesaid questions may seem un-
nec •••• rily dichotomous .nd artificial, and 80me lII&1y argue that for the 
r.li&ious teacher the two are inseparable. Theor.tically, this is true, but 
it must b. recoanized that the latter (relialoUl witness) is a f.r broader 
conc.pt and admits of v.rieties of functions of which formal teach ina i. only 
one. On the contrary, primary identification with the role of religious 
teach.r, thouah havina its own particular v.lue as a witn.ss sign, may tend 
to narrow the fi.ld of interest and activity for certain types of personali-
ties already formed 1n a way of life, traditionally more organized and pre-
dictable in it. structure and con.equ.ntly more secure than most. In a 
1 Burchard, p. S87. 
2Por an extenaive treatment of the socio-paycholoaical aspects of com-
mitment (a te~ much used 1n current r.ligious circl •• ), see Howard Becker, 
"Note. on the Concept of COIIIDitment," Atl!, LXVI (July, 1960), 32-40. 
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society already victimized by "functionalis~' that is. by the cultivation 
and valuation of specific marketable skills rather than the inner self. l may 
it not be that the active reliaious orders in their emphasis on profes.ional-
ization have unconsciously succumbed to functionalism a1807 2 It is no doubt 
useful for religious subjects to be faithful to teaching duties and not to 
dabble in every type of apostolate. On the other band, dabbling need not 
result if primary identification were of the religious witne8s type. A 
religious so formed would think of herself primarily as a reliaious witness 
and, therefore, ready for adaptation in that work or function for which she 
bas been especially trained and in which she spends most of her time. That 
this type of role confusion and conflict does exist can be observed in the 
remarks of some reliaious who see any clearee of i!lvolvement on the part of 
the reliaious teacher in the social action apostolate as "social work," in 
spite of the fact that many of their lay counterparts who teach actively 
enaage in other works as well. 
Diaressina from the sociological viewpoint and assuming a more philoso-
phical stance, the writer would like to make the follOWing obeervation. 
The day has lona passed (if it ever existed) when religious could rightly 
take an uninvolved glance at "the world" and share their presence and talents 
with it for short periuds lest they become involved. Bishop Hannan in speak-
ina to the Eastern Sister Formation Conference in 1957 Btated. "A glance at 
the secular Christian'. relation to the world may, therefore, possess some 
value for the dete:r:mination of the relation of the religious ••• who is a 
1 Vanlaam, p. 146. 
2suenena, l'h! lUll in the World. p. 22. 
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member of an active institute. The secular Christian knows that Our Lord by 
His Incarnation became a citizen of the world while He wa. true God as well 
as true Man."l If the religious teacher is to be faithful to her vocation as 
religious witneas she must bear this witness in relation to the people and 
prob1ems« her milieu. May it not be, in fact, that the religious teacher 
bas a special contribution to make to secular affairs? Loren Eiae1ey in his 
book, Social Control in a Free Society, points out that modern man ia exces-
sively preoccupied with the outer world and technological invention and 
revolution. 
This outward projection of attention •.. has come dangerously close 
to bringing into existence a type of man who is not human. He no 
longer thinks in the old terms; he has ceased to have a conscience. 
He is an instrument of power. Because his mind is directed outward 
upon this power torn from nature, he does not realize that the 
moment such power is brought into the human domain, it partakes of 
2 human freedom ••• 
It would be foolish to presume that man can live in this type of world 
and remain unaffected by its values, mores, and goals. Only in so far as a 
man is aware of the forces that come to play in and on his life can he 8ssess 
their impact on him or with planning begin to exercise control over them. It 
is not sufficient to teach scientific technique, nor even a group ethic. 
Whether it be in the classroom situation or a less formal educational 
situation, this must be 
the place where selfhood, what haa been called "the supreme 
instrument of knowledge" is created. Only such deep inner know-
ledle truly expands horizons and makes use of technololY, not 
lHost Rev. Jerome Hannan, "Eastern Conference," in Spiritual and 
Intellectual Elements in the Formation of Sisters, (ed.) Sister Ritamary, 
C.H.M.,tiew York, 1957), p. 27. 
2Loren C. Eise1ey, "The Ethic of the Group," in Robert B. Spiller (ed.) 
Social Control in a Free Society (Philadelphia, 1960), p. 28. 
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for power, but for h\lB8n happiness. As the capacity for self-
awareness is intensified, so will return that senae of personal 
responsibility which has been well-nigh lost in the eager yearn-
ina for allrandizement of the asphalt man. 1 
The religious educator of the twentieth century has a task far more challeng 
than the harnessing and unleashing of atomic power. She must help to create 
men capable of usiD& their newly discovered powers for the good of all men. 
She must help create men, capable of sufficient self-reflection to analyze 
human and societal behavior with a view to understandill3 what men reallY do 
as distinct from what they think they do. She must help man understand the 
institutions and factors in social life which act as controls on his behavior. 
It is only when a man knows what he really does and why be does it that he 
begins to know htmaelf. Without this self-knowledge, the man of knowledge 
may be the unconscious victim of his own tendencies to one of two extremes: 
anarchy or human respect, that is, to be unduly influenced to perf Oral certain 
actioLS (good or bad) by fear of di.plea.ina authority or one's companions. 
The challenge is one of creatina a person in the fullest sense of the word. 
Seemingly related to the previous consideration of role conflict is the 
fact that while one's social class appears to be related to one's attitudes 
on socio-reU.gious issues, one's educational background (defioed as catholic, 
public, mixed) shows a slightly negative relationship. It is generally 
recognized that in the past teachers have taught principles of justice and 
equality for the most part from materials ignoring to a great degree the 
Negroe.' pOSition in American history and contemporary society.2 Why this 
lIbid., pp. 36-37. 
2Byron Massialas and Andreas bUlBUS, Crucial Issues in the teach1D& of 
Social Studies: A look of aeadiggs (Englewood Cliffs, 1964), p. 206. 
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situation existed must be carefully and objectively considered. The writer 
cannot offer any definite explanation as to the possible causes of this fact, 
but on the basis of this study raises the following questions as possible 
areas of further research: first, has the Catholic school unwittingly foster 
a ghetto mentality among its participants, both teachers and students? 
Second, has the Catholic school system proposed goals and ideals that can 
only be imparted and developed in the context of the larger society while 
at the same time remaining aloof from this society? Third, since the teachers 
in the Catholic school system are for the most part the products of the sys-
tem who have entered religious life in adolescence, is it possible that a 
paucity of meaningful experience with American pluralistic society has led 
to teaching Christian social prinCiples, first, in an abstract manner, and 
second, in a situation which shelters the student from day-to-day practical 
applications? This, of course, would not be true of all Catholic schools, 
but by and large even those schools which have inalinatively created situ-
ations for some sort of contact between Nelro and white students find the 
patterns of spatial and psychological segregation difficult to break for 
lonler than the time allotted to an interracial workshop, home viSit, or 
similar "project. 1I fourth, since only 4 per cent of the U.S. Negro 
population is Catholic, the Catholic in a Catholic school may find it doubly 
hard to have day-to-day contacts with a Iroup isolated from him, not only 
by racial segregation in housing, but by a system of education which of its 
very nature selecta ita studenta on the basia of religion and ability to pay. 
As the Nelro community presses for Ireater intelration in the public school 
system, can the Catholic school expect that it will be able to offer its 
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is to b. achi.v.d, do •• this not entail the Church in the U.S. relating it •• lf 
IDUCh more to the 1I.lro population today than it has done in the past1 The 
Nearo population of Chica,o stands today at approxbDat.ly 22.9 per c.nt, 
and population studies indicate continuins incr ..... in the years ahead. The 
critical question 18 not are r.liaious teachers b.iDa pr.par.d for the future. 
but are th.y beina prepared to meet the situations which exist r1&ht ~ in 
Chica,o, and •• pecially its inn.r city? 
The r.lationship b.tween social clus and socio-rel1&ious attitude. 
point. to the conclusion that reli,ious t .. chers b.iaa al.o product. of 
American soci.tyl .... to have be.n more influenc.d by conaiderationa of 
social and ecollOlllic status than by forul .ocio-r.liaious education. Is 
there not pre •• nt h.re aaain a type of conflict? Whil. b.ina tauaht or 
teaehi:Da one s.t of values in the abstract, the student or teach.r, b.caus. 
of primary conSiderations of status, conaciously or unconsciously liv •• by 
another. Sherif .tat •• that ttvalue •• nd loals as well a. all _jor elo-
attitudes are formed in .... r.hip or in r.lation to r.f.r.nc •• ocial ,roup •• 
If. in this ca ••• the r.f.r.nc. ,roup i. not the moat ~diat. memb.r.hip 
,roup (a comaunity of women who prof ••• to b. rel1aious witn ••••• ). but one 
with very influential value •• such as the middle cla.s, it can b. readily 
IHJman'a study of coll.se students' reference group. found that they 
capered thama.lve. with others primarily in the ar.a of ecollOlllics. Liat.d 
in ord.r of frequency, relilion appeared twelfth among a 1i.t of thirt.en 
po.sibl. points of comparison. This .tudy i. su.aaru.d in Linde •• ith and 
Strauss, p. 242. See al.o aobin Williama. American Societx, pp. 388-442. 
~af.r Sherif and Hadl.y cantril, Ibt PsychologY of Iso-Involvements; 
Sosla1 Attitud.s and Identification (Hew York, 1947), p. 8. 
imagined that conflicts will arise. Whether theae will be recognized and 
faced depends upon several factors which are beyond the acope of this paper. 
It seems the responsibility of those entrusted with the direction and 
formation of the Sister-religioua-witness-teacher to seriously ponder the 
practical implications of the following statement as these are related to 
the findings of this study. 
In a membership group in which certain attitudes are approved 
(i.e., held by majorities, and conspicuously so by leaders), 
individuals acquire the approved attitudes to the extent that 
the membership group (particularly as symbolized by leaders 
and dominant syb groups) serves as a positive point of 
reference •••. 
It is, in other words, their challenge to help their subjects identify their 
primary role and primary reference group, both as to what these presently 
are and what they should be. Only in this way will the po.sibility exist 
that the power of self-determdnation be returned to the individuals involved 
as they more rationally asseS8 the 80cial forces around them. Religion as 
a form of social control can increase in potency as it. adherents are them-
selves more motivated by its dynamism. 
Hopeful signa of renewal will become reality when the goals of Vatican 
II's Decree on Religious Life are coupled with an objective investigation 
and evaluation of the situation a. it now exists. Wise planning for the 
future of the Church is the result of an honest estimate of the present 
Church. lithe Church is not a subs tance; she is a happening, an event, 
constantly renewed in concrete human beings. So it is at these that we must 
look if we want to know what the Church is. ,,2 
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SURVEY OF RELIGIOUS TEACHERS 
This is an anonymous study; please do not sign your name. Please check items 
where appropriate. Please give specific answers where they are to be filled 
in by you. Pl.a.e do n2l write anything on the lines to the left. They are 
for coding purposes. 
_________ 1. Which position(s) do you presently fill? 
a. Superior 1 1 
b. Administrator - Grade School 1 / 
c. Administrator - High ~chool 1 1 
d. Administrator - College I I 
e. Subject 
__________ 2. If you presently teach, check the appropriate box. 
a. Grammar School 
-.1_.-1 
b. High School -.1 __ 1 
c. College .c...1 
__ 1 
__________ 3. If you teach in high school or college, list the subjects you 
are teaching this semester. 
4. How many years have you been stationed at this convent? 
a. 1 year or les. l I 
b. 2-4 years l 1 
c. 5-9 years l 1 
d. 10 or more years L I 
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5. Since date of entrance, how many years have you been in the 
convent? 
a. 0- 4 years _1 __ .1 £.25-29 years .;..1_...,,1 
b. 5- 9 years I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
g.30-34 years _1_...,,1 
c.10-14 years h .35-39 years .;..'_....:1 
d.15-19 years i.40-44 years I I 
e.20-24 years j .45 or more ,,-I _....II 
6. What is your age now? 
a. 20-24 years I I d. 35-39 years L---J g. 
b. 25-29 years I J e. 40-44 years L-I h. 
c. 30-34 years L---J f. 45-49 years L---J i. 60 or more I I 
7. Give the race to which you belong. 
8. Country of birth of: a. Pather c. Grandparents 
-----
b. Mother ____ _ 
9. Were you born in the United States? 
Yes 
I I 
No 
I I 
_____ 10. If not, where were you born? ______________ _ 
_______ 11. Prior to entrance into the convent, where did you live1 
a. Rural non-farm area 
b. Rural farm area 
c. Small town, less than 10,000 
d. City, 10,000 - 100,000 
"",'_....II 
s-' -.oJ
I 
4..1_....:/ 
40-1 _,1 
e. Large city over 100,000 or suburb near large city I I 
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_________ 12. Circle the number in each group which indicates approximately 
how many years of schooling each of your parents completed. 
(If you cannot give an exact number, try to give an approxi-
mate answer.) 
lOll YOUR lATHER GltADE SCHOOL BlaB SCHOOL 0'1'ItER ~Bow loy) 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1,2,3,4 
CA'J.'BOLIC SCBooL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1,2,3,4 
13. FOR YOUR MOTHER GRADE SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL O'l"llEB. mow lona) 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1,2,3,4 
CATHOLIC SCHOOL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1,2,3,4 
_____ 14. The following questions pertain to your father'. major occu-
pation. If your father is retired or not living, tell what 
his major occupation was. What is your father's occupation? 
(Please specify his particular job, e.g., auto mechanic, 
railroad conductor, baker, baker self-employed) 
..... ______ 15. If you have brothers, please list their occupations on the 
following lines. 
-
______ 16. Number of brothers and sis ters who are 25 years or older ' ___ 1 
_________ 17. Number of brothers and sisters 25 years old or older who have 
completed the following levels of education: (List each 
brother and sister only once; e.g., if he completed grammar 
school and high school, list him only as having completed 
high school.) 
Brothers Sisters 
Grammar School a. 
High School b. 
College c. 
-----
18. Graduate Work (specify) 
d. 
e. 
f. 
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_________ 19. Professional School (specify) 
g. 
h. 
1. 
__________ 20. to which social class do you think your family belonged 
When you were 15 todal 
21. 
a. Upper LJ l 
b. Kiddle I I l I 
c. Working l I L I 
d. Lower I I L I 
22. Were you ever employed full time 
before entering as a postulant? Yes No 
-(Full time means working all year L---J l I 
round.) 
I 
_________ 23. If so, what was your particular job? (Be specific; e.g., grade 
school teacher, private secretary, sales clerk, general office 
worker) 
____ 24. Were you ever employed part time 
before entering as a postulant? Yes 
(Part time means work done after .r...'_--=-I 
school, on SaturdaY6 or during 
summer vacation.) 
No 
L---J 
_________ 25. If so, what was your particular job? (Be specific; e.g., 
waitress, sales clerk) 
26. How old were you when you entered the community as a postulant? 
a. 16 or younger L j d. 25-29 I , 
b. 17-19 l I e. 30-34 l / 
c. 20-24 l I f. 35 or more L I 
27. Had you completed high school? Yes No l-' '-I 
28. Were you an aspirant? l Yes l t-.l!!2., 
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_________ 29. If ye8, durina which years of hiah school were you an aspirant? 
(l-freshman year, 2-aophomore year, etc.) 
a. 1 I I b. 2 I I c. 3 I I d. 4 l I 
30. Did you enter the poatulancy within 
the aame year of completing the Yea Ro 
aspirancy? I I c:::J 
31- Did you attend college before entering 
aa a poatulant? , I l I 
_________ 32. If yea, check the number of yeara cgmpleted before enterina. 
a. 1 , I b. 2 , I c. 3 , I d. 4 , , 
33. How many years did you spend in the novitiate (excluding 
poatulancy)? 
a. 1 I I b. 2 I I 
Yea No 
34. Doea your community have a juniorate? L / I I 
35. Have you been through the juniorate 
formation program? l I L I 
36. If yea, please apecify and describe by checking one of the 
following: 
a. One full year and 8ummer(a) 
..... l--.:I 
b. Two full years and summera ~/_....II 
c. Summer(s) only , I 
_________ 37. Pleaae indicate the years you attended public or Catholic sc~ 
by circlina the grades. Uae a checkmark under Graduate Work. 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL COLJ..EGE GRADUATE WI( 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
CATHOLIC SCHOOL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
_________ 38. Did you receive a college degree? 
1,2,3,4 
1,2,3,4 
1,2,3,4 
1,2,3,4 
_________ 39. Please deacribe the college where you did moat of your work by 
check1na onecf the follow1na: 
a. Liberal Arta College run by Siaters of our own 
community, exclusively for Sisters 
b. L1beral Arts College run by Sistera of another 
community, excluaively for Siatera 
,-L~I 
_,_....:1 
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c. Liberal Arts College run by Sisters of our own 
community, registering lay atudenta aa well as 
Siatera 
d. Liberal Arta College run by Siaters of another 
community, regiatering lay atudents as well as 
Sisters 
e. University - College (e.g., Loyola, DePaul) 
I , 
, , 
f. Other (Please specify.) __________ _ S 
40. Are you now working toward a Yes 
college degree? I 
41. In college, what is (was) your major field? 
42. minor field? 
Yea 
43. Do you have a Master's degree? I-I 
44 If yes, what is your major field? 
_____ 45. If no, are you now doing &radua te work 
toward a Master's degree? 
Yes 
I I 
Ro 
I L I 
Ro 
l I 
10 
I , 
_____ 46. If yea, what is your major field? _____________ _ 
________ 47. Do you have a Doctor's degree? I~ 
_____ 48. If yea, what is your major field? 
_____ 49. If no, are you now doing graduate work 
toward a Doctor's degree? 
_________ 50. If yes, what ia your major field? 
Yea 
I , 
50 
I I 
_________ 51. Approximately how many semester hours (college level or higher) 
do you have in the following? 
a. Economica ___ _ d. Political Science __ g. 'rheology 
b. History e. Psychology h. Education 
---
c. Philosophy __ f. Sociology 
_________ 52. Have you ever taken a specific course in Yes 
papal social thought or papal social .1 ____ '
50 
.:-.1 ---:' 
encycUcals? 
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_________ 53. Would you describe the handling and coverage of the social 
encyclicals in cla8ses other than specifically social encycli-
cal classes as: (Check more than one if necessary.) 
a. Done with depth , 7 
b. Done superficially , 1 
c. Not done a t all , 1 
54. Check the encyc!ical(. ) you have read from start to finish, if 
any: 
a. Quadrage.tmo Anno , I d. Mater et Magi.tra ~ / 
b. Rerum Novarum / I e. Pacem in Terris , / 
c. Mystici Corporis l 1 
_________ 55. How often do you discUS8 current affair.? (e.g., progress in 
space, racial issues, legislation betore Congress, Cold War) 
a. Very often (several times a day) 
.-.'_1 
b. Often (once a day) 
... '_ .... / 
c. Occasionally (few times a week) 
d. Seldom (few times a month) 
.... 1_ .... ' e. Rever .... '_ .... 1 
_________ 56. Where do you get moat of your information on current events? 
In order of importance to you, and beginning with number 1, 
place a number after each news source. 
a. TV and radio c. magazines 
b. newspapers d. listening to people 
_____ 57. How often do you read newspaper and/or magazine editorials? 
a. Very often (aeveral timea a day) 1 / 
b. Often (once a day) l I 
c. Occasionally (few times a week) , / 
d. Seldom (few times a month) 
... l_ .... 1 e. Never ... l_ .... ' 
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58. Please list the names of newspapers you read regularly (as 
often as they come out), if any. 
CAmOLIC NEWSPAPERS SECULAR NEWSPAPERS 
59. Please list the names of magazines and periodicals you read 
regularly (as often as they come out), if any. 
CATHOLIC MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS SECULAR MAGAZINES & PERIOD. 
60. Name any books you may have read in the last six months. if any. 
(Include only books you chose to read.) In parenthese.) next 
to the book title, state the clas.ification--blography, novel, 
history, religion, etc. 
TITLE CLASSIFICATION 
61- Have you participated in any organized Yes No 
discussion on social problems or l I I I 
Christian social principles in the last 
three months? 
62. If yes, please describe briefly. 
63. Which subject do you feel ~ prepared to teach? 
64. Are you teaching this subject? l Yes. I l No. I 
65. Which subject do you feel least prepared to teach (of the 
subjects you are teaching now)? 
16.0 
_____ 66. At what year of the Catholic student's education, if any, do 
you think we should start teaching Christian Social Principles? 
Circle one. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1.0 11 12 
_________ 67. What subjects) in your opinion, lend themselves to the teaching 
of Christian Social Principles? 
_____ 68. Were you engaled in Ca tholic Ac tion 
before entering the convent? 
________ 69. If yes, pleaae name the organization(s). 
Yes 
t I 
7.0. If yes, how long were you an active participant? 
a. 1 year or leaa l I d. 1.0-14 yeara l 
b. 2-4 years l I e. 15 or more l 
c. 5-9 years l I 
71. Have you ever organized a catholic 
Action group since your entrance into 
religious 11fe? 
72. If yea, please name and describe it. 
_____ 73. Since your entrance into religious life, 
have you participated in any other 
social or apostolic action other than 
teaching? 
_____ 74. If yea, please deacribe. 
_____ 75. Are you presently engaged in such 
an ae ti vi ty? 
Yes 
l I 
Yes 
t t 
Yes 
I I 
No 
I I 
7 
t 
No 
l 7 
No 
l I 
No 
I I 
_____ 76. Do you think religious women should 
become involved in such an area as the 
training of Catholic laywomen in a 
parish? (For example, regular meetings 
or classes on the Catholic lay apostolate? 
Yes 
I I 
__________ 77. Why? (Please give a reason for your above answer.) 
__________ 78. Do you think religious women should 
become involved in such an area as 
race relations? 
Yes 
/~ 
__________ 79. Why? (Please give a reason for your answer.) 
No 
I / 
No 
I / 
_________ 80. What do you consider the three most critical social issues to-
day? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
81. Have you ever taught a Unit on 
-------
Yes No 
Interracial Justice? L-! l I 
__________ 82. If yes, how often? ____________________________________ __ 
__________ 83. Please give some details on your approach to and presentation 
of the Unit. 
_________ 84. If there were (are) any difficulties in teaching such a Unit, 
please describe. 
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__________ 85. How would you describe the feelings of your family toward the 
colored? 
__________ 86. Have you ever had any unpleasant 
personal experience in regard to 
the colored? 
_____ 87. If yes. please explain. 
__________ 88. Have you ever had any pleasant 
personal experience in regard to 
the colored? 
__________ 89. If yes, please explain. 
90. Did you ever have any colored people 
into your house before you entered 
the convent? 
91. If yes, please check the appropriate 
a. They came as guests. L I 
b. They were hired help. L / 
c. Other (please specify.) I I 
92. Before entering, did you ever visit 
the home of a colored person who was 
a similar social class background as 
yourself? 
93. Have you been in a colored person's 
home since you entered the convent? 
94. Do you think middle class colored 
people should be allowed to buy or 
rent homes in middle class white 
neighborhoods? 
Yes No 
l / l / 
Yes No 
L I I / 
Yes No 
l / I / 
box. 
Yes No 
of L / / / 
Yes No 
I / / I 
Yes No 
L I l I 
lb3 
95. Do you think a private club has the Yes No 
right to exclude qualified colored l I L I 
people from membership? 
96. Do you think that a person has the Yes No 
right to decide for himself whether he l I I I 
will refuse to sell to colored people? 
97. Do you think that fundamentally most of Yel No 
the colored persons' problems stem from Z I l I 
their own basic inferiority? 
98. Do you think that colored people are by Yes No 
nature prone to: 
8. Crime I / / / 
b. Illegitimacy l I l I 
c. Poverty L I l I 
d. Ignorance I I l I 
99. Do you think colored and white Yel No 
children should go to separate L I L I 
schools'l 
100. Do you think that most colored peraons Yes No 
are treated fairly in the U.S. moat l I L I 
of the time? 
10l. Do you think the colored have a Yes No 
body odor because of the pigment of L / L I 
their skin? 
102. Do you feel that no matter how many Yes No 
advantages the colored attain, they Z 7 Z I 
will, as a group, always remain in-
ferior to whites? 
103. Do you think the Church is moving ahead Yes No 
too fast in the area of race relations? l I / I 
104. Do you think that if a colored family Yel No 
buys a home in an all-white neighbor- l I l I 
hood the property values of all other 
residences drop inevitably? 
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_________ 105. Do you think that the most prevalent 
and fundamental cause of blighted 
neighborhoods is negligence and destruc-
tion on the part of the inhabitants? 
_________ 106. Are there any colored in your 
neighborhood now? 
________ 107. Have you ever lived in the same house 
with a colored person? 
_________ 108. Do you think it is all right to hire 
someone for a substandard wage if he is 
willing to work for it? 
______ 109. Do you think that there are immoral 
practices in hiring, paying, 
hOUSing, and firing of migrant laborers? 
_________ 110. Do you think religious institutions are 
justified in paying lower wages on the 
premise that this is dedicated service? 
_________ 111. Do you think a private hospital is 
justified in refUSing to serve colored 
personl because it will hurt their 
business? 
Yes 
I I 
Yes 
I I 
Yes 
/ I 
Yes 
I I 
Yes 
I 1 
Yes 
I 1 
Yes 
I I 
No 
I I 
No 
I I 
No 
I / 
No 
I I 
No 
1 / 
No 
t I 
No 
I 1 
_________ 112. In your opinion, what percentage of the city of Chicago (ex-
cluding the suburbs) is colored? 
_____ 1 
________ ~113. In your opinion, what percentage of colored people in the city 
of Chicago (excluding the suburbs) is middle class? 
-----~ 
_________ 114. Who do you think should bear the greatest responsibility for 
solving unemployment? 
a. The Governmen t 
b. Employers and property owners 
c. The unemployed 
.. / __ 1 
s..1_...i1 
.:..,1 __ 1 
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__________ 115. Who should attempt to solve the present Civil Rights Problem? 
(Check as many as you see fit.) 
a. Private citizens L / 
b. City government LJ 
c. State government / / 
d. 'ederal government / / 
__________ 1.16. How would you describe the feelings of your family toward the 
colored? 
a. Very prejudiced (Given to 
overgeneralizing about the l / 
colored) 
b. Slightly prejudiced (Work-
ing to overcome prejudice by L / 
reading, contact, etc.,) 
c. Not prejudiced (Making no 
distinction on the basis of / / 
race) 
117. Do you favor the passage of the Yes No Don't Know 
House version of the Civil Rights l I a I I 
Bill now before the Senate? 
__________ 118. If you were organizing a series of talks for a Parents' meet-
ing or an educational unit on Interracial Justice, what 
organizations could you call upon in your city to help you? 
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